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INCORPORATING EVERY WORTH -WHILE
RADIO DEVELOPMENT

NEW
STATION
CHART

Get one of the new Cossor
Station Charts which gives the
revised wave -lengths, etc., of
over 80 foreign stations and has
space for entering your own dial
readings, price 2d. from your
Dealer or write to A. C Cossor
Ltd., Melody Dept., Highbury
Grove, London, N.5, enclosing
2d. stamp.

Variable -mu Screened Grid Circuit for range and selec-
tivity - high - efficiency fully -screened coils - single dial
tuning-gun-finished all -metal chassis-these are but a few
of the many advanced features of the impressive specifi-
cation of the Cossor Melody Maker. This fine, up-to-date
Receiver will bring you the best European stations free
from interference. It costs no more than the bare price of
its parts. By assembling it at home you can save pounds.
Send at once for Constructional Chart which gives full
details-please use the coupon.

OSSOR
MELODY MAKER

To A. C. COSSOR LTD..
Melody Dept.. Highbury Grove,

London, N.5.
Please send me a Constructional
Chart which tells me how to bui'd
.e Cossor Melody Maker.

Model
State Mcdel No. required.

Name

Address

P nee.

FIVE
MAGNIFICENT

MODELS
BATTERY MODEL
KIT -349

POWER OUTPUT
Moving Iron Cone Type
Speaker
Complete Kit of Parts including
Cossor Variable -Mu S.G., Detector
and Power Output Valves, and all
necessary parts. Cabinet r85" x
s31" a so", space for batteries and
accumulator. Moving Iron Cone
Type Speaker, provision for grarnio-
phone pick-up plug and jack. ,Switch
for Long and
Short \\ ave-
lengths. Price £5.7.6
Hire Purchase Terms 12/- deposit and

9 monthly payments of 02/...

BATTERY MODEL
KIT 341

Pentode Output
Complete Kit of Parts, similar to
Model 340 but with Cossor 22oFIPT,
Economy Pentode Output Valve.
Balanced Armature Loud Speaker.

Price £ 67. 6
H.P. Terms 16/- deposit and rip
monthly payments of 12/6, or 20/ -
deposit and 6 monthly payments of 20/-.

BATTERY MODEL
KIT 342
MOVING COIL SPEAKER
Complete Kit of Parts similar to
Model 341, except that it is supplied
with a permanent Magnet Moving
Coil Loud
Speaker

Price £7.2.6
Hire Purchase Terms 17/6 deposit and

9 monthly payments of 05/6.

BATTERY MODEL
KIT 344
CLASS "B " OUTPUT.
Complete Kit of Parts as model
341, but with four Cossor Valves,
Class "B" Output Stage and Per-
manent Magnet
Moving Coil
Speaker. Price £8.2.6
Hire Purchase Terms 20/- deposit and

to monthly payments of 16/-.

Prices do riot include Batteries of
Accumulator.

ALL -ELECTRIC
MODEL KIT 347
Complete Kit of Parts, similar to
Model 341, but with four Cossor
A.C. Mains Valves (hid. Rectifier)
Power Unit and Mains Energised
Moving Coil Loud Speaker. For
A.C. Mains only 200 / 230 volts
(adjustable)
40/100 cycles EA 40 rt

Price 1100711~
Hire Purchase Terms 20/- deposit and

9 monthly payments of 20/-.

Prices do not apply, in I. F. S.

Q4606
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ROUND the WORLD
Reorganization of Spanish Broadcasting

Net
ONCE again a scheme has been put

forward in Spain for placing the
broadcasting system on a sound basis.
It is reported that the matter is being
taken up by the Ministry of Posts and
Telegraphs and that, the network will be
State controlled. The new plan calls for
the construction of seven transmitters, of
which one situated near Madrid would be
of more than 100 kilowatts, and six regional
stations in the provinces ranging from
20 to 30 kilowatts.

Lithuania's Proposed 120 Kilowatter
'IT is reported that Lithuania proposes

to erect a 120 -kilowatt broadcasting
station at Klaipeda, on the borders of the
'Baltic Sea. It would operate on the
channel at present occupied by Kaunas,
namely, 1,935 metres. The latter
I7 -kilowatt transmitter would act as a relay
on 222.6 metres (1,348 kilocycles). Klai-
peda is the native name of the Baltic port
Memel, lying about ninety-one miles to the
north-north-east of Koenigsberg (East
Prussia).

The Empire Within the Sound of Bow Bells
AS an experiment the B.B.C. is using

as a new interval signal a gramo-
phone record which peals out the chiming
of the famous Bow Bells. Although only
recently introduced in the medium -wave
broadcast, it has been used for some little
time in the Da,ventry Empire transmissions.
The B.B.C. does not promise that this
signal will definitely replace the one -second
metronome tock-tocks.

World Broadcast of Passion Play
ISTENERS the world over will be

L. given an opportunity this year of
hearing a unique transmission, as the
,German authorities propose to relay at
some date in May an excerpt of the Passion
Play presented at Oberammergau (Bavaria).
,The broadcast will be relayed to all German
stations and will also be sent out through
the Zeesen short-wave transmitters. It
is expected that most countries in Europe
:will take this exceptionally interesting
performance, inasmuch as 1934 will mark
the tercentenary of the first performance.
The Passion Play is given, every ten years.

of WIRELESS
Small Portuguese Transmitters
IN addition to Radio Parede (near

Lisbon), now testing on 401 metres,
there exist four other private broadcasting
transmitters on low power putting out
daily programmes in the later evening
hours. Three are situated at or near the
capital-namely, CT1DR (216.6 m.),

rINIMI1110.11.114110.0i11411.1.1.110

IMPORTANT
Readers please note that the last
Gift Stamp (No. 11) for their Pre.

sentation

EVERYMAN'S
WIRELESS BOOK
appears on the back cover of this week's

Practical Wireless
Will readers who are qualifying for this

i Presentation Volume affix the last Gift
Stamp to their Subscription Voucher and
forward the completed Voucher in accord-

' ance with the instructions thereon TO -DAY.
Please Don't Delay

As announced last week, there will be an
enormous number of volumes to despatch,

$s

and it will necessarily take some little time
to get them all out. All applications will '
be treated in strict rotation. If you do not $
receive your volume within 15 days of the
despatch of your application-notify by
postcard, giving date application was made.
NOTE.-Carefully read instructions on
your Subscription Voucher and make sure
it is properly filled in in every detail before
forwarding.

Your Last Gift Stamp
appears THIS WEEK

If you have lost any of your Gift Stamps you
may send threepence in stamps in lieu of
each, and if by chance you have mislaid the
Subscription Voucher you can still obtain
your volume by sending eight Gift Stamps

$and a remittance of 2/- for the Standard
edition, or eight Gift Stamps and 3/. for the I
Library edition, with your name and address
written plainly on a sheet of paper.
Complete and send in your Subscription
Voucher immediately you have the last Gift
Stamp to-

' "Practical Wireless" Presentation Depart.
ment, E W.B., 22, Tavistock Street, Covent

Garden, London W.C.2.
Any query regarding this offer must be

$
accompanied by a stamped addressed

envelope for reply.
LIA111.4141110.0411PIAMEN,011...111111140i11004111.1!0.0,11.111111111.).1
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CT1DH (212.6 m.) and CT1AA (291 m.).
In addition, a transmitter has also been
opened at Porto under the call sign CT1HP
which has been heard working on 245.9
metres.

Prague on Short Waves
THE Czech Ministry of Posts and Tele-

graphs plans to build at ;Podebrady
a short-wave station with directional aerials
for transmission to North America. The
station will be used not only for ordinary
wireless telephony, but also for the relay 
of broadcast programmes to the United
States.

Altered German Programmes
N future more relays will be carriedI

out by the German stations of musical
or other plays performed at theatres.
The National Hour-a programme simul-
taneously broadcast by transmitters
throughout the country-is now given
every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday between G.M.T. 7.30-8.30 p.m.

Special Broadcast from Vatican
AT the conclusion of the Holy Year,

His Holiness the Pope will broadcast
an address, on April 1st, which is to be
transmitted to the entire world through
the Vatican short-wave station. It is
expected that the Papal blessing and
other portions of the ceremony will be
also relayed to a number of European
high -power stations on medium and long
channels.
Startling Radio Cabinets at the B.I.F.

WHAT will the radio sets of the future
look like ? Startling developments

were suggested by exhibits shown at
the British Industries Fair by E. K. Cole,
Ltd., the radio manufacturers. The
Ekco Stand in the Plastic Section showed,
among other exhibits, specimen  radio
cabinets moulded in red, green, walnut,
blue, cream, ebony black, marble, amber,
and in mosaics of brilliant colours. A new
Ekco superhet which has just been intro-
duced is supplied in alternative finishes of
grained walnut or ebony with chromium
plated inserts. Many of the novel and
extremely pleasing effects which can be
obtained by combining metals and bakelito
were well demonstrated by the Ekco
exhibits.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (continued
Light Music by Midland Studio Orchestra
FOUR Midland composers are repre-

sented in a programme of light music
which will be given by the Midland Studio
Orchestra, conducted by Frank Cantell, on
March 23rd. They are Sir Edward German
(a native of Whitchurch, Shropshire),
Leslie Bridgewater (who was born at Hales-
owen), Joseph Engleman (Birming-
ham), and Barrs Partridge (Stour-
bridge).

Wellesley Colliery Band Concert
ON March 24th the Wellesley Colliery

Band, conducted by William
Pegg, will give a concert for the
Scottish Region. Wellesley Colliery,
belonging to the Wemyss Coal. Co.,
Ltd., is one of the most modern in
Scotland, and is situated near Methil
Docks, in Fife. In June, 1919, a
meeting of the workmen was held at
the colliery, and they decided to form
a brass band and to allow contri-
butions from their wages towards its
support. In one year's time they
gained honours at all contests in which
they took part.

Broadcast by Band of R.A.F. College
THE Band of the Royal Air Force

College, Cranwell, travel from
Lincolnshire to Birmingham on March
18th for their first Midland Regional
broadcast. They broadcast from
Cardiff in 1923, three years after the
College was founded by Lord
Trenchard. Mr. A. E. Sims will
conduct _them in a programme which
includes selections from Gounod's
Romeo and Juliet, and from Wagner's
Lohengrin. Louise Atherton, of Derby,
plays four violin solos.

" Serenade " from the Midland Regional
MOZART'S eleventh Divertimento

is not often heard. It is one of
the features of a programme entitled,
" Serenade," which Birmingham Philhar-
monic String Orchestra, conducted by
Johann Hock, are to give on March 20th.
Haydn's Partita in F is another orchestral
work to be given. Percy Underwood
(baritone) will sing two groups of songs of
the serenade type.

Massed Choirs Concert
OVER a hundred school choirs take part

in the non-competitive musical festi-
val at Dudley. Cyril Winn, the composer,
will adjudicate, and then on March 21st
he will conduct a concert (which will be
relayed) in the new Town Hall at Dudley
by a massed choir of three hundred and
fifty voices from senior and junior schools
with percussion bands from infants' schools.
The Schools Festival movement was in,
augurated by U. C. Brunner, of Bridgnorth,
and Dudley has had a Schools Festival since
1930.

Round the World in Thirty Minutes
SNAPSHOTS of a world- cruise in

dialogue and song are part of the
lure employed by a travel agency in the
amusing Midland Regional comedy, "Round
the World in Thirty Minutes," which
Martyn C. Webster is producing on March
22nd. A lady customer, portrayed by Alma
Vane, is the chief beneficiary, although
not in the way the young men of the
bureau (played by Hugh Morton and

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

..04M.0.1.1.114111)410410111000114140.114110=4141111)41M021411411Men

Harold Clemence) have imagined. Laurie
Devine and T. W. Rees are the authors.
On .March 24th Martyn Webster continues

SPEAKING FROM LONDON TO AUSTRALIA.

Mr.
Charing

F. J. Philips at the microphone at Philips House.
Cross Road, London, from whence he addressed

an audience at Sydney.

LVE 1111 IS r°
PROBLEM No. 78.

, After building up a three-valver employing
a capacity -coupled band-pass aerial tuner,
Rogerson found that there was a lot of electrical
interference received by his aerial. He, I
therefore, obtained an anti -interference aerial 5
device, consisting of impedance -matching

; transformers for aerial and receiver, andi connected these to the top of the lead-in and
to the receiver. He found, however, that
although interference was removed he got very

I few stations and could not tune in a number
which he previously got at good strength. He
found that many of these stations could be
obtained by re -setting the trimmers on the

; ganged condenser, but this had to be done at
i nearly every setting of the dial. Why ?
i Three books will be awarded for the first three

correct solutions opened. Address your 4
envelopes to The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, .5

I Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, t
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes must be
marked Problem No. 78 and must be posted
to reach this office not later than the first post
Monday, March 19th, 1934.

Solution to Problem No. 77.
Smith overlooked the fact that the field of the

moving -coil loud -speaker had a very high resistance,
and consequently when the -total anode current of the
receiver was passed through this it gave a very
appreciable voltage drop and prevented the application
of the correct voltage to the receiver.

The, following three readers- successfully solved
Problem No. 76 and books have accordingly been
forwarded to them :-A. Edwards, Maybury Inn,
Maybury Hill, Woking, Surrey. H. A. Bayley, 1,Hill Street, Hill Top, West Bromwich, Staffs.
R. Harvey, 31, Boswall Drive, Edinburgh 5.

his " Don't Listen to This " series with
two weird 'one -act plays abounding in ,grim
atmosphere. These are Hanged, by Douglas
Allen, and The Last Survivor, ;by W.
Cumming Tait. Three experienced actors-
John Lang, of Leicester ; Stuart Vinden,
the old Birmingham Repertory player ;
and Arthur Freeman, one of the founders

of the Crescent Theatre, Birmingham,
form the casts.

London to Australia
ASUCCESSFUL short-wave trans:=

mission marked the opening
of the Australian Radio and Electrical
Exhibition on Wednesday (Feb. 28th),
when Mr. F. J. Philips, son of Dr. A.
F. Philips, founder of Philips Lamps,
Ltd., speaking from Philips -Houk,
London, W.C.2, addressed an audience
gathered at Sydney. Mr. Philips's
address, delivered at noon, was sent
from the Rugby transmitter on 28
metres. Mr. A. den Hertog, chairman
of the Australian Radio and Eleetrical
Exhibition, and managing director of
Philips, Australasia, replied from
Sydney via the Baldock receiving
station ;_ his message was clearly heard
at Philips House, Charing Cross Road,
on the loud -speaker as well as through
the headphones.

Blue Spot Speakers
IN the Blue Spot advertisement. which

appeared in our issue ofMarch 3rd,
the price for the Blue Spot .Chassis
was given incorrectly as 29/6. Actually
there are Blue Spot Moving Coil
Speaker Chassis available at prices
from 27/. to 59/6, as, well as Cabinet
Speakers at prices from 45/- to
87/6.

New Scales for Ekeo Receivers
WE are informed that replacement scales

for the following Ekco receivers are
now ready : SH25, C25, RG25. These
models are, of course, from the popular
range of 1933. New scales will be supplied_
in pairs of two sections at 9d. per pair, and
will be available from all Ekco dealers,
to whom application should be made as
soon as possible.

Spanish Amateur Broadcasters
TN view of the number of low -power
1 stations installed by amateurs in
Spain for the purpose of broadcasting radio
programmes and news bulletins, steps
have been taken by the authorities to
prevent mutual interference. There are
already fifty-six stations working on various
channels between 200 and 206 metres. In
future, licences to transmit will no longer
be granted unless the stations are at least
twenty miles from one another ! Power,
for the majority, does not exceed 100-150
watts.

All Gipsy Orchestras Under One Control
AS complaints haN're been , made, in

Hungary to the effect that the Gipsy,
Orchestras are gradually losing the true
Magyar character of the compositions,
played, the bands are now being placed,
under a single control. In future, therefore,
listeners to the Budapest broadcasts
may have the assurance that they aro
hearing correct interpretation_S of -:xtld
Hungarian melodies,.
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Problems of the Midget Set.
`In This Article the Writer Outlines the Principal Points which come up for Consideration when Designing a
Compact and Miniature Receiver. Next Week We Shall Deal with the Midget Components Now Available

for Midget Receivers.

THERE is always a fascination about a
wireless set which is much smaller
than has become conventional, and

whether or not there are any real advan-
tages to be gained by building a " midget "
receiver the design of such an instrument
offers many interesting and novel problems.

In the first place it seems necessary
to define the word " midget," as applied
,to a receiver, because it is entirely a matter
of comparison. Receivers which were
fonsidered to be small a few years ago are
quite bulky affairs as judged by present -
,day standards, and it does not appear
unlikely that in the very near future it
will be possible to construct receivers of
even smaller dimensions than those which at
present are thought to be diminutive. The
smallest commercial receiver known to the
'writer measures approximately 10in. long
by 7in. high by 7in. deep, and this is a
four -valve superheterodyne of American
origin. This set, despite its Lilliputian size,
is entirely complete and self contained,
having its own loud -speaker and aerial
built in. As a matter of fact, the " aerial "
' -if such it can be called-consists of a
short length of insulated flex which can
simply be thrown along the floor or hung
from a picture rail. The speaker has a
maximum diameter of about 5in., and

'although this cannot be expected to give
really first-class reproduction, its per-
formance is considerably better than one
would expect from theoretical considera-
tions alone.

These midget receivers were very much
in vogue' in America a short time

ago and their containers were cleverly
designed to represent trinket boxes, jewel
cases, clocks, and all kinds of small orna-
ments. It would appear, however, that
,they have not found very much favour in
,this country. The reasons are indefinite,
but, for one thing, the British public is
'accustomed to having the very best possible
reproduction, whilst the Americans do not
appear to be quite so critical on the whole,
'judging by the reproduction afforded by
the average American receiver. Then again,
'the average Englishman is not ashamed to
sown a wireless set, especially when it is
housed in a cabinet which is in harmony
with the household furnishings. Perhaps
another reason for the comparative un-
popularity of the midget receiver in this
country is that English people generally
'are not so interested in ' novel gadgets
as are the natives of U.S.A.
Advantages of the " Midget " Set

But quite apart from the novelty aspect
of the case, there are a number of things
to recommend the miniature receiver,
especially if it can be designed in such a
form that it will give good reproduction. A
set of this kind can be placed in 'any odd
corner, it can be moved from room to room
;with the greatest of ease and may, if
necessary, be used as a normal portable
set for use in any house wired for electricity.
The Power Supply

When the question of designing a midget
receiver is first considered - it becomes
obvious that the set cannot be battery

By FRANK PRESTON
operated since, no matter how compact
it is made the batteries cannot be reduced
in size to any appreciable extent. At the
same time the set cannot be an A.C.
operated one of the normal kind, because
the essential mains transformer would
occupy nearly the whole of the available
space, besides adding considerably to the
weight. A D.C. set is quite feasible, but has
such a limited application that it is im-
mediately ruled out, especially when it is
considered that D.C. mains in every part

MIDGET
SPEAKER

RECTIFIER
VALVE HOLDER.

ON -OFF SWITCH

PENTODE
VALVEI-10 L DER

mentioning that they are quite as efficient as
their " 4 volt, 1 amp." A.C. counterparts.
This point will be appreciated when it is
pointed out that the mutual conductance
of the screen -grid valve is 3.8, and of the
detector, 3.5, these figures applying to two
typical valves of well-known make. Added
to this is the- fact that the pentode has a
maximum undistorted output of more than
2.000 milliwatts, and such an output can
actually be obtained when using the valve
combination shown in conjunction with a

BAKEL TE DIELECTRIC
TUNING CONDENSER

IRON CORE. COIL

S.G. VALVE
HOLDER

AERIAL
& EARTH
SOCKETS

DETECTOR
VALVE HOLDER

SMOOTHING CHOKE

MAINS PLUG WITH FUSES

Fig. 1.-A suggested lay -out for a- " midget " receiver using the circuit given in Fig. 2.
The chassis would be about lin. long by 7in. deep by 1' -in. high.

of the country are being changed over to
A.C. One might thus well ask : " How
can the set be operated, then ? " The
answer is that it can be a " universal "
instrument, employing " mains voltage "
universal valves, which can be operated
equally well, and without modification,
from either A.C. or D.C., and without the
use of a mains transformer.

A complete circuit for a three -valve
universal midget " set is given in Fig. 2,
from which the simplicity of the whole
scheme can easily be seen. The circuit
arrangement is perfectly straightforward
and comprises an S.G. H.F. stage, followed
by a leaky -grid detector and a power
pentode. The most important feature,
however, is the valve rectifier which
operates at mains voltage, carrying out its
normal function when the set is connected
to A.C. mains, and merely acting as a low
resistance in the H.T. circuit when D.C.
mains are being employed. All the valves
are indirectly heated, and it is worth

short improvised aerial situated within
20 miles or so of a main B.B.C. station.

Not only are the valves efficient from the
point of view of the amplification they
give, but also in regard to their current
consumption. For example, the three
receiving valves each require a heater
wattage of only 6 (250 volts (max.) at .024
amp), whilst their H.T. requirements are
similar to those of normal A.G. valves of
the same types.

A Suitable Circuit
It has been said that the circuit arrange-

ment is very straightforward, and it
should be mentioned that the constructional
details for a really compact receiver using
the circuit are equally simple. By reducing
the components to the least possible number
compatible with efficiency, and by choosing
modern parts of small dimensions, the whole
set can be accommodated in less space than
that required by a single -valver of the
battery -operated type.
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HALF -WAVE
RECTIFIER

Fig. 2.-An ultra -simple circuit for a three -valve S.G.-Del -Pen.
" universal receiver which lends itself to " midget construction.

Grid bias is obtained in the usual manner
by inserting suitable resistances in the
cathode leads ; the values of resistances
shown are average ones which may require
to be modified according to the particular
valves employed. The tuning arrangements
are not of the most efficient type, and the
absence of reaction is not conducive to very
good reception of comparatively distant
stations, but this particular instrument is
intended more as an example of what can
be done in the way of simplifying things and
making a really small set, than as an
" ideal " receiver. The adoption of a single
tuned circuit (in which one of the small iron-

core coils would be used) serves to simplify
the design and to economize in space by
employing a single variable condenser of
the bakelite dielectric pattern. Moreover,
by using a good iron -core coil the degree
of selectivity is ample for the purpose,
especially when the set is " fed " from a short
aerial. Provided that a really efficient
screened H.F. choke is connected in the
anode circuit of the S.G. valve a very
useful- amount of high -frequency amplifica-
tion can be secured.

Resistance -fed transformer coupling is
employed between the detector and pentode
valves to ensure a high stage gain and the
detector anode is adequately decoupled
by means of the 20,000 -ohm resistance.
The cathode circuit of the pentode is de-

coupled by means of a 50,000 -ohm resist-
ance and, although this might not always
be essential, it does eliminate the pos-
ibility of L.F. instability.
Another point in regard to the circuit

is that., if the set is to be used in conjunction
with an earth lead (which is frequently
quite unnecessary due to the fact that the
" earth line " is in direct contact with
one mains supply lead) a fixed condenser
must be inserted between the earth lead
and the set as shown by broken lines.

Choosing the Components
It is obvious that the components for

use in a " midget " receiver must be chosen
with extreme care ; not only must they
be really small but they must be capable
of withstanding the full voltage of the
mains. As a matter of fact, however, there
is a wide market from which to choose,
especially since nearly all components are
now made in more compact form than
ever before. One should make a start by
considering the loud -speaker. This com-
ponent should preferably be a high -
resistance moving -coil, in order to obviate
the need for an output transformer, and

should not have a greater diameter than
5 or 6ins. In most instances it will be
necessary to employ a speaker of the
permanent -magnet type, even though a
field -energized one would be very helpful,
due to the fact that it would remove the
necessity for a smoothing choke. Un-
fortunately, however, so far as the writer
is aware, there is no speaker on the market
having a sufficiently -low field resistance
that the magnets could suitably be ener-
gized without producing too great a voltage
drop when the field is connected in the
main H.T. lead. This difficulty would not
exist if the constructor were prepared to
accept a certain loss in efficiency by feeding
only about 150 volts to the anode of the
output valve. In such a case a standard
field energized " midget " speaker with a
field resistance of 2,500 ohms could be
made use of, and this would produce a
voltage -drop of 75 volts when the valves
were consuming 30 milliamps high-tension
current. The loss in this case would not be
so very serious excepting when the set
was operated from 200 -volt D.C. mains.

When a permanent -magnet speaker is
to be employed the smoothing choke pre-
sents a rather difficult problem, since it
must have an inductance of not less than
about 15 henrys when handling the full
H.T. current, which might amount to
nearly 40 milliamps. On the score of com-
pactness it is best to choose a " stripped "
component of the " manufacturers' type ;
this is devoid of the usual casing, but is
quite as efficient as one of the more -Usual
kind.

There is not much difficulty in choosing
a minute iron -core coil, and the same thing
applies to the bakelite-dielectric condenser
used for tuning it. All the fixed condensers
with values of less than 1 mfd. might
well be of the tubular type, while the
two 4 mfd. and two 2 mfd. condensers
might be obtained in the form of a compact
" block " which could be of very small
dimensions, since the condensers need have
a working voltage of no more than 300.
Fixed resistances are easy, for there are
any number of small tubular ones with
wire ends, some of these actually measuring
no more than long by 3-16in. dia-
meter. The L.F. transformer would be of
the parallel -feed type.

A suggested arrangement of a " midget "
set employing a circuit similar to that given
in Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
valves must necessarily be placed near
together, and the cabinet should have an
open back.
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The DETECTOR STAGE
HOW TO OBTAIN THE BEST RESULTS

The Detector Stage is the Most Important in the Whole Receiver, and This Article

Deals with a Number of the Problems which Beset the Amateur when Designing

This Section of the Set.

p: REV,JOUS and recent articles have 'dealt
with the design of the high -fre-
quency and low -frequency portions

of receivers, and as those articles have
proved very popular with readers it is felt

Fig. 1.-The usual form
of aerial -grid circuit
employed in simple
receivers.

former shown will be useful to those' con-
structors who propose to make their own
tuners. It should be stated that the
dimensions apply to coils suitable for the
" Lucerne " wavelengths, and covering

the bands from approximately
190 to 500 metres and 800 to .1,800
metres when tuned by a .0005
mfd. condenser of good design.

Another form of aerial -grid
coupling coil is that which makes
use of inductive coupling only, and
which has the connections shown
in Fig. 4. This is very good from
the point of view of selectivity
on medium waves, but is not
generally so satisfactory on long
waves. In any case, the tapped
coil previously described is nearly
always to be preferred, especially
if the constructor is prepared to
experiment a little in regard to
the most suitable tapping points.

When the detector valve
follows an H.F. amplifier condi-
tions are somewhat different, and

where along aerial isemployed. there are three alternative methods
of grid -input coupling. These are : tuned
anode, tuned transformer, and tuned grid.
Readers are frequently in doubt in regard

Fig. 2.-A better detector
input circuit connected to a
tapping about one -eighth of
the distance from the bottom of
the coil. A condenser may also
be included in the aerial lead

that the detector section should now be
dealt with in order to complete the series.
It is not proposed to consider every form
of detection, but simply to deal with the
chief practical aspects of the grid -leak
detector ; the power -grid system is really
a form of leaky -grid detection, so this will
be referred to at the same time.

Grid -circuit Coupling
The first point which the designer must

consider in regard to the detector stage is
the type of coupling which shall be used
in the grid circuit. When the valve is not
preceded by an H.F. stage the input
circuit will generally consist of a single
tuned coil to which the aerial is connected,
either through a small condenser or to a
tapping ; the two arrangements are shown
in theoretical form in Figs. 1 and 2. Both
are standard tuning systems, although the
first one is probably most widely employed:
As a matter of fact, however, the latter is
nearly always better, provided that the
tapping points on the medium- and long -
Wave windings are chosen with care. Ex-
periment nearly always proves that the
optimum tapping positions for maximum
selectivity, with the smallest loss in signal
strength, is to be obtained by tapping
the two windings about one -eighth of the
distance from the " bottom " of the
windings. The aerial is, of course, connected
to the appropriate tapping for long- or
medium -wave reception by means of a
single -pole change -over switch. This should
preferably be fanged with the main wave-
- change switch that serves to short-circuit
the long -wave winding for medium -wave
reception. Consequently, it is most con-
venient, to use a two -pole change -over
switch (of either the Q.M.B. or rotary
type) wired up as shown in Fig. 3. The
arrangement shown in Fig. 3 is, inci-
dentally, readily applicable to nearly every
type of tuner, home-mado or .ready-made,
and the numbers of turns mid 'diameter of

80 TURNS
34 S.W.G.

125 TURNS
34 S.W.G.
EACH

SECTION

I "

to which of these is to be preferred, and the
solution to the problem is not always very.
obvious. The question can best be tackled!'
by pointing out the advantages and dis:,
advantages of the three systems, and by
quoting examples of different PRACTICAL

WIRELESS receivers in which each was
employed.

Tuned Anode
Tuned -anode coupling (see Fig. 5) is one

of the oldest systems, and is probably the
most efficient, provided that the anode
tuning coil is a really good one. This form
of coupling was used in the recent " Boom "
set, where a maximum amount of high -
frequency amplification was required from
a single variable -mu stage, in order to derive
the greatest benefit from the A.V.C. device
connected in the anode circuit of the
detector. The objection to tuned -anode
coupling is that, due to its extreme
efficiency, it tends to produce H.F. in-
stability unless the set is carefully designed
and the components chosen with care. It
is, generally, a difficult matter to combine
two stages of tuned -anode coupling without
introducing some form of " artificial"
damping to maintain stable operation.

Tuned A.F. Transformer Coupling
Tuned -transformer coupling (illustrated

in Fig. 6) is actually very similar to the
system just described, the only difference
being that two windings are used, one of
which is in the anode circuit of the pre-
ceding H.F. valve and the other in the grid
circuit of the detector. By varying the
number of turns on the primary (anode)
winding, and modifying its position in
respect to the secondary, it is possible to

(Continued on next page)
AERIAL

2 -POLE CiO
WAVE -C ANGE SW.

TAPPING AT
35 TURNS
FROM END
OF WINDING H.T.- & EARTH

Fig. 3.-Details of an excellent aerial coil with aerial transfer tapping. Constructional
details can be obtained from the article " Making Your Own Screened Coils:: on page

633 of " Practical Wireless dated December 9th, 1933.

To GRID
CONDENSER

Fig.4.- Aninductively-coupledaerial
input arrangement. This usually
works well on medium waves, but is not
quite so good on the long -wave band.

Fig. 5.-Tuned-anode coupling in its
simplest form.
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Fig. 6.-The connect ons for tuned -transformer
coupling are similar o those for tuned anode,

but an extra winding is used.

obtain a wide variation in the degree of
selectivity. Thus, the tuned transformer,
if made in selective form, is not quite so
efficient as the tuned -anode coil, but is mare
stable and generally more selective. This
kind of coupling was used in the " Quad-
pak " (described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS
dated November 25th and December 2nd,
1933), where two highly -efficient variable -
mu pentodes were used in the H.F. amplifier
stage. These valves themselves give an
enormous amount of amplification so that
if too efficient coupling devices had been
employed instability would have resulted.
Tuned -transformer coupling was also used
in the " Leader " (described in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS dated March 3rd, 1934), but in
this case the transformers chosen gave
fairly close coupling between primary and
secondary, so that the overall amplification
was not reduced. At the same time, the
transformers obviated the need for an
S.G. H.F. choke, such as would
have been required in the case of
tuned -grid coupling, or decoupling
condenser and resistance which
would have -been called for in the
case of tuned -anode coupling. As
a result, high efficiency, selectivity
and cheapness were all secured at
the same time.

Tuned -grid Coupling
Tuned -grid coupling is very

similar to tuned anode, but calls
for the use of an H.F. choke in
the anode circuit of the valve
preceding the detector, a condenser
being joined between the anode
and the tuning coil in the grid
circuit of the detector valve. Tuned-
grid coupling can generally be
considered to be just about as
efficient as tuned anode, but it is
less prone to instability. When
using a very high -impedance H.F.
valve (for example, an H.F. pen-
tode) tuned -grid coupling is often
preferable, owing to its greater
freedom from instability. Tuned -
grid coupling was used between
the second V.M. valve and the
detector in the " 1934 Fury Four
Super," and the circuit of that set
will serve as an example for those
readers who are not quite sure of
the connections. The circuit
appeared on page 904 of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS dated 27th January last.

The Detector Valve
After having decided upon the

form of input circuit to be em-
ployed we must make a choice of
the detector valve. There are two
general types of valve available ;
one of these has a: conTharatively

low impedance and correspondingly low
amplification factor (or mutual conduc-
tance, which is more deseriptive of the
" gain " provided by the valve), and
the other is of high -impedance and higher
mutual conductance. It depends very
largely upon the general circuit arrange-
ment as to which type shall be employed.
If the detector is preceded by more
than one H.F. stage and is followed by a
pentode L.F. amplifier the former type of
detector is to be preferred, since it will
handle greater input signal voltages
without overloading, and, because of
its own comparatively low amplification,
there will be less risk of overloading the
pentode. On the other hand, if only
a single H.F. stage is in use, and
especially if the detector is followedby a low - amplification triode, it is

better to use a detector of the high -ampli-
fication type. In order to differentiate
between the different patterns of detector
valve it might be stated that the average
high -amplification detector is of the " H "
or " ILL." type and has an impedance
between about 20,000 and 35,000 ohms.
The low -amplification detector, type " L "
or its equivalent, generally has an impedance
between 10,000 and 20,000 ohms.

Grid Condenser and Leak
When the valve has been chosen attention

can be turned to the values of its associated
components. The grid condenser and leak
must first be considered, and the values
of these depend partly upon the character-
istics of the valve, and partly upon the
voltage applied to its anode. In the case
of the average high -amplification detector
used under average conditions the some-

HI+

0000 \"+"
LE

F g. 7.-The two skeleton diagrams alone show
simple methods of improving selectivity by connecting
the detector grid condenser to a tapping on the
preceding tuning coil. ,The usual connection is
shown as a broken line. Wave -change switching

is c milted from both circuits for simplicity.

what stereotyped .0002 mfd. and 2
megohms can rarely be improved upon.
At the sane time it is frequently worth
while to experiment with different values,
bearing in mind that a reduction in capacity,
or an increase in grid -leak resistance, tends
to improve selectivity, whilst the opposite
usually increases the power -handling
capacity of the valve.
Power -Grid Detection

This introduces the question of power -
grid detection. Although the, variation in
values just mentioned does increase tie
power -handling capacity, the mere altera-
tion in capacity and resistance does `714
effect the change from leaky -grid to power-
grid, as many amateurs seem to imagine.
For power -grid detection it is necessary
to employ a low -impedance detector and
to supply its anode with at least 120 volts
and 170 volts, for the battery- and mains -
operated types respectively. Another
" power -grid ' fallacy is that this form of
rectification produces an increase in
volume ; this is far from the truth. All
that power -grid does is to increase the
power -handling capacity of the valve.
This entails the use of a low -amplification
valve under the appropriate conditions, so
that the volume would be less after
changing over in a receiver giving a small
amount of high -frequency amplification.
Another disadvantage of power -grid is
that it reduces selectivity, due to the fact
that the lower -impedance valve imposes
a greater load on the preceding tuned
circuit. This can often be overcomel
however, by connecting the grid to a
tapping on the coil by one of the methods
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7. Inci-
dentally, this idea
to improve selectivity with any kind of
detector, and is always worth trying.
The Detector Anode Circuit

The detector anode circuit may be
considered last of all. The first require-
ment is an H.F. choke having an inductance
of not less than about 200,000 micro -
henrys and a self -capacity of no more.
than 4 m.mfd. The choke prevents the
leakage of H.F. currents into the L.F.
amplifier, but in order to allow the choke to
function to the best advantage a by-pass
condenser (capacity between .0001 mfd.
and .0003 mfd.) should be connected
between the anode of the detector and
earth ; this provides an easy leakage path
for H.F. currents which are " choked
back." The anode coupling component
(transformer, resistance, choke, etc.) has
formed the subject of many previous
articles.

THE ELEMENTS
OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER

This book is indispensable to everybody
who wants to understand the working of
wireless receivers. The author, who has
the remarkable gift of explaining highly
technical matters in perfectly, simple
language, starts with elementary prin-
ciples and covers the whole held of
wireless reception, both from te theo-
retical and 'practical point of view.

Obtainable at all Booksellers, or by post
3110 from George Netones, Lid.. 8-11,

16Southampton Street, Strand, London.
W.C.2.
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Fixing Bobbin Cheeks
THE accompanyingsketch shows a

simple and sure method of fixing
end cheeks to bobbins, used in the con-
struction of transformers, etc. A piece of
tape is, fixed along the tube and brought

Tape Secured,Witlz
Chaltertons ComPoemee.

A method of fixing bobbin checks.

out round the flange and fixed with a dab
of Chatterton's compound, two or more
pieces of tape being used as found necessary.
-H. DAINTON (!7;Ianmore).

Trammel for Marking and Punching
Television Discs

THE accompanying sketches show a
trammel and gauge which I have

found very useful in marking out a television
disc. The trammel is made from 3/16in.
square mild steel or brass, the end which
fits the centre leg being filed round and a
hole drilled in the leg to suit. Both are
bored to take a tapered pin or grub screw
when held parallel. The outer leg is
bored up to take a gramophone needle.
This should be ground square to size and
is used to punch out the spiral of holes.
The centre leg is made a good fit in the
boss of the disc, the collar shown being
used to adjust the height so that the punch
just rests on the disc before punching.
The gauge is made from light brass, copper,
or tin, the hole being also the exact size
as the one in the boss. To use the trammel
and gauge the centre leg is passed through
the gauge, then into the boss of the disc.

TRAMMEL FOR MARKING
AND PUNCHING HOLES

GRUB SCREW

COLLAR FOR
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

fr._,,MMI(1.111..1111.1.111111,11/1,10111,1,101.M.1111111.101.,11THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS " must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
Why not pass it on to us ? We pay £1-10-0
for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every
other item published on this page we will pay
half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours to a
account by sending it in to us addressed
to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton

. Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and
address on every item. Please note that every
notion sent in must be original. Mark

I enclose Queries
"Radio Wrinkles." Do NOT

Queries with your Wrinkle.
LI I 41M11.1.11641.411.=.01=10.1NEHNMI.O.M.D.01.411101.11111M.0-0=1

Then adjust the collar for height, and punch
hole No. 1. Set the punch until its outer
edge is exactly over the inner edge of hole
No. 1. Now the gauge comes into use.
Place the edge till it just covers hole No. 1,
then take the punch up until it touches
the gauge and punch hole No. 2 and so on
until all the holes are made.-W. HALL
(Greenock).

A Simple Wander -plug Fuse
AN easily -made " plug fuse " can be

constructed in a few seconds with
the following i-a, cork bored at each end

I

FUSE
BULB

CORK

COMPLETE SECTIONAL
FUSE PLUG VIEW

An easily made plug -fuse.

to take one end. of aff-i ordinary wander
plug and also the end of a fuse bulb. The
fuse bulb is then connected to the H.T.-
lead by twisting the wire round the fuse
bulb as shown.-G. M. SHEWAN Aberdeen).

GRAMOPHONE NEEDLE
GROUND SQUARE

GAUGE FOR MARKING OUT RADIAL LINES
I si HOLE

6°

PUNCH

A trammel for marking out and punching television discs.

NEW SOCKET
CLOSE TO SET

1159

METAL STRIP
SECURED TO
PANEL

VOLUME
CONTROL

REACTION
CONDENSER

SOLDER

A ganged volume control device.

A Ganged Volume Control

BY
ganging the pick-up volume control

to the reaction condenser, it will
obviate the necessity of another control.
The volume control potentiometer is held
by a metal strip, bent to the shape shown
in diagram.

The method of fixing is self-explanatory.
The volume control spindle is then soldered
to the condenser spindle.

In some cases a more satisfactory job
will result if the ends of the two spindles
are tapped, and a short length of screwed
rod fitted. Solder should be applied to the
screw -thread as the rod is being fitted.-
C. GANTZER (Billericay).

Eliminating Long Mains Leads
I RECENTLY encountered a problem
1 which has doubtless troubled many
fellow readers, viz., how to operate a mains -
driven set from a wall plug situated on the

METAL PART opposite side of the room. In my case,
OF WANDER as in many others, there was just one
PLUG logical position for the receiver, which

resulted in the use of a long flex lead.
It was very soon discovered that this
method was not only unsightly, but that it
was dangerous. At a small expense the
difficulty was overcome as follows.

Two extra 5 -amp. wall sockets (with
bases), one 5 -amp. plug and a Bulgin

(Continued overleaf)

DOTTED LINE DENOTES
PATH OF ADDITIONAL

WIRING

1* -t -
air

NEW RAMP
PLUG & SOCKET

EXISTING SOCKET

ifft ,
400U17**

111ilir,7/
44 --a I.

RUWIN 'FUSEPLUC

Eliminating long mains leads

EXISTING
SOCKET
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fuseplug (for safety) were obtained. One
socket was placed near the existing point,
and the other "on the skirting close to the
set. Wiring was carried out with heavy
workshop cable, secured by insulated
staples. This was carried round the,
skirting of the room, and toned down to
match the paintwork, and was incon-
spicuous. The " fuseplug " was, of course,
used at the end adjacent to the mains point.
A short connector, as shown in sketch,
joined the two sockets.-J. S. SHELLEY
(East Sheen, S.W.14).

-A Convenient Wave -change
Light Switch
ONE movement of the switch illustrated

changes the waveband and also
lights up the glass panel fitted on the set

x 44,
EBONITE

Tog --
eRAcKer

S.P. CHANGEOVER'
SWITCH

and Dial-

LT-

DPS.T. SWITCHES

2x4 BRACKET

An effective wave -change and dial -light
switching arrangement.

to show which wave -band is in use.
Material required for the combination
switch is as follows : One Lissen push-pull
switch with fin. of the insulation cut off
Ile end, leaving the thread for screwing
in the ebonite strip. The ebonite strip,
of Sin. by fin. by fin. thick, has a
3BA hole tapped fin. from each end. For
the brackets, two brass 'strips bent at right
angles at one end, giving a fin. foot for
screwing to base board, are required. The
height of the brackets is 2in. Drill a
5/16in. hole fin. from top of each for fixing
the four point switches together by remov-
ing knobs and fitting ebonite strip with
nuts. The light indicator comprises two
low -consumption 2 -volt bulbs, a small
bracket with dividing piece and a small
piece of thin opal glass with the words

long " and " short ' printed backwards
on the inside of the.glass.-F. W. MARLOW
(W.2).

Making a Television Scanning Disc
IFOUND the motor in my home -con -

1 structed television receiver was incap-
able of driving the scanning disc aly the
requisite 750 r.p.m. I, therefore, marked

out another disc having two sets of scanning
holes (60 in all), and was able to receive
the picture at half speed, i.e., 375 r.p.m.
It is necessary to mark off the disc into
6 degrees sections, in place of the -12 degrees
of the standard disc, and for accuracy
I have found it best to mark off at 12 degrees
and then bisect each section. If the first
holes of each spiral are started fin. from
the outside edge of the disc, and each hole
is spaced 1/64in., the resulting picture will
measure approximately 15/32in. by 1-1/32in.
which is about right for the 7/3 ratio.
A needle of medium thickness can be used
for making the holes. The resulting picture
is, of course, smaller, but has an advan-
tage of being almost straight sided, more
so, in fact, than that of the standard disc.
Amateurs who have motors incapable
of reaching 750 r.p.m. may like to try
out the idea, and will find thin ivory board
both cheap and satisfactory for experimental
purposes.-R. L. GRAYER (St. Albans,
Herts).

[Whilst Mr. Graper is correct theoretically
in his suggestion for a double spiral or
holes in the disc rotating at half speed,
the workmanship involved for accurate

11'1 I
' 1 I

,1
NTH PUNCHED

SPIRALS OF
SCANNING HOLES.
THUS GIVING

SET OF TWO COMPLETE
SCAN S FOR EACH
REVOILITION OF

DISC

16.'ser or 140%-°
' . .

EACH HOLE SPACED 1/64..
GIVING PICTURE' IOF qP.'d

PICTURE SIZE
COMPARED WITH
THAT GIVEN BY
STANDARD DISC.
CURVE IN SMALLERalcrlIRE IS LESS

Method of marking out and punching a
television scanning disc.

results is beyond the average amateur.
Similar quarter -size images are given by
rotating a 30 -hole disc at half speed,' it
being necessary to mask out the three
redundant imag*s also obtained. Each
individual image under these circumstances
has a scan of only fifteen
lines, and is, therefore,
coarser, but this will be pre-
ferable to an inaccurate
double spiral disc for, unless
each spiral is absolutely
identical, image weaving will
result. Another very impor-
tant point omitted by Mr.
Graper concerns the disc
sizes, for it is on this factor
and the image ratio that the
exact hole size is calculated.
Using the hole size given,
the radius of the outside edge
of the first hole is 10.464in.,
and unless this diameter is
used, the image will be of
the wrong ratio and give dis-
torted results.-En.]

An Effective Remote -Control Relay
THE remote -controlled relay illustrated

can be constructed for less than,
2s. 6d., including battery, and is ideal for
switching the set on and off from another,
room. Any number of control points can
be used.

A piece of baseboard piy about 5in.1
by 3in. is first required, and on this are,
mounted two ordinary bell bobbins- raised'
slightly on little blocks of wood and secured
by brass strips in the position shown. Next,
two nails about lfin. long are required.4
Take a piece of fairly stout brass fin. wider
and 2fin. long. Bend to shape as shown
at X. Each of the bends should be iin.,
long, therefore the centre portion should be'
lin. in length. Drill a hole the same'
diameter as that of the nail fin. from the
edge of the top bend and insert one nail'
point first. Now solder the 'other nail'
horizontally to the first so that when thO
whole is mounted the bead of the horizontal'
nail is toward the bobbin A. (See below.)
A small piece of thin, springy brass or
phosphor bronze (the latter for preference)
about tin. long, and, say, fin. wide, and
bent to the shape shown is then soldered,
to the nail head. To the other end of the;
horizontal nail solder a single strand:
from a piece of flex about 2in. long. Now:
mount the whole on the board in the position
shown, the point of the nail being recessed
into the wood to form a pivot, making sure
that it swings easily. Now proceed to
make the clip -shaped piece Z ; this is made
from a piece of the same brass as used for
the first bracket. Now make the clip'
from a similar piece of brass 1}M. long and
bend as shown in the diagram, each side
being fin: long. Solder this to the top of
the other as illustrated, and mount in'
position. The strand of wire soldered to
the pointed end of the horizontal nail should'
be connected to one of the screws holding
the base of the bracket X, and should be
looped slightly to form a weak spring, thus,
holding the contacts Q and Z securely apart'
when the device is off'; this also establishes
a definite contact between the bracket and
the nail. The actual construction is con-:
eluded by connecting the bobbin wires as
shown in the diagram to three screws or
terminals and the contacts (Q and Z) are
connected to two more terminals at- the'
other end of the base.

A 9 -volt G.B. is needed to operate the
device, and as the current used is only
momentary this should last a long time.
Triple wire is needed for the extensions,
connected up as illustrated.-W. J. L.
(Epping).

See page 1156 for instructions for securing the
POCKET TOOL KIT.

A cheap but effective remote -controlled relay.
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Model 8012
8014
8030
8020
8005

RECEIVERS Model 8060 6 Valve All Mains A.C. Superhet
Receiver. Price £12/12/,

Model 8055 5 Valve Portable Battery Receiver (Class "B" Output).
Price, £11/11/..

3 Valve All Mains Pedestal Receivers.

Price £12/12/-.
8039 . .(AC). 3 Valve All Mains Receivers. Price £10/10/..8043 (D.C.).
8033 3 Valve Battery Receiver with Moving Coil Loud-

speaker. Price, 88/7/6.
8019 3 Valve Battery Receiver with Balanced Armature

Loudspeaker. Price, 17/15/..
2 Valve All Mains Receivers. Price, 86/19/6.(A.C.).

3 Valve Popular Battery Receiver. Price, £4/17/6.
2 Valve Pentode Battery Set. Walnut Case. Price, £4/4/.,
2 Valve Pentode Battery Set. Oak Case. £3/19/6.

All Lissen Receivers are supplied complete with Valves,
Batteries, etc., and are ready to operate immediately you
receive them.

i;

'SKYSCRAPER' KITS For Home Construction. You build
them yourself and save pounds.

7 Valve Battery Superhet Receiver Three Valve All Mains A.C. Receive,
Model 8048. Kit, complete with

seven valves. £8/17/6.
£049. Kit, complete with

seven valves and table
model cabinet. £91151-

8050. Kit, complete with
seven valves, conso-
lette cabinet and Per-
manent Magnet Mov-
ing -coil Loudspeaker.
£11/10/-.

Four Valve All -Wave All -World
Range Battery Receiver
Model 8045. Kit, complete with

four valves. £5/12/6.
8046, Kit, complete with

four valves and table
model cabinet. £6/8/-.

8047. Kit, complete with
four valves, consolette
cabinet and Perman-
ent Magnet Moving -
coil Loudspeaker.
£8/2/6.
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ACCUMULATORS

VALVES H. T. BATTERIES
All types of Torch and Pocket
Lamp Batteries.

ACCUMULATORS
Popular Glass Container
Type -

2 volt 20 4/6
2 volt 45 8/6
2 volt 70 10/6

LOUDSPEAKERS

,
COMPONENTS

There is a Lissen
Component for
Every Purpose in
Every Receiver
Circuit.
Condensers-Coils
-Chokes -Resist-
ances-Grid Leaks
-Transformers.

Model 8031. Kit, complete with
valves. £7/19/6.

8037. Kit, complete with
valve3 and table model
cabinet. £8/15/-.

,; 8038. Kit, complete with
valves, consolette
cabinet and movine-
coil loudspeaker.
£10/12/6. ,

The Famous Original Three Valve
Battery Receiver

Model 8013. Kit, complete with
three valves. 89!6.

,; 8024. Kit, complete with
three valves and table
model cabinet, 85/5/-.

8025. Kit, complete with
three valves, conso-
lette cabinet and
Balanced Armature
Loudspeaker. £615/-.

Standard Type -
60 volt 5/6
100 volt 9/3
120 volt 11/-
144 volt 13/6
(for Q.P.P.)

Super Power Type -
60 volt 8/6

100 volt 15/.
Grid Bias Type -

4} volt 10d.
9 volt 1/-

16 volt 1/9

VALVES There is a Lissen Valve for
Every Radio Receiver.

SG.215 for distant reception. Price 12/6
S.G.2V for perfect volume control. Price 12/6
AVC/2 for automatic volume control. Price

17/6
PT.225 for economical reproduction. Price

12/6
PT.2A for Q.P.P. Output. Price 12/6

4 \
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SEND A POSTCARD WITH YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS to:. PUBLICITY
DEPT., LISSEN LIMITED, ISLEWORTH MIDDLESEX,ANDA COMPLETE
RANGE OF LITERATURE WILL BE SENT TO YOU POST FREE
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DO NOT
MISS
THIS

To obtain your "Practical
Wireless" Data Sheets

Binder and set of Nineteen
Data Sheets.-First, if you are

not a regular reader, place au
order with your Newsagent to

deliver or reserve a copy of
" Practical Wireless " every week

for the next thirteen weeks. Then
fill in and post the Order Form to-

gether with a Postal Order for 2s. 3d.
to "Practical Wireless" Special

Offer, 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand,iLondon, W.C.2.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS March 17th, 193 4

bENEROLISllFFER /tag";
THE P.W.Data Sheets \

FORBinder value ls. 6d.

2su3diThe Set of 19 DATA .QNLy
SHEETS value 4s. 9d./

CONTAINING

THE " Practical Wireless Data Sheets Loose -
Leaf Binder as illustrated here has a stout

linen -covered stiff board cover, specially made to
stand hard wear, having a special
flap with cloth hinges and enamelled
press -button fitting for speedy in-
sertion (and removal) of the
Data Sheets which are specially
" holed " to fit. Also there is an
invaluable manilla gusset -pocket for
holding loose sheets, newspaper
clippings, notes, and other odds and
ends. These most useful Loose -Leaf
Binders for preserving the Data
Sheets have been expressly made
for the purpose and will prove most
acceptable and helpful to wireless
constructors.

The only way to secure your
" Practical Wireless " Data Sheets
Binder and set of 19 Data Sheets
at the special reduced price is to
fill in and post the Order Form
to -day together with a Postal Order
for 2s. 3d. Although we are
despatching your Binder and
Data Sheets by return, we
are asking you to order" Practical
Wireless " for at least thirteen
weeks and trust you to continue
to take " Practical Wireless "
for that period at least.

THE DATA SHEETS
These complete and com-
prehensive Data Sheets
have been specially pre-
pared by F. J. Camm
(Editor of Practical
Wireless ") to fill a gap
in the literature of wire-
less construction. They
have been designed with
the needs of the amateur
well in mind ; they are
printed on a special
brand of hard-wearing
manilla board to stand
up to constant use. The
series will provide you
with a means of rapidly
surveying the field of wire-
less construction, opera-
tion and adjustment, and
enable you by a mere flick
of the finger to consult
that fact, figure or formula
which formerly you have
not easily been able to find.
The nineteen Data Sheets deal
with the following subjects:
No. 1-Accumulator

Charging
No. 2-Coils&Coil Winding
No. 3-Resistances
No. 4-Mains Transformers
No. 5-Wire & Wire Gauges
No. 6-Chokes, H. F.& L . F.
No. 7-Condensers
No. 8-Battery Eliminators
No. 9-Screws & Screw

Threads
No. 10-Battery Operated

Valves
No. 11-Mains Valves
No. 12-Handy Formulae
No. 13-Terminals, Plugs

& Fuses
No. 14-Loud-speakers
No. 15-European Broad-

casting Stations
No. 16-European Broad-

casting Stations
No. 17-Handy Tables
No. 18-Gramophone Pick-

ups
No. 19-World Time -Table

ORDER FORM FOR P.W. DATA SHEETS
BINDER AND SET OF 19 DATA SHEETS

In accordance with the conditions of your special offer, please sendme one " Practical Wireless " DATA SHEETS BINDER and the setof NINETEEN DATA SHEETS.

Reader's Name

Full Address

I have instructed my Newsagent to deliver " Practical Wireless "to me each week for thirteen weeks.

Newsagent's Name

Address

Reader's Signature
Postal Order No . .for 2s. 3d. enclosed. Post to " Practical
Wireless" Special Offer, 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.
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SOLDERED. CONNECTIONS
Our Readers Recently Voted Overwhelmingly in Favour of Soldered Connections. Some

VerY Useful Information in Regard to Correct Soldering is .Given in this
Practical Article which Explains the Process from the Amateur's Point of View.

IT is an unfortunate fact that the terminals
fitted on some components are not all
that they should be. The smaller sizes

are almost invariably fitted with miniature
huts which have had their diameters
reduced on the under side. These prove
sometimes too small to hold even a closely -
formed loop of 18 -gauge wire, and attempts
"at tightening usually result in the nut
forcing the loop open. .Another snag fre-
quently encountered is 'the terminal that is
unable to accommodate more than one
wire without making it difficult properly to
screw on the nut.

Advantages of Soldering
After having spent an evening in wiring

up to terminals of this description, how
many readers have wished that they were
masters of the soldering iron ? Besides
Providing a definite solution to these
troubles the wires, when soldered to tags,
`Make much better electrical contacts.
Soldering also permits the use of many
small Components fitted only with soldering
tags. These may be connected and sus-
pended in the wiring. Parts such as these
are equally as efficient as those fitted with
terminals, but, naturally, they are con-
siderably cheaper. There is one other
paint in favour of soldering, and that is that
where two or more wires run to one terminal
in the ordinary way it is only necessary to
take one wire direct to that point and join
the other wires more conveniently to it.

Many people who have never yet
attempted soldering are under the im-
pression that it is a tricky job. This is not
so ! Let anyone who is doubtful have a try
and see, if by following the instructions

- given below a perfect soldered joint is not
made at the first attempt.

The Equipment Required
The most important tool required

is a soldering iron. An electrically -
heated one is eminently suitable
for wireless work, but as there is no
difference in the actual use except-
ing the Method of heating we will
confine our remarks to the flame -
heated variety. Th6 inost. service-
able type to buy is that
illustrated, the copper bit
being riveted between
the forked shank. The
actual copper portion
should be about Sozs.
in weight. A bin. or Sin.
flat " second -cut " file,
together with a stick of

Fig. 5.-A well -
made joint should
appear as neat as

this.

CORRECT

tinman's solder, a small bottle of non-
corrosive soldering fluid, a tin of " Fluxite,,"
and two small tin lids complete the outfit.

No doubt the gas ring will provide the
heating agent, in which case it will be
well worth while to make up a cowl as
follows : Bend a piece of sheet iron to
form a tunnel about 3in. high by
6in. long, wide enough to span the
small burner, and at the same
time rest on convenient grid
bars. In the centre and lin.
up from the bottom on
either side drill a hole
to pass a, 6in. wire
rail. The object
of this is to con-
centrate the heat
and save
wastage of
gas.

Now ex-
amine the
point of the
copper
bit and
you will
in all

Fig. l.-The most useful
type of soldering iron for

wireless work.

Fig. 2.-To tin the iron dip the point
in non -corrosive soldering fluid after

heating.

Fig. 4.-The tip should be filed
as shown in this illustration.

Pg. 6.-For strength, the
wire mag be passed through a hole
and turned as shown here.

INCORRECT

awe/
Fig. 7.--Thesoldershould pile up as shown on
theleft. If if appears as shown on the right the
joint is dry -soldered and therefore unsound.

probability dis-
cover that it is
shaped in the
form of apyramid.
Should this be
so, re -file it to
a chisel point
with a width of
about' 3-16in.
See that the
angle formed is
less than 90
degrees, as
shown in Fig. 4.

Tinning the Iron
Half fill one of the tin

lids with the fluid.. Lay
the copper bit On the bar
in the sheet4rOn hood so
that it is directly over
the flame. Now watch

Fig. 3.-After the fluid, the tip is the flame, and when the
pressed into some solder, until the colour changes from blue

point is bright all round, to bright green, remove
the iron and dip the point into
the tin containing the fluid. Hold
the iron against the stick of solder
and melt a small heap into the
other lid. Place the end of the

copper bit into this heap and, upon
removal, it will be coated with
solder ; in other words, it will be
tinned. It must always be kept in
this condition. For successful sol-
dering the two important points are
tinning and correct temperature of
the iron. Anyone with experience
can tell the correct temperature by
holding the iron close to the cheek.
But until this state of affairs is

SWEATED
JOINT

Fig. 8.-An alternative method Fig. 9.-A neat method of
of connecting a wire to a joining two wires or rods end to

soldering tag. end.
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reached the bit
may be tested
for correct
maximum

temperature byholding it against
a piece of newspaper held in the
hand. The iron should char

the paper, not merely scorch it, with-
out burning a hole.

Soldering Wire Connections
Prepare the end of the soldering tag and

wire by smearing on a small quantity of
" Fluxite." Dip the point of the heated
iron into the solder. This will cause a little
" blob " of melted spider to hang on the
under side of the iron when withdrawn.
Place the point of the iron on the tag where
prepared, leaving it there for a second or
so, and treat the wire in the same way.
Touch the end of the wire with " Fluxite "
and place in position. Pick up a. little more
solder and apply to the junction of wire and
tag, again leaving the iron in contact for
a few moments. A perfect joint should be
the result. Figs. 1 to 7 show the various
stages of preparation and soldering in the
sequence named.

Actually the joints take no longer than
thirty seconds each to complete. Failure
of the solder to form a proper junction, as
in the view marked " incorrect " in Fig. 7,
is proof either that the tinning was not
properly done or that the temperature of
the iron was wrong.

Where wires have to be attached, as
shown in Fig. 8, a small crook formed on
the end of the Wire will provide a greater
area of contact for the solder, thus pro-
ducing a much stronger joint.

Sweating
Sweating is another form of soldering, a

typical example of which is illustrated in
Fig. 9, which shows two spindles joined
together by a sleeve. The parts are first
tinned and then heated until the solder
melts, assembled and allowed to cool.

Hints On Wiring
\ hen wiring up a set the following hints

wi It be helpful :-
Tin all tags before fixing the com-

ponents.
Place a piece of paper over exposed

portions of components where a stray bead
of solder is likely to cause trouble.

Use the " Fluxite " sparingly, and don't
use the soldering fluid as a flux for elec-
trical connections.

When joining one wire to another make
a right-angle bend about pin. in length on
the end of the wire to ho joined, and solder
this alongside the other wire.

When tinning the end of a flexible wire
press the bared and fluxed end into the
solder with the heated iron.

In conclusion, do not let the iron remain
on tags or parts adjacent to ebonite or
moulded casings, since, apart from softening
this material, there is the liability of the
heat to travel down the screw to other
soldered connections inside the component,
with obvious consequences. W. H. D.



FINISHING
Some Novel Suggestions are Mad
Appearance of the Receiver.

MOST amateur listeners construct at
leait one receiver in a lifetime,
and thousands build a considerable

number ; but hovi often is a set really
finished off in a neat and workmanlike
manner ? A set is built, it is almost

Fig. I.-Small
wooden cleats keep
the base -board wir-

ing neat.

Fig. 2.-G 1 a s s
headed photographic
pins are useful for

anchoring wiring.

completely wired up and ready for service-
and the builder, in his impatience to give
it a practical test, cannot wait to give it the
finishing touches but must make a hasty
and sketchy job- of the last few wires and
start reception trials immediately..

Then, when the trials are completed and
satisfactory, the set often remains for the
whole of its existence really uncompleted.
Or even if the wiring is made permanent,
it will often occur that the receiver is never
fitted into a respectable cabinet." So I am
'going to suggest ways and means for
making a workmanlike job of your present
receiver or the next one you build.

A Coat of Paint
If the baseboard is of the unmetallized

type and is given* a coat of absolutely matt
black paint., what a difference is made in
the appearance ! (All baseboards should be
metallized or metal -'covered.-ED.) The
metallic parts and the different components
stand out, and the whole construction
takes on a professional appearance.

It has always seemed to me a pity that
radio components are supplied in such a
variety of colours. The low -f 'equency
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TOUCHES
e in This Article for Improving the

By H. BEAT HEAVYCHURCH
transformer may be dark brown, the fixed,'
condensers green, the cans of the coils
battleship grey, and other components
black, brown, or mottled.

Neat Wiring
It must be admitted that nothing looks

better,' especially against the black baCk
ground, than bare tinned copper. This
type of wiring, however, is a little risky for
modern receivers with fairly high anode
voltages, and has therefore gone .out of
fashion. One etheInany excellent brands
of insulated'wire,wire, or bare wire covered in
systoflex is, therefore, suggested.

Some constructors consider it unfashion-
able at the moment to use the straight
wires with neat right-angled ben& which
have been so popular.

There are always a certain number of
wires that "C`an best be run on the surface of
the baseboard (whe.n non metallized), and
they present something of a problem because
they are apt. to rise in the air, or sag and

11

Il

Bailgearincs:
Fig. 3'.-Ball bearings for facilitating entry

'of.reCeiver into cabinet.

bend just sufficiently to spoil an otherwise
neat job They can be made permanently
neat by clipping 'them doWn to the base
with little wooden :saddlea which can be
-easily contrived by the handy constructor,

Fig. 5.-Alternative. shapes for " knobs."

as illustrated in Fig. 1. Another plan is to,
use those glasS-headed drawing -pins which
are sold to photographers for hanging up
prints to dry. A few of these, arranged in
pairs at places where the wires make a
change of direction act as guides and
anchors and are quite inconspicuous, the
scheme being shown in Fig. 2.

The Cabinet
Now we come to the question of cabinets.

Fig. 4.-" Straight knobs" made from ebonite Have. pm, .rmtigect how difficult it usuallyrod
., ,is to slide a heavy set, complete with mains

unit, into the average cabinet ? Here is a
little refinement which will make it easy.
Cut a couple of shallow grooves across the
base of the cabinet'from back to' front
abOut an inch or so from the ends. Place
one or two small steel balls such as those
used in ball bearings in each groove (Fig. 3)
and they will serve as rollers on which the
:baseboard of ,the set will. slide 'easily as
you insert it into the cabinet.

It is, of course, hopeless to expect that
radio manufacturers will ever standardize
the designs of knobs, and although it is not
really a very difficult matter for the average
amateur to purchase a complete set of
knobs all of a type in view of the different
diameters of spindles which have to be
accommodated, there is an alternative. I
recently saw a receiver which had only one
round knob, and that was the knob of the
tuning condenser. All., the others were
.straight handles composed of round rod .

similar to that illustrated in Fig. 4. These
could - -be made ,easily by anyone who
possessed a drill brace, a few bits, and a
small tap for forming the thread in the hole
for the grub screw. They could be made
from ebonite rod of half to three-quarter
inch -diameter,- and then enamelled to
match or tone with the cabinet ..if plain
black was not acceptable. Alternatively;`
knobs of .square,- diamond, or fancy shape:
could be cut or filed up from a thick sheet'
of ebonite and decorated to taste. A feli
suggestions are indicated in Fig. 5.

Another finishing touch is some provision
for moving the set. During the process of
the daily dusting or the weekly " turn -out ",
it is usually necessary to lift the set from
its normal position but this is frequently a
difficult task. Fit four castors of some
kind; For .a cabinet set it is a more
difficult. matter to -provide easy means of
lifting, but in the  case of a home-made
cabinet such provision may be combined
with ornanient -something after the style of
the device shown in Fig. 6.

It will be best to fit your set with plugs
and sockets for both aerial and earth
connection so that these can be removed
when it is- desired to move the set.

This brings me to the fmal finishing touch
-the flexible connections to aerial, earth;'
batteries, and speaker. Many an otherwise
excellent installation is marred by long;
untidy twisted flexes. The total amount
of flex required for any set is only a mat=
ter of a few yards, so invest in new and
good flex, fit it neatly to the terminals or
spades, binding the insulation at the ends
to prevent it from fraying, and cutting each
length exactly to the right size to prevent
it from drooping about in an untidy way.
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39 TYPES IN THE DAR
GOOD VALVES THAT SAVE. Y

0 Get our list and study the table which shows the DARIO alte
for. all popular valves. Note the prices and you will see that
DARIO means a worth -while saving of money-something like £
the case of a mains 5-valver.
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More than that, the DARIO range is so complete that whatever s
have or contemplate, there's a highly efficient DARIO exactly sui
for every valve -holder.
Few low-priced valves can show you anything like so comprehensi
range and no valve at any
price can give you more up-
to-date design or more con-
sistently accurate manufacture
than DARIO'

atives
its use
30.0 in

ARI

VALVES

S!

1MPEX ELECTRICAL LTD., 47, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.i

-EASY PAYMENTS-
" There's no place like HOLMES."
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on easy
payments. Nine years advertiser in Wireless Press.

Thousands of satisfied customers.
Monthly

Deposit. Payments.
TELSEN Latest 323 Kit 29/6 4/- 7 of 411
Lisscn _Skyscraper 4 ... 112/6 101- 11 of 10/3
-ENLOE H.T. Accum.,

120r. 60/- 6/- 9 of 6/8
BLUE SPOT 29PM. ... 32/6 415 7 of 4/5
ATLAS ELIMINATOR,

'No. CA25 ... ... 59/6 5/- 11 of 5/6
B.T.H. Pick-up 21/- 3/10 5 of 3/10
EPOCH 20th -C. P.M..... 35/- 4/10 7 of 4!10

Parts for any Kit Set. Any make of Speaker,
New Goods Obtained for Every Order.
Send vs a list of the parts you require and the pay -

-ments that will suit your convenience. and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Great Portland Street, London, W.I.
'Phone: Museum 1414.

SEM TO FOYLES
FOR BOOKS!

New and second-hand books on Wireless and all other
subjects. Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

tree on mentioning your interests.
119-125, CHARINO CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2.

.Telephone: Gerrard 5660 (7 lines).

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation
Rita, Parts. Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked,
prompt delivery. 7 days' approval. Catalogue free.
TayleK & Standard Wet H,T, replacements stocked.
N. TAYLOR, 9, GROVE RD., BALHAM, S.W.12.

UNIVERSAL
CHARGER

Employs Metal Rectification thus ensuring
permanent life.

Charges 2, 6 or 12 volt at s or 2 amps.
Radio or Car accumulators. Light and
Portable-weighs so lbs. Size gin. x 5in. x

Sin. No replacement costs.
Write NOW for FREE list.

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.,
10,,F1NSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C,2.

Pea.

SIM/ONLY2'6
BALANCE
MONTHLY

Do you realise
how much vol-
ume is wasted
if your Speaker

is not correctly
matched to the out-

put valve of your set ?
With any Set, the W.B.
'MICROLODE ' model
P.M.9A gives amazing
volume, because by a

simple switch adjustment
you obtain PERFECTLY

TRUE MATCHING, no matter
which of the hundred different output valves
or output systems you employ. And the special
'Mansfield' magnet gives greater sensitivity. A
revelation awaits you when you try the W.B.
SEND ONLY 2/6 for 7 days' trial, if satisfied pay further 3/8
at once, then 8 monthly payments of 5/, (Cash is 7 ds:s,- - - - - - - - - -
British -made WATES UNIVERSAL
METER. The only
popular -priced instru-
ment for testing resis-
tances as well as
batteries, valves, cir-
cuits and all compo-
nents. SEND ONLY 1/6 for 7 days'
trial. If satisfied, balance by five
monthly payments of 2/6 (Cash in 7 days, 12/6).

E. J. HERAUD, LTD. (Dept. P. 50),
NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, N.18.

'Phone: Tottenham 2256. Estab'd 34 years.
Ilratada's 78-02 lore Si., I d moat. ; 77 lVe4
(keen Ad.. TottenItant ; St. Jam,. St., II allham
Owe. ; and 139 Vertford 1St., En add Wash.
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A.V.C. on SHORT WAVES
The Problems Involved in Obtaining Automatic Volume Control in a

Short -Wave Receiver are Discussed in This Article

SINCE, generally speaking, fading- is
more pronounced on short waves
than upon the broadcasting bands,

it would seem that the use of some form
of automatic volume control would be par-
ticularly desirable in any short-wave
receiver. And yet, if a census were- taken
of the number of short -wavers fitted with

0
c

00

r

control, so that the idea is by no means
a good one.

Rectifier Efficiency Proportional to Wave-
length
Another difficulty immediately presents

itself in. a set of this kind. Theopercentage
efficiency of the type of automatic volume

HT+

HT -

cO t> L.T.-

-

Fig. 1.-An excellent circuit for a short-wave superheterodyne incorporating A.V.C.
A.V.C., it would probably be found that the
number of such sets was very small indeed.
There are many reasons for this, one of
which is that none of the A.V.C. systems
in use appears to be effective in coping
with the high-speed " fading which is
peculiar to short-wave reception. I have
tried various ways of overcoming this
difficulty, but without success ; the simple
and usually excellent control unit which
makes use of an H.F. metal -oxide rectifier
is apparently quite useless at the higher
frequencies, whilst the diode and double -
diode valves prove little better in this
respect. The reason for the ineffectiveness
of these arrangements is probably that the
essential decoupling condensers introduce
too much " lag.' This explanation would
account for the fact that in some cases the
normal A.V.C. schemes seem to make
" high-speed " fading worse, rather than
better.

Very Little H.F. Amplification
Even if it is taken for granted that rapid

fading cannot be overcome-at least by
any method yet known-there seems to be
no reason why the normal " slow " fading
should not be cured by the use of an A.V.C.
device. But there are a number, of snags
here, particularly when the popular type of
S.W. receiver is being considered. For any
A.V.C. system to operate it is essential to
employ a variable -mu valve, the amplifica-
tion of which can be varied by applying
to its grid a changing bias voltage obtained
by rectifying the H.F. signal voltages
applied to the detector valve. ' On short
waves, however, the S.G. or V. -M. valve
gives very little amplification indeed, with
a result that even if a varying grid -bias
voltage were fed back to it the effect would
be comparatively slight. A greater con-
trolling effect would be obtained by using
two variable -mu H.F. amplifiers, but a
short -waver with two tuned H.F. stages
is a most difficult piece of apparatus to

control unit (which makes use of the metal-
oxide rectifier) is proportional to the
wavelength of the signal voltages applied
to it. In other words, the efficiency is
inversely proportional to the frequency.
Thus, although the unit might be a model
of perfection at, say, 1,500 metres, its
efficiency at, say, 20 metres would probably
be just about nil. Besides, a unit of this
kind, which is connected in the anode
circuit of the detector, has a certain " damp-
ing " effect, which increases with the
frequency of the signal voltages. Conse-
quently on short waves there would be
considerable difficulty in getting the
detector to oscillate, and even then the
efficiency would probably be quite low.

Diode Difficulties
It might be suggested that the latter

difficulties would be avoided by using a
double -diode triode, or similar valve, as
detector and automatic volume control.
Here again, though, there are many
snags. One of these concerns the difficulty
in providing a useful reaction control with
the diode type of valve, and another occurs
due to the fact that a diode has an appre-ciable "damping"
effect at the shorter
wavelengths. Bo th
these are serious dis-
advantages, particu-
larly the first one,
since reaction is one
of the greatest assets
to good short-wave
reception, and can
almost be considered
as an essential feature.
Moreover, a circuit to
include a diode detec-
tor would require to
have several stages of
H . F . amplification,
and would be the very
opposite of the simple

0
0

MFD.

arrangement which is preferred by nearly
all short-wave experimenters.

The Solution
From the above remarks it might appear

that automatic volume control in useful
form is entirely out of the question in a
short-wave receiver. The position is, how-
ever, not quite so serious as that, since a
useful measure of A.V.C. can be obtained
by the use of a super -heterodyne circuit,
which may be a comparatively simple
affair having no more than four valves. A
good circuit of this kind is given in Fig. 1,
and it can be seen that the first valve (an
H.F. pentode) acts as a combined anode-,
bend first detector and oscillator, operating
upon the autodyne principle. This is
followed by a variable -mu pentode inter-
mediate frequency stage, which is followed
in turn by a leaky -grid second detector and
a power pentode. Two normal 150 -kilo-
cycle I.F. transformers are used for coupling
the first detector -oscillator to the LI....
amplifier and the latter to the second
detector, whilst the tuning system follows
standard practice.

The chief point of interest in regard to
the subject under discussion is the insertion
of an A.V.C. unit in the anode circuit of
the second detector. This feeds a varying
bias voltage back to the grid circuit of the
L.F. amplifier, this voltage providing the
required A.V.C. action. Additionally,
there is a potentiometer, marked P, which
serves as a manual volume control acting
upon the variable -mu pentode.

A circuit of this kind really does give a'
reasonable and useful measure of automatic'
control over fading, and this effect can still.
further be increased where necessary by;
adding a second intermediate -frequency
amplifying stage. The reason for the A.V.C.
control working in a short-wave super-,
heterodyne-although it will not do so in a
" straight " short-wave circuit-is that the
second detector operates as a constant'
(intermediate) frequency of 150 or 110
kilocycles, at which freqUency the metal.'
oxide rectifier in the A.V.C. device is very.
efficient. It need scarcely be mentioned,
that a superheterodyne employing a diode
or double -diode second detector would be
equally good, although the arrangement
illustrated is the simplest one and is to be
preferred on that score.

Those who use a short-wave converter
in conjunction with a normal broadcast,
receiver having one or more variable -mu
stages can enjoy the same benefits by adding
an A.V.C. unit to the set in the ordinary,
way. The unit will, of course, prove,
effective on both broadcasting and short'
waves. A skeleton circuit which shows how°,
the A.V.C. unit should be connected is
given in Fig. 2.

IST V/M
VALVE

54000:).

H.F.C.

DETECTOR

-11

L.F.

AV.C.UNIT

--I

25;000

Fig. 2-The method of fitting an A.V.C. unit to any' I
type of variable -mu receiver.
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THE LEADER THREE
How to Use The Leader for Gramophone Record

Reproduction

_

BEFORE dealing with the method of
using the gramophone pick-up with
The Leader, we wish to thank the

,hundreds of readers who have written and
Oven us their appreciation of the new
policy which we have adopted in the
interests of the home -constructor. Whilst
;we knew that the policy would meet with
approval with the majority of home -
Constructors, we had no idea that it would
lbe productive of such enthusiasm, and we
hope that the receivers which we shall
describe in the future will be made in their
thousands and will do much towards
paving the way to better radio.

Connecting the Pick-up
It will be seen that the terminal strip

on the left-hand (rear) of the chassis is
provided with sockets marked P.U. and
that these two sockets are connected to the
grid of the detector valve and to a grid -bias

Another view of the Leader ready
for the valves and batteries to be

connected.

lead. No switching has been incorporated
,for this purpose, partly on account of the
desire to reduce the cost, and partly because
it is not entirely necessary to use such a
switch. If a pick-up is plugged into these
two sockets, and the pick-up bias lead is
inserted in the grid -bias battery at about
3 volts, good record reproduction will be
'obtained, even although the grid -leak,
'grid condenser, and tuning -coil are all
connected in parallel with the pick-up. If
,The Leader is being used within a few miles
of a powerful broadcasting station it may

This diagram shows how the change -over
switch may be fitted,

be found, when the tuning
dials are adjusted to the
wavelength of that station,
that the broadcast signals
break through when the pick-
up is being used. All that
is necessary to overcome
this difficulty is to turn the
tuning dial to zero, or to
some position on the scale
where this interference is not
experienced. If, however, it
is thought worth while, a
single -pole change -over
switch may be attached to
the rear chassis strip. It
may be necessary to fit an
insulating bush for the switch,
but that will depend upon
the type of switch which is
employed. The lead from
C4 and the grid -leak is then
connected to one side of the
switch, whilst the grid terminal of the

detector valve is joined to the arm of
the switch. The remaining point on the
switch is then joined to the pick-up

socket which is at present
connected to the grid. If

this is done,
then when
the switch is
put over to
gramophone,
the tuning
circuits are
isolated andthe break-

through difficulty
is entirely re-
moved.

Using a Radio -Gram Cabinet
It may be desired by some readers to

mount the complete receiver in a radio-
gram cabinet fitted with motor, etc. This
will be quite in order, provided the receiver
can be mounted fairly close to the pick-up.
In some radio -gram cabinets the shelf
for the receiver is rather low down, and
this necessitates rather long leads from
pick-up to receiver, with consequent risk
of instability or induced hum. If, there-
fore, this difficulty is experienced when
the apparatus is in use as a radio -gram,
it will be necessary to enclose the pick-up
leads in metal screening, with an earth
connection joined to the screen. Any type
of gramophone motor may be employed,
and as the receiver is battery -operated, the
listener who has no access to the electric
mains may fit a good clockwork motor in
order to complete the equipment.
Increasing the Output

Among the many letters which we have
received there are quite a number from
readers who, whilst they wish to build The
Leader, desire to have a greater output
than the 150 milliwatts which is provided
by the present output valve. It is not
possible to deal with every type of query
individually, but it may be stated that the
receiver in its present form is admirably
suited to the addition of a Class B amplifier.
The unit which was described in our issue

Neatness, compactness; and
simplicity of control are the

keynotes of the Leader.

dated April 8th last may be added to The
Leader, under which conditions the present
output valve becomes the Class B driver.
No other alteration of any sort will be
required. The input terminals on the unit
are connected to the L.S. terminals on The
Leader, which means that the primary
of the driver transformer is connected
direct in the anode circuit of the P.215 valve.

An alternative to the Class B output, for
those who wish to have a little more volume,
is the fitting of a pentode valve in place
of the P215. To do this it is only necessary
to purchase a pentode of the four -pin type.
This is provided with a small terminal on
the side of the valve base, whilst the four
pins are connected in the normal manner.
Thus, the pentode is plugged into the valve -
holder and a length of ordinary flex is
joined to the side terminal, and a wander -
plug fitted to the end of the flex is then
inserted in the H.T. battery at some point
near maximum voltage. The exact position
is not critical, but the total current con-
sumption will be increased as this plug is
moved towards the highest voltage. It
was not thought desirable to fit Class B or
a pentode output stage to the original
model of The Leader, as the -cost of upkeep
was borne in mind, together with the initial
outlay. These modifications are, therefore,
only given for the benefit of those readers
who desire to have a little more volume.

r__,,a1E.O11MIPI.MIN14111.1...0.0.1111111.1141111.1.m.111
NOTABLE " LEADER " FEATURES

THE LATEST COILS FOR THE NEW " LUCERNE "
WAVELENGTHS

AN EFFICIENT SCREEN -GRID STAGE FOR DISTANT
RECEPTION

TUNED -TRANSFORMER H.F. COUPLING FOR
MP-81E1CDT SELECTIVITY

SELECTIVITY "IN EXCELS/S"
AMPLE VOLUME FOR HOME RECEPTION
METALLISED CHASSIS CONSTRUCTION

REMARKABLY EASY TO BUILD

EQUALLY GOOD ON "RADIO " OR " GRAMOPHONE "

I COSTS ONLY SIXTY SHILLINGS FOR THE PARTS

THE MOST POPULAR CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT

GANGED TUNING CONTROL FOR EASE OF OPERATION

ii
THE IDEAL SET FOR EVERY CONSTRUCTOR

Ull11.01-11.111,114111..0.0.041111.1.1M.1141114110.000111411MKIJ
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IN this receiver we have a design which is
based on the latest fashion in colouring
and manufacture. Anyone who has

seen the black and chromium finished
cabinet must have been immediately struck
by the beauty, displayed by the severe
simplicity of the scheme, and its arrange-
ment is such that it ,will tone with any
furnishings, although obviously looking at
its best in a, glass and chromium setting.
The electrical side of the receiver is also
absolutely up to date, and before describing
this it would perhaps be worth while to
describe the cabinet Work. This is of
bakelite, the pressing enabling a most clean
appearance to be obtained. The corners
are rounded, and the two rolls at the side,
apart from relieving the plainness of the
cabinet, enable the cabinet easily to be
lifted when moving it from one place to
another. The back of the cabinet is closed
in by a sheet which is screwed into place, a
further evidence of the care and thought
which has been expended on the design being
evident here. The screw -heads are pro-
vided with slots of such a width that they
easily accommodate a coin such as a penny,
so that no tools are required when adjusting
the mains transformer tapping, or otherwise
obtaining access to the interior. The
speaker fret is removable, by the simple
expedient of giving it half a turn to the left.
It then comes free, and it is possible to
remove the silk backing in order to replace
it for cleaning or to insert some material
which matches the normal room furnishings.

The Circuit
It would be obvious that where such care

has been expended on the outward design
of a receiver the interior should have
received equal care and thought, and this is
made apparent when the arrangement of
the components and the actual circuit are
examined. There are four valves
(excluding the rectifier) and these consist
of three pentodes and a duo -diode -triode.
Two pentodes are of the latest type high -

frequency valves, whilst the remaining one
is an output valve, capable of delivering its
full output of 3 watts. The first pentode
valve acts as a combined detector -oscillator,
whilst the second performs the function of
intermediate frequency amplifier. This
valve is of the variable -mu type and is
controlled by one of the diodes of the
duo -diode -triode which acts as second
detector, automatic volume control, and
first L.F. Fully delayed automatic control
is employed, and this enables the manual
volume control to be set to the best position
and the main tuning control rotated
throughout its complete movement with-
out the inconvenience of a sudden blare as
powerful stations are passed. It also
renders all worth -while stations to be
received at approximately the same
volume, whilst removing many of the
troubles which accompany fading. The
screening is most comprehensive, the H.F.
valve, for instance, being completely
enclosed in a metal screen. Pick-up
terminals are provided, and the gramophone
circuit is brought into action by rotating
the main selector switch. The Ioud-speaker

THE EKCO

MODEL 74 A.C.

CONSOLETTE.

March. 17th, 193 4

Tests of Standard Receivers
On Our

Aerial.
0

FOHVEki.fi
is of the energized type, and is fully capable
of handling maximum volume without
distress and without the usual cabinet boom
on loud bass notes.

The Controls
It will be noticed from the illustration

that there are only three controls, and that
there is no pointer or other indicator on the
tuning scale. The right-hand' control is
for the manual setting of the volume and
also brings the receiver into operation.
When it is rotated a mains on/off switch
comes into operation and immediately a
dial light is illuminated behind' the scale.
Two such lights are provided, one behind
the upper, or medium wave scale, and one
for the lower, or long -wave scale. The
lights are fitted to a travelling arrangement
which throws on to the back of the scale a
V-shaped lighted patch, with a small
vertical shadow at the point behind the
dial markings. As the main tuning control

The Ekco Model 74 A.C. Consolette costs only 14 guineas
in a black and chromium finished cabinet.

(centre) is turned the lighted section travels
along, with the central line accurately
showing the tuning setting. This is a very
novel arrangement and proves most effec-
tive in use. When the left-hand control
is turned the light travels from the upper
to the lower section, or gives half illumina-
tion to both sections, denoting that the

receiver is then adjusted for gramophone
reproduction. Beneath the central control
is a small tumbler switch which reduces the
sensitivity of the receiver when tuned to a
local station.

Test Report
The utility of this switch was experienced

when the receiver was tested in North,
London. Here, in its most sensitive'
position the amplification afforded by the'
circuit was such that the output valve was`
easily overloaded and background noise&
were naturally very troublesome. A touch
on the switch, however, and the noises
disappeared as if by magic, and the local
stations were received loud and clear:
It was, in fact, not found necessary to use
this switch on the aerial which is generally,
employed, unless very distant stations
were required, and all of the B.B.C. main'
stations were heard without the necessity;
for operating the switch. Tuning was

delightful, possessing that'
square -peak effect which isl
so often strived for but so,'
often not obtained. A station
could be tuned -in and as soon
as the usual separation space'
was passed the station'
suddenly disappeared-there,
Was no spread over five or six:
degrees. If the volume'
control was set to a suitable
position, the main tuning
control could be rotated and
stations were heard at every,
point on the scale, all clear
from interference (except
where actually heterodyned)
and all at sufficient volume
for normal home -entertain-
ment purposes.

On a small indoor aerial,'
and with the switch in the
sensitive or " distant
position, dozens of stations
were obtainable. The tone:
was full and clear, with noll
boom and no undue shrillness.
Second channel whistles may,
be shifted so that they, occur!
at a point on the dial where
they do not interfere with the'
reception of a station.

Separate plugs are fitted
to the rear of the chassis for'

the use of an external speaker. Hum was:
negligible, even with the earth lead re-,
moved, and when accurately tuned to ai
station was inaudible even in the silent
parts of the programme.

For those who prefer walnut, a !model is
available at one guinea less. The console
cabinet costs 18 guineas.
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MAKING SCANNING DISCS
Details of a Simple Device Which Will Enable an Accurate Disc

Quickly Made.
By W. H. DELLER

THE simplest form of television receiv-
ing apparatus is that which employs
a scanning disc to reproduce the

" light lines," into which the object being
portrayed is broken up for purposes of
transmission.

! There is nothing complicated in any of
the parts necessary to construct a receiver
of this type, the main essential being a
disc driven at 750 r.p.m. Near the edge

to be

accuracy. Consider for a moment the likely
result from an attempt at punching with
a square punch and a hammer, bearing
in mind that the holes required are com-
paratively minute, and the fact that there
are 30 of them, that the punch each time
has to be exactly located against a pre-
viously made accurate marking on a
radial line and struck with a hammer.
The resultant holes would probably be,

owing to an

Fig. 1-This diagram shows how each hole in the scanning disc should line up movement or
with its neighbour to produce a clean strip of light. movements of

the punch by
the operator
while the
hammer blows

Fig. 4.-The irregu-
.......

were struck,
lar hole which is either as
obtained if the hole shown in Figs.
is punched against 2 and 3 or
a yielding substance. both, in rela-

tion to each
other. Fig. 2 represents three holes in the
relative positions that they will occupy at a
given point, the shaded portion showing how
a staggered hole will cut into the track of
the previous or next scanning line, thus
producing an unwanted band of light. Fig.
3 shows the holes irregularly spaced, A
leaving an unwanted band of metal in the
light track, and the shaded portion B where
two holes overlap. The holes
must also be cleanly cut.
Punching the holes in metal
against a yielding substance
would burst the metal, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

GUIDE-.
Constructing the BLOCK

Gauge
Doubtless many of

these discs have been

A B

Figs. 2 and 3.-These sketches illustrate the light
patches which will be obtained by any overlap caused

by inaccurate aligning of adjacent holes.

of this disc are a series of holes, 30 in
all. Each hole is spaced radially 12 degrees
from its neighbour, and each successive
hole is closer, by an amount equal to the
width of the hole, to the centre of the
disc. A line drawn through all the holes
would thus form an involute curve.

If the completed disc was mounted on a
pin, representing the spindle of the driving
motor, over a piece of paper situated near
the edge of the disc, and each of the radial
lines brought up to a given point in suc-
cession,, the result obtained by following
the shape of the holes on to the paper,
with a very sharp pencil, should be as
shown in Fig. 1. the solid, square represent-
ing the first hole and the dotted lines
those which follow.

Accuracy Essential
From this it is apparent that each square

should be exactly adjoining and accurately
disposed in relation to the radial line, and
in consequence it is impossible to produCe
a series of 30 holes so disposed by " rough
and . ready " means
with anything like an
approach to
the desired
and necessary

REMOVABLE
INDEX PIN

Fig. 5.-The device

ADJUSTER
Fig. 7. -Assembly deta

complete apparat

-" hand made," as it were, with a more
or less degree of success. To those, however;
who intend to make this part of the
apparatus, emphasis is again directed to
the fact that it is an impossibility to
punch the holes within the close limits,
of predetermined accuracy unless some
mechanical means is employed for spacing
and locating the punch in relation to the
intended position of the holes. A simple'
device for this purpose is illustrated in'
Fig. 5. Briefly the method for using is
as follows : The prepared disc, complete'
with boss, is placed in the position shown,1
the hole in the boss fitting on to a pin
of the same diameter as the motor spindle.'
A close fitting steel pin pointed to an
included angle of about 60 degrees, hardened
for preference, is pushed into the 1/16in.,
diameter hole situated at the front of the
guide plate, and held in contact with the
disc with one hand and the disc rotated
with the other hand. This will make 1.1
well-defined pitch line for the indexing
holes on the face of the disc. The rim;
of the disc, by the way, should be made
slightly wider for this purpose. Remove:
the disc, and with a pair of sharp -pointed
dividers, space the pitch circle thusl
obtained into 30 equal parts. Providing
that the dimensions given in the following
text are adhered to
the pitch circle
should be 15 /in.
diameter. T h e
exact chord dis-
tance between the
marks on a circle
of this diameter
should be
1.6202in. Set

SPINDLE

INDEX ARM

PITCH -LINE

FOR INDEXING HOLES

ZZ,71,7::417:;=CZ
4

its of the
us.

GUIDEPLATE

lU

.--SQUARE ENDED
PUNCH

BRACKET

PACKING

PUNCHPLATE

Ater

the dividers at
a shade

(.005in.) under 1 'tin.ff
and lightly plot o
the circumference., PACKING The space left after

mark hould be exactly equal,
making the thirtieth'

to the distance at which the
points of the dividers are set.'
If more or less, slightly

adjust the dividers until the
spacings are equal. Being satisfied
upon this point, prick the points of
intersection with a sharp scriber.'

It should be noted that a difference
of .0075in. between any of the
spaces will represent an angular,
error of approximately 3 minutes
of a degree which will be reason:
ably accurate.

The following details relate to a 20in. dia-
meter disc with the outside edge of the first
hole 9i -in. from the disc centre.

Replace the disc and punch the 30 index-
ing holes. To do this each of the
markings are brought up to the
small pointer, and the holes pierced
with a 1/l6in. diameter flat -ended
punch, the punch passinglinto the

which is described in er this article and which enables the holes to be
accurately positioned and cleanly cut.

Fig. 6.-T he
alternative
method of
adjusting the
punching de-

vice.

LOCATING PIN

40 THREAD
SCREW

25 TEETH
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same hole that was used to scribe the pitch
circle. Now locate the disc by means of a pin
which fits both the holes made and that in the
arm shown at the left-hand side of the
illustration. The first square hole is then
punched. Release the adjusting screw
and remove one packing piece from the
number that are clamped between the
guide block and end of the slot, index to
the next position and punch the second
hole. Proceed in this order, removing
a packing piece each time until the 30
holes are punched. Thus it will be noticed
that the disc moves up to the punch each
time by a predetermined amount, i.e.,
the thickness of one packing piece. The
index arm is attached to the spindle,
and therefore also moves forward.

Fig. 6 shows an alternative method
employing a 40 -thread screw upon which
is fixed a small gear wheel (tin. diameter by
25 teeth). This is used in place of the
adjuster, and a suitable locating pin is
provided to fit the gear teeth. Where this
is used the guide block would be backed up
by a stiff coil spring, and the screw turned
once completely plus the amount of three
teeth each time to give a forward movement
of .028in.

Constructional details are made clear
in Fig. 7, and bright mild steel is the
material mainly used. This is llin. in
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width except for the index arm, which is
lin. The guide plate, and that on which
the punch plate is fitted, is lin. thick.
The slotted plate is lin. thick. The bar
fitted with screws to this part is tapped
for the adjusting screw. File the slot
clean and parallel, with the block a good
sliding fit in it.

Assembling the Parts
Fasten the index arm, block, and small

top plate together with counter -sunk
bolts nutted on the under side. This
assembly should slide freely in the slot
without shake. There should be, sufficient
space between this and the end of the slat
to accommodate twenty-nine packings.
These packings are made from bright
rolled No. 22 S.W.G. metal. This should
be checked by micrometer to ensure that
it is up to gauge .028in. Cut the pieces
tee shape, the heads of which overlap
the edges of the slot. On the end of a piece
of lin. silver steel file a short .028in.
square projection to form the punch.
The strip metal guide fits the body of the
punch. This is mounted on the guide plate
and the guide hole continued in the plate
for a depth of 3/16in., the remaining 1/16in.
being squared out to take the end of the
punch. Make the punch plate or die from
1/16in. steel that is afterwards case-

hardened, or if east steel, hardened and
tempered. Drill and countersink four
fixing screw holes in this plate, also a
1/16in. diameter hole for punching the
index holes, and a .028in. hole (No. 70
wire gauge drill). Both holes are counter -
bored from the back, about 1/32in. dia-
meter larger, half -way through for clearance
and the smaller hole drifted out square
with the hardened and tempered punch.
The punch, by the way, should have
previously been drilled for two 1/16in.
diameter split pins. One of these is arranged
to restrict the rise of the punch against
the under side of the strip metal guide,
so that the squared end does not
leave the square hole in the guide plate.
The other pin retains the return spring
and washer. Clearance holes must be
drilled in the plate to which the die is
fixed to allow the punchings to fall clear.
The parts are then firmly screwed and
nutted together in the positions indicated
on the drawing. It should be made elear
that the distance from the centre pin to
the die opening with the packings in
position should equal the radius of the
hole nearest the edge of the disc. Further,
sufficient clearance must be left to allow
the boss and the edge of the disc to travel
a distance of approximately Dn. without
fouling the packing pieces.;

TELE-TALKIE TOPICS
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,

Wh.Sch., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,

Continental Television Transmissions
EVIDENCE of the growing interest in

television is furnished by the increasing
number of television transmissions which
emanate from countries on the Continent.
,Mangy- of these are designed purely for
experimental purposes or local reception,
but that in no way disguises the fact that
progress is being made. As far back as
11929 I participated in a number of television
experiments between Witzleben and London,
and during part of that period visited Berlin
to install and operate some of the television
transmitting apparatus used in that city
for broadcast purposes.

It is therefore always interesting to pick
up transmissions from Berlin, and to enable
readers to do the same the particulars
which follow will prove useful. No guarantee
can be given as to the accuracy of the pro-
gramme times, but from the latest informa-
tion I have been able to secure, it is as
follows :-

First of all, the station transmitting
these low -definition signals is the high-
powered long -wave one at Berlin (KOnigs-
wusterhausen), working on a wavelength
of 1,571 metres (191 kilocycles) and a power
of 60 kilowatts. The times it is on the
air are :-

Tuesdays, 8.5 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Thursdays, 12.45 p.m. to 1.45 p.m.
Saturdays, 8.5 a.m. to 9.45 a.m.

Although these periods are somewhat
inconvenient for the average reader,
I strongly advise all those who can at
least to test the strength of the signal and
compare it with that received from the
London National Station.

Scanning Differences
If the transmissions are watched with a

'standard television receiver built for the
B.B.C. transmissions, they will at first be

almost unintelligible. This arises from two
main reasons. First of all, although the
same number of scanning lines-that is,
thirty-are used, and the speed of rotation
of the scanning mechanism is identical
namely, 12I pictures per second-the Ger-
mans scan horizontally and in a clockwise
direction, whereas in England it is vertical
and in an anti -clockwise direction. Any
image received in this country is in con-
sequence not only turned through an angle
of ninety degrees, but it is reversed as well.
The differences do not stop at that, how-
ever, for whereas the B.B.C. picture ratio
is 7 vertically to 3 horizontally, the German
ratio for broadcast band transmissions is 4
horizontally to 3 vertically.

The resultant images therefore are also
distorted when viewed on
an English disc. This is
shown by referring to Fig.
1. It indicates the German
word PAUSE, represen-
ting an interval which is
sent out while any ohanges
are being effected during
the course of a transmis-
sion, and instead of being
a horizontal printed word
it has the appearance
denoted in the sketch.

German Disc Details
I t is quite a straight-

forward matter to make
an allowance for this,
provided that certain im-
portant details are studied,
and this can be done best
by giving the reader
dimensions and picture -
shape data for German
discs. The first point to
note is that, although the
rotation of the scanning
disc is in the reverse direc-
tion to that used in this
country, the scanning

takes place from the outside and proceeds
towards the centre. Referring to Fig. 2, the
individual square apertures punched in the

Fig. 1.-Indica-
ting how a word
transmitted by
television from
Germany would
appear on a
standard English
Television re-

ceiver.

Two Noles Marked
For Synchronising.

Fig. 2.-Details for marking out a disc to
receive the German transmission.

disc in the form of a single -turn spiral traverse
the field of light provided by the flat plate of
a neon lamp mounted behind the disc so
that they start at the top on the left-that.
is, at A-and finish at the bottom on the
right-denoted by point C. This reasoning,
of course, is based on the assumption that
the " looker " is facing the front of the disc.

To provide the synchronizing signal of
375 frequency, the Germans definitely mask
off one hole at each side of the true picture
area, and this is shown by the double shaded
lines at AB and CD. The picture depth is
given by the radial distance y, which is
the difference between the radius of the
outside edge of the first hole and the inside
edge of the last hole. The picture length,
according to German reckoning, is the
circumferential distance z measured on the
mean radius circle (midway between area,
AD and BC).

Y=3On this reckoning we have - Y4 Now as
3

the picture is divided into thirty strips,
and if we call p the size of each square
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LEADER THREE
KIT "A," CASH or C.O.D. - 0-0-0

The Pilot Kit
SERVICE was
foundedin1919.

-1934 WALNUT ADAPTAGRAM
3d in. high
22 in. wide
151-, in. deepSpeakerCompart-
ment : 1 7 in.
by 19 in. by
14 in

YOURS FOR8/3
CONVERT YOUR EXIST-
ING SET INTO A
MODERN RADIOGRAM

As illustrated. Cash P3/
or C.O.D.
Carriage 2 g extra.
Or 8,3 Deposit sad 11 modIbly
payntenfa 4 5;9 (Carriage
Paid).
IN OAK OR MAHOGANY NO

EXTRA.
Special drillings or other
special cut-out designs add
3,'- extra to cash price or 3d.
to each monthly payment.

Direct from Factory. No
MIDDLEIL4N'S P 11 OF I T S.
Built by master-cmitsmen of lice
piano trade. Real inlaid walnut
mortise 4. tenoned. French
polished. With motor -board ready
to take your set, speaker and
power equipment. Plain front or
signetted panels, 14 in. by 7 in.,
16 in. by 7 in.. 18 in. by S in.
Baffle -board, 3,6 extra.

TELSEN 323 3 -VALVE KIT, with set of Send
three valves. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, £2115,6.
Balance in 9 monthly payments of 6;-. only
NEW W.B. P.M.4A. MICROLODE PER-
MANENT MAGNET SPEAKER, complete Send
with switch -controlled multi -ratio input
transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, 62/2,0. only
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 6/9.
NEW BLUE SPOT 29 P.M. PERMANENT Son.'
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With
input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid, £1,'1216. only
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/-.

WREN-EASTON 3 KIT with ready- Send
drilled panel, metaples: baseboard,
less valves and cabinet. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £4,10.0. only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8,3.
AVOMINOR TEST METER. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, £2'0,0.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 5,6.

5/9

5/-

8/3

5/6
only

ROLA F6P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET MOV- Send
ING COIL SPEAKER,with Input Transformer.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £2,9,6.
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 6 only

RADIO
o orn/

I if) FT er
! PETO-SCOTT

1 1934 EXTENSION SPEAKER

61-

I Suitable Output for 1001
Receivers. With inclined

I baffle, supported on felt
cushions-Freeftomallreso.

I nanoe and boom-enhanc-
It Mg the already perfect
1 tonal balance. In Beautiful
I WALNUT CABINET. Suit,.

able for any type of set or
1 output valve. Direct only
I from PETO-SCOTT.

130 RATIOS I

1

1

Permanent Magnet
Moving -Coil

1

,

CASH

in 7

- ...-W t monthly payments of 5/6.
CAS or C.O.D. Carr. Paid, 39;6

-.0 .0 o .0 Speaker only (less(lesscabinet) Cash
teri .0 IA. I or C.O.D. Car. Pd. 29/8 or yours .aY ( -7 C, 4: .

DOWN for 4/. down and 7 monthlyL---  sm BMW ommaa gime
paets rd

Noma Ammo mom =ma..

KIT "A" YOURS FOR 5/6
ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY

1 Peto-Scott Chamls IIN
1 J.B. 2 gang condenser type Sian oat
2 Wearite, Universal Screened
1 Graham Parish .00014 nth] .-ondeneer ditf. rea
1 Varlet' Niclet Trunsfonner ratio .

3 W.B. 4 pin cluecti+ 111,11Iltina cal, cdeaders
1 Graham Parish Snap type II.F. Choke
1 Varlet' Electronic 1 watt type rceistance 23,tem ohm .
1 Varlet' 1 watt ,. 2 tors. ..
1 Graham-Fansh .2 rall. Tul altar condo,,
1 Manlier I all, condenser t pa n.S.
1 Dabilier .nno2 nail. f No --I t'41,14.1,.er type 1145..
2 Clix T. retinal Sea -pet al:. a 1..2. 1:10-itp
3 Clix inw, with the store)
1 Bulgin No. 2. 0.B. Banory Clip..
1 Bulgin and holder ..
2 Bulgin JanIce on, oft guitt,lwat tyia, 0.:15
1 Belling Lee 5 -way Eattrry Cord. nixtIvil 11.T. x I.

A.T. x 2 and H.T. and tipple iertrilnalm 1..T. x s -
3 British Radiogram Brackets (2) 2in. and (I) 1 lin. with

Vi ire, Screws, Flea, etc.
Kit "A" Cosh or 0,0.0.

1 Sat of Specified Valves ..
1 Pete -Scott

3 6
14 0
10 0
2 0
7 6
1 e
2 9

9

1 6
2 0

1 3
1 0

45
1 0

9

2 8

1 0
2 1

53 0 0
. /1 11 3

17 8

AND 11 MONTHLY
PAYMENTS OF 5/6

KIT LL A fl Author's Kit 84 Specified r.,rts, in-
cluding Pets -Scott

METAP LEX Chassis but less Valves,
Cabinet and Speaker. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid
Or 12 monthly payments of 6 6

KIT LLB "

14 11 ;

Or 12 I, 11111.1. t

g.

KIT "CC" ,`

KIT " C "

Exid Es le 0 I

2taaa, r I add 19 6 :

niaint1.1,- lane -Nan,.

FINISHED INSTRUMENT
R. 1.1 1 LEADER THREE,
PETO SCOTT

or L., ; ; Z8-0-0
--12 14 9.- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -

EXCLUSIVELY SPECIFIED
PETO-SCOTT WALNUT CABINET

I.-PETO-SCOTT

t, .1 thro:,..:hokit 444 II
H4,14'4111 111,44,144411V

I

1.,111.1 IT, II. II 1.;.)i01111tf
t .11

r,r (

\ I I

pate

I 716
Packing and Car-

CONSOLETTE YODEL ruse. 2/6 extra.

193 A CABINET CATALOGUEand Carriage. 2/6 extra.'Packing21/..
ORDERS OVER 10/7 SENT C.O.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID

CASH BARGAIN

D.C. MODEL
A woud(rmi ; ; .;,.. ;

LtURFNItt,'"1 tt1 i ii-
nyt.r. 2,1 to rrailiait at I.S)
4 Tapping=. Soundly constructed In
metal esee. CarrLIgio
Ac al.ove, but with 25 rn'a output. Cash or 0.0.1). 1 c
,'a triage t'nid J/ -
For A.C. Mains, 120 voila, 21 TaPPIttl- 37/6,ir ('.0.1). Paid

PETO-SCOTT

MAINS
UNITS

/6
TELSEN H.T. AND L.T. A.G. MAINS UNIT W.346
H.T. Portion : Max. Det. and S.G. Tappings, each Send
adjustable for high, med. or low voltages. Maxi- a
mu 28 na/A. at 150 volts, L.T. Trickle Charges, 'of -
2, 4, or 6 volts at amp. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage only
Paid, £4/17/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/-.

IMPORTANT. Miscellaneous components, Part',
14;1A, tin Abed Wearer( or Arreoarl, for

Cash, C.O.D. or no our ourn oyetent of Ea.ty Payment, Read
no a till of your reaao. (1", ,cell ;note you by rebury. 1,0.0, arde,ram, at, 10,-. e,a earthy', clad pomI rharg, paid (ORE.( T
BRITAIN ONLY,. /WEIMAR 011142.0.11EBS CAN BEND
TO UR WITH CONFIDE NCR. ire carry a tried's( erport 1.1,111.

and save all artay. In pay half carriaue-parked free. Soul foil
tally( plus aularloa for half Cflfringe. Any eaplux
InintedlaYly, Hire Purchase Terms are NOTavailable to Irish or Overseas customers.

PILOT Class "B" CONVERSION KIT
Converts your present Battery Set to Class " B " Ampli-fixation. :

, in-
cluding driver
transtormer, Class"B" output
Choke, W.B. 7 -
pin valve -holder,
R.V.A. 24013 valve,

print, .,- c.,

dmgrare Cash or
C.O.D., 37 6.

7 mooted,; p..yrnent

rPETO-SCOTT Co.,

CLASS PILO
CONVERSIONAOT

Dcar

=1.11.140.4111ico

5 G.

Ltd., 77, City Road, London, E.C.1.

Idea Bed 1.4(yrdx.,., p

(a} Please .ua-I race

(b) 1 moos,- Ca,

N Sal

SEND DIRECT to AVOID DELAY CASH, C.O.D. or EASIWAY



A III
Iholerwe have y=30p.- -But the total -width
'of the picture area, allowing for the two
.holes masked off, is really z+2p, ,and_ for
'reference purposes we can call this x. 'Also
1.2E in one -thirtieth of the circumference of a
circle having the mean radius r, and so

2irr =30x
=30 (z-F2P)

4But z=3Y- and y =30p
Therefore z =40p

and 27Er=30 (42p)

Hence
2nr

p -1260
From these simple equations it is, of

course, a
very easy
matter to
calcula t e
all the
data we
require.
As a gen-
eral rule,
the di-
mension
which is
decidedupon
owing to
consider -

Fig. 3.-The spiral of holes turns ations of
in an anti -clockwise direction. space

available is the mean radius, that is r, and
'this gives all the other dimensions.

It will, no doubt, be a guide to readers if

- PRACTICAL TELEVISION . March 17th, 1934
a typical example is worked out. First
suppose we take -the generally -accepted
standard -size disc having an external
diameter of 20ins. With this we can
comfortably take a mean radius of 9ins.
The size of each square hble then becomes

p
x 9 -.04488 inches. Readers will at

1260
once see that the hole size is relatively
large, for it is about 50 per cent. greater
than that for an English disc of about the
same mean radius.

The total picture height is now
y =30p =1.3464 inches,

while the circumferential width taken on
the arc of mean radius r=9ins., that is,
z in Fig. 2 becomes

4
4z=3Y- = Op =1.7952 inches.

In marking out a disc for the German
television transmissions do not forget that
the spiral of holes turns in the manner
shown in Fig. 3-that is, anti-clockwise-
while the disc rotates in a clockwise direc-
tion. Furthermore, after having marked
out the thirty radii each subtending an
angle of 12 degrees at the centre, the outside
edge of the first hole is distant from the
centre by an amount (r+ zs), since the
calculations are based on a mean radius
dimension.

For example, in the case just worked out

this distance is
9+1.72 952_9.8976 inches.

Having marked off this hole, the others
come automatically.

Position OF
Neon Lamp
Plate.

Spiral OF Holes
in Disc.

Fig.4.-Mount the neon lamp centrally at the
top back of the disc for reception.

Finally, remember to change the direction
of rotation of the disc when compared with
the. English scanning direction. In the
case of small universal type motors this is
done very simply by reversing the leads
which actually pass to the brush contacts.
In addition, the neon lamp must be mounted
at the back of the disc at the top with the
plate in a horizontal direction (Fig. 4).

THE chief disadvantage-if one can
Call it soj-of Q.P.-P. is the necessity
of using a transformer having a

step-up ratio of 8 or 9 to 1, in order to feed a
:suitable grid swing to the push-pull output
itaae. Transformers of this type on the
iniarket have a low primary -inductance
!value-of the, order of 20 henrys with no
D.C. flowing, with the result that repro-
kluction of the bass notes especially is
somewhat curtailed.

In the writer's receiver the L.F. stage
was coupled by a parallel -feed transformer
having an inductance value of 80 henrys.
'Another parallel -feed transformer was
obtained and connected in parallel with the
first, but with ono primary reversed to
effect a change of phase. The detector
valve was replaced by a diode feeding an
L.F. stage, resistance -coupled- in- its -turn

- to the two transformers. All this can be
seen in the circuit diagram.

A Q.P.-P. CONVERSION
By E. J. R. MAY.

In order that the grid -bias battery shall
discharge at a rate comparable with that
of the H.T. battery, and to obviate constant
re -balancing of the circuit, it is fed through
two 50,000 -ohm potentiometers connected
in parallel, one supplying the bias for the
pentodes and the other forming a pre -
detector volume control by varying the bias
on the variable -mu H.F. valve.

An H.F. filter circuit, consisting of an
H.F. choke and two .0002 mfd. condensers,
is placed in the anode circuit of the L.F.
valve in order, finally, to dispose of any
stray H.F.

The two .0001 mfd. condensers C5 and
C6 are of the pre-set type ; and the .25
megehm potentiometer forms a post -

The circuit arrangement referred to in the above notes.

detector volume control, as it is desirable
that a fairly strong signal should be fed to
the diode in order that it should work
under the best possible conditions. The
50,000 -ohm resistance forming part of the
tone -correction circuit is made variable,
so that it may be used as a tone control.'
The Drydex 1301 -volt H.T. battery is used
as it is tapped at 1k -volt intervals between
120 and 130 volts, and, therefore, provides
considerable help in balancing the circuit.
Care should be taken to see that the pins
marked 3 on the pentodes are wired to the
L.T. negative.

In setting up the circuit, the following
procedure should be adopted :-

1. Plug in the anodes at 1301 v. and.the
grid -bias at 15 v. 2.. Open the switch,'
thereby connecting the 0-10 nita meter in'
circuit. 3: Insert one pentode in its valve
socket and plug its priming -grid lead into, .

.say, 129 V. 4. Adjust the meter reading to
21 m/a by adjustment of the bias poten-!
tiometer. 5. Remove pentode No. 1 and!
insert pentode No. 2, switching off the set'
before so doing, 'and, without touching' the
grid -bias potentiometer, vary the priming -
grid lead in different tappings until it also
reads 2/ m/a. If it should not read 2i in/a,
alter pentode No. 1 tapping and start all
over again. 6. Having balanced the circuit, !
close the switch shunting the meter, since
this will cause distortion if left in circuit.
by providing a common impedance in the
anode lead. 7. Adjust the pre-set con-
densers C5 and C6 to about half capacity
and the L.F. potentiometer to nearly all in.

The total current consumption averages
out at about 10 in/a at comfortable strength
in a room 20ft. by 15ft. In the writer's case
the old power valve-a Mazda P.240-is
used in the L.F. stage, because this takes a
larger grid -swing than the more usual
P.M. 2DX. type.

The output is, approkimately, 1.3 watts,
but with 150 v. H.T., 21 v. grid bias, and
the consumption of the pentodes adjusted
to 2.i in/a each, an Output of 2 watts can be
obtained. "
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The Easy Road To Radio

BEGINNER'S
SUPPLEMENT

WHERE there are two or more low -
frequency stages of amplifica-
tion in a receiver, sufficient

volume will be obtained on the pick-up if
it is plugged -in to the grid circuit of the first
L.F. valve. Plugging it in to the detector
would most likely cause overloading so that
no advantage would result. Incidentally,

To
SEC. CF

TRANS" OR
GRID 1:ERK
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EASY SWITCHING
WITH PLUGS AND JACKS

the panel switch. If, however, it
is desired to move either the set
or the gramophone to another
part of the house all that is
necessary to separate the two is
to pull out the plug. The circuit
for such an arrangement when
plugging -in to the detector valve

is given in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows the circuit
when plugging -in to
one of the L.F. valves.

SINCLE (CLOSE) CIRCUIT th4CK.

Fig.1.-A jack arranged for con-
neiting 'a pick-up to an L.F.

valve.TO B. -

when connecting to one of the L.F. stages
the circuit is somewhat simplified since
grid bias is already provided. All that is
required then to enable a pick-up to used
is a single closed circuit jack and a plug.

Fig. -1 gives the circuit when using
battery operated valves. Two of the lugs
Of the jack are connected to the secondary
of. the .transformer (or across the grid leak
if the coupling from the previous stage is
by R.C.C.) and the third lug to the, grid of
'the valve. For mains Valves the circuit in
Fig. 2 would apply. If desired, a receiver
'can be fitted up with a jack in the grid- cir-
cuit of each of the L.F. valves as well as
that of the detector. In thin way one or
more valves may be used at will by plugging -
in the pick-up to the requisite socket.

Combining a Change -over Switch
Some constructors prefer to use an

ordinary switch with which to change
over from radio to gramophone, but at the
same time like to be able to quickly dis-
connect the pick-up whenever necessary.
To arrange this a single pole change -over
switch of the rotary, or other type, is
mounted on the panel of the set while the
pick-up itself is connected to the set by
means of a plug and jack arranged some-
where at the back or side of the cabinet.
Ordinarily the pick-up is left plugged -in
And the change over effected by means of

CHANCE-OYER SWITCP

0
TO

SEC. OF
TRANS? OR
GRID hEA7K

TO GRID, B//7S NECATIVE

Fig. 4.-A similar arrangement to that shown
Fig. 3, in this case for an L.F. valve.

Ingenious Interstage
Switching

In dealing with
methods -for cutting
out one: or more `of
the L.F. stages of a
receiver, mention was
made previously of a
circuit for use with
parallel -feed and resistance -
capacity coupled- stages, in
which the anode resistance was

cut out of circuit when plugging -in to
the detector or first L.F. valve. At first
sight this appears to be 'the
obvious thing to .do, since, when
the speaker is plugged -in to one
of the earlier L.F. stages the
valve concerned will then become
the output Valve and as such
would not be fully exploited if
the coupling resistance were left
in its anode circuit. However, to
remove it _would naturally in-
crease the voltage on the plate.
So far, then, all is well, but an
increase in plate voltage would
call for increase in grid bias
voltage and here lies the difficulty.
Clearly a compromise could be
struck by using a value of bias
which was rather on the high side
when the valve was working as an inter-
mediate amplifier, but would not be too low
when it was functioning as an output valve.
However, in the case of valves which are
rather critical as regards bias values, a more

TO

SEC. Of
TRANS f OR

CRID LEAK

in

TO H.T+

liTO c.a- (tow)

TO c.a-ono,0

Fig. 5. --Jacks wired for cutting

DECOIIPLING

RES/STANCE
sly

Fig.

CRID
!ERR

modification of Fig. 1 for use with
indirectly -heated valve.

satisfactory arrangement is to employ the
circuit given in Fig. 5.

Automatic Bias Adjustment
Here the difficulty is overcome by auto*

CHANGE -OVER SW/1"411

TO S. 8. -
Fig. 3.-A pick-up circuit in which a switch is used in

conjunction with a jack.

matically adjusting bias directly the
speaker is plugged -in. A five -spring auto -1
matic jack is used. It will be seen that
the insertion of the plug joins the speaker
directly between the anode and }LT.+)

while disconnecting.
both the anode resis-;
tance and also the

TO H. T # decoupling resistance'

Lr.

(Continued on next page)

Fr'....."'"."1"1.
.....9.

,

THREE SPRING JACK

FIVE SPRING %/ACK

DECOUPLINC RES.

ANODE RES.,

0 L.T.

L.7:÷
out the last valve. Note the automatic adjustments of

H.T. and G.B.
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(Continued -from previous page)
(if one is fitted). At, the same time
the grid leak return is _transferred to a

higher negative bias value. With a
battery set this will simply mean an extra
tapping on the grid bias battery, but in the

case of a mains

Fig. 6.-A convenient
arrangemmt of a jack
for connecting external
aerial and earth leads

to a portable set.

set two bias resist-
ances are used.
Normally,_ o_n I y
one is connected
in the cathode
lead, but on plug-
ging the speaker
hi to the five -
spring jack the
second one is
brought into op-
eration in series
with the first. Of
course, a tapped
resistance could
be used in place of
the two resist-
ances if desired.

A SIMPLE ONE -VALVE
1TRANSMITTER FOR BEGINNERS

HE diagram, Fig. 1, illustrates a
simple one -valve set employing two
coils for aerial tuning and reaction.

'When the two coils are brought close
together oscillation occurs, due to the
'feeding -back of the energy from the anode
'circuit -to the grid circuit. To employ this
energy for transmitting purposes it is
necessary to ensure that it shall be passed
into the aerial, and therefore -,the aerial
and earth connections are changed round.

Fig. 2 shows practically the same circuit
arrangements, with the exception that the
aerial is now joined to the anode, instead
of to the grid, and the earth corniectioifis
taken from the other end of the reaction
toil. (The 'phones are naturally removed.)
This method of connection ensures that
the maximum current which the valve is
capable of generating is' fed into the "aerial
'Orenit, and if a railliammeter is inserted .13,
series with the anode coil, a reading of
the anode current is obtained: If this
'current (expressed as a decimal- fraction
of an amp.) is multiplied by the voltage of
the high-tension battery, the figure obtained
will express the power of the transmitter
in watts.
A Simple Transmitting Circuit

This circuit is the basic arrangement of
all transmitters, and it is only necessary
how to insert a. key for the transmission of
morse signals, or a microphone for the.
transmission of speech or music. The
most efficient way of breaking the circuit
is to disconnect the wire linking the
batteries, and therefore a tapping- key
should be inserted at the point marked X.
When the key is depressed the circuit is
completed and oscillations will be present
in the aerial circuit. As soon as the key is
released the oscillations will cease. The
signals of the morse code may therefore
easily be transmitted. For speech, the
oscillations must be continuous in the
aerial circuit, and the speech currents super-
imposed.upOn these oscillations. A micro-
phone and a microphone transformer are
the essentials required, and the secondary
'of the transformer (which should have a
step-up ratio) is joined in the grid circuit
at the point marked Y. The microphone
is joined in series with the primary of the
transformer, and to complete this part of
the circuit a battery is necessary.

Fig. 3 shows how this microphone circuit
may be completed by using the accumulator
which supplies the filament of the valve, and
also the method of including the secondary

Fig. 4.

Circuit diagram and layout for a simple one -valve transmitter.

H.F. Circuits
Although generally speaking plugs and

jacks are not suitable in H.F. circuits, there
are nevertheless one or two low -capacity
jacks such as theBulgin illustrated in the
inset (Fig. 6) which enables the use of jack
switching to be extended to the. H.F. stages
of the receiver. One of the first uses for
such a jack that suggests itself is in con-
necting a frame aerial to a receiver. By
using two jacks so that one is connected
to each of the frame windings the receiver
could be plugged -in to either the long or
medium wave winding, and so obviate the
use of a separate switch.

In the case of a portable set, which is
occasionally used on an outside aerial, the
fitting of a low -loss jack to the set, and a
plug to the aerial and earth wires, as in
Fig. 6, enables it to be connected or
disconnected with the ',least possible
effort.

in the grid circuit. The value of the con-
denser across the secondary must be fairly
carefully chosen in conjunction With the
secondary winding and the frequencies
which it is desired to transmit. It is also
desirable to shunt the H.T. supply with
a large condenser. This method of em-
ploying a microphone is not efficient,
although it is the simplest method, and in
actual modern practice a separate valve

is used for
the micro-
phone. It is ar-
ranged so that
part ' of the
aerial energy is
absorbed ac-
cording to the
Speech cur-
rents in the

Fig. 2. grid circuit of
the modulator
valve. The
first valVe
geperates the
oscillations
(known as
the " carrier
-wave"), and
the . -second
valve modu-
lates these.

Fig. 4 shows
the complete
layout w i t it
the micr o -
phone con-
nected and
with the key
complete with
jack.

It should
be pointed
out here that
on no account
must any ex-
periments- in
transmission
be carried out
without the
sanction of the
Postmaster -
General, and
a transmitting
licence must
be obtained
before any
attempts at
transmission
are' under-
taken.
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NO CLAIMS 7711kIE/

AT LAST, AREAL

SELECTIVIT
DEVICE culd
INTERFERENCE
ELIMINATOR

HERE is the real solution to
selectivity problems. The
" TONASTAT " is guaranteed to

do what so many other " gadgets" have
only claimed. It genuinely adjusts your
set to modern broadcast conditions. It
gives sharp selectivity and reduces inter-
ference without noticeable loss of signal
strength. All the Radio papers say it
is the real thing at last. It stops over-
lapping; gives more stations ; easily
connected externally. No matter what
your set, it gives, as confirmed by
Practical Wireless, any required degree
of selectivity."

FOR A.C.MAINS
C. BATTERY SETS

Gives sharper tuning
--greater selectivity
-to all types of sets.
Greatly reduces inter-
ference.
Balances aerial with
selected station.
Reduces mush. Stops
whistle interference.
Counters earth lead
noises.
Makes a splendid
mains aerial.

NASTAT
SEIECTIVITY ,UNIT INTERFERENCE ELIMINATOR.

At all radio dealers, or post free from :
THE RADIO RESISTOR CO., LTD.,

1, Golden Square, Piccadilly, London, W.I.

BATTERY VALVES
COST ONLY HALF AS MUCH

Type. Description. Price.

H.2 High Frequency and R,C. Coupling 3/6
HL.2 Detector and General Purpose 316
L.2 L.F. Transformer Coupling 3 6
LP2. Small Power or Driver Valve 4-
P.2 Medium Power Super Output 4,6
SG.2 High Mag. Screened Grid 7'6
VS.2 Variable Conductance S.G. 7!6
ME.2 L.F. Pentode Type Output 10 '-

Send stampee
addressed envelope
to our Technical

® Dept. for free
advice, makers if your dealer is not yet stocking.

Cash with order. Cheques and P.O.'s must be crossed and made payable to :-
THE 362 RADIO VALVE CO., LTD. (Dept. W.), Stoneham Road, London, E.5.
INNIONME Trade Enquiries Invited. Ask for Trade List. MINNEINE

The 362 "Class B" Valve 9/ -
All 362 Valves are Fully Guaranteed and

Non-Microphonic.
Send for 362 post free direct from the

Read this

QUALITY
Produces

EFFICIENCY
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

The original BECOL ebonite lose loss formers are thoroughly
reliable. They are used in all parts of the world. Lock for
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer. If unable to
supply write direct. SEND NOW, enclosing (d. (post free)
for third edition up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL
RANGE, BAND-PASS, and SUPER -HET. circuits. Fully
illustrated with data. A very interesting handbook.

RODS, SHEET, TUBES. PANELS
The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd.,

HanNVell, London, W.7.

G.P.0

STUDY

AT

HOME

IN YOUR
SPARE
TIME

CAN HAVE A COLLEGE TRAINING
IN ALMOST ANY CAREER

FOR A FEW SHILLINGS MONTHLY.

MATRICULATION
There are :many ways of commencing a career, but Matriculation is the

jumping-off board for all the best ones.

CIVIL SERVICE
Suitable to both sexes. Ages IF to 24.

ENG. DEPT. CUSTOMS AND EXCISE:
INSP. of TAXES, Etc. NO EXPERT ENCE

 REQUIRED. OPEN EXAMS.
We prepare candidates for all

INSTITUTE EXAMS.
TECHNICAL, INSURANCE, COMMERCIAL, GENERAL, POLICE, Etc., Etc.,

ENGINEERS B R 11tf-1 E S
There arc examinations which are open and suitable to you, others

which are not. Get our advice before deciding.
The Commercial Side of

THE MOTOR TRADE
offers exceptional opportunities for young men of good education.

LET ME
Let me give you
that fatherly advice
which is FREE to
you, but which may
mean so much to
you in the future.

DO NOT
DELAY

There may be
chances for you to-
day for which you
may be too late
to -morrow.
Every day counts in
a man's career.

Accountancy
Examinations

Advertising and Sales
Management

A.M.I. Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate

Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking. Boilers
Book-keeping, Account-

ancy and Modern
Business Methods

B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate, M,mage-

ment)
Building, Architecture

and Clerk of Works
Civil Engineering
Civil Service

BE YOUR FATHER
We do not profess to
act as an employ-
ment agency, but
we certainly are in a
position to give
fatherly advice on
all careers and the
possibility of em-
ployment
therein.

We I

teach by post in all
parts of the world and

specialise in all examinations.

All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural

Engineering
Draughtsmanship, All

Branches
Engineering. All

branches, subjects and
examinations

General Education
G.P.O. En Dept.Dept.
Heating & Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Insurance
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining. All subjects
Mining, Electrical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal and County

Engineers

Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police. Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pumping

Machinery
Radio Reception
Road -Making and

Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial Exams.
Shipbuilding
Shorthand )Pitman's''
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Tele-

graphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures

Inspector
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony
Works Managers

if you do not see your own requirements above, write to U3 on any
subject.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE

Note Address Carefully :- DEPT. 192,

THE BENNETT COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD.
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A HETERODYNE
WAVEMETER

In This Article Instructions are Given for Making a Cheap but .1

Efficient Instrument. By W. B. RICHARDSON
Lii1).1.()....1.1.1.1}M.4...10)10411,1..{....).M(11...)..4...1+1.10(11....1.).11µ .60 HIM,.{

THIS useful instrument, for measuring
the wavelength of a received signal,
or setting a receiver to a predeter-

mined, wavelength in order to receive a
particular station, consists of a coil tuned
by a variable condenser, the latter having
a calibrated dial. Across this tuned circuit
is arranged a battery and small buzzer.
If desired a switch may be included in
order to avoid disconnecting the battery.
When the buzzer is operated oscillatory
currents are set up in the tuned circuit, and
these can be picked up by a receiver over
quite a considerable distance. If the dial
of the wavemeter is set to a given wave-
length and the buzzer put in action, upon
rotating the tuning dial of your receiver
you will find a spot where the oscillations
from the buzzer are at a maximum. At this
spot the receiver is tuned to the wavelength
shown by the dial of the wavemeter. In
order to enable sharp tuning to be carried
out it is advisable to remove the wavemeter
as far away as possible from the receiver.
Furthermore, once the wavemeter has been
calibrated, the coils and condenser should
be enclosed in boxes so that they may not
be damaged and the values altered. The
accompanying illustration shows the circuit
arrangement.

There are three types of wavemeter in
general use. First, there is the " buzzer "
meter, which is in reality a miniature
" spark " transmitting station which can be
tuned to known wavelengths. It consists
of an oscillating circuit similar to the aerial
circuit of a receiver. This is excited by a
buzzer like that used in an electric bell.
Secondly, there -is the absorption wave -
meter, which works by virtue of absorbing
energy from the circuit of the set it is desired
to calibrate. It consists essentially of a
tuned circuit, comprising an inductance
and a variable condenser. It is brought
into close proximity to the circuit to be
calibrated. This latter has to be oscillating,
but when the wavemeter is brought near it
ceases to oscillate on the particular wave-
length to which the wavemeter is tuned.
This kind of wavemeter is very simple and
requires no batteries, but it has one draw-
back, that as it has to be brought very close
to the circuit undergoing calibration it is
sometimes difficult to use.

The heterodyne wavemeter is similar to
the other two, in that it has a tuned
circuit controlled by a variable condenser.
This circuit, however, is made to oscillate
by means of an ordinary valve. It might
be compared to a one -valve receiver, in
which the reaction is "'turned on full " all
the time. It is placed some little way from
the set to be calibrated. The latter is then
made to oscillate by advancing the reaction,
and on tuning -in to the wavelength which
the wavemeter is radiating, the familiar
squeal one gets when passing a station
with the reaction too far advanced is heard
in the loud -speaker or '_phones. When
phis squeal is heard the wavelength of the
meter is noted, and the same figure marked

on the dial of the receiver opposite where the
pointer is.

A glance at the illustration will be suffi-
cient to show you that the little meter
described here has just about the simplest
circuit possible. It consists of two oscillat-
ing circuits-one for the medium, and one
for the long waves. Each consists of a grid
coil and a reaction coil. The long -wave
windings are in the form of loading coils
which are brought into use by a three-point
wave -change switch. An ordinary on -off
switch is used to switch on the valve.

If a wavemeter is to be reasonably
accurate and, what is most important,
remain accurate, it must be carefully
constructed, and must include only good -
class components which will not vary their
characteristics in the course of time. It
will be realized that any change in the
value of the components will upset the
readings and necessitate the recalibration
of the meter. It is for
this reason that one
valve must always be
kept for the meter. A
different valve would
most likely throw the
readings right out. In
fact, !it is best not to
remove the valve at all
unless you are certain
of pushing it right home
in its holder -each time.
It is the same with the
other components-
once they are fixed
leave them alone, and
try by all means to
avoid the accumula-
tion of dust, especially
when accompanied
with moisture.

Winding the Coil
The only part to be

actually "constructed"
is the coil. This is
wound on a 3M. dia-
meter paxolin former
6in. long. Wind the
wire as evenly and
tightly as possible, so
that it will not shift
later on and alter the
wavelength. Pierce
two small holes about
fin. from one end of
the tube and leaving
a short length for the
connection, secure the
wire through the holes.
Then commence wind-
ing. Put on fifty-five
turns, which by the

-way should consist of
24 -gauge el.s.c. wire,
and then make two
_more holes and finish
off by threading the
wire through the holes

as before, leaving the short length foreonnec--
tions. This is the medium -wave grid coil.
The reaction coil follows, and consists of
twenty-five turns in the same direction coin -
posed of the same gauge wire. Leave a
space of about fin. before starting the long -
wave coils. These consist of 170 and 60
turns .for the grid and reaction windings,
respectively. Full details of the coil and
its connections will be given next week.

Mounting the Components
The illustration gives a bird's-eye view

of the layout, with the panel represented as
lying flat. Probably the first thing that
will strike you as being somewhat unusual
is the mounting of the variable condenser.
It is supported on a little ebonite panel
of its own some way back from the panel.
This is to reduce hand -capacity effects.
If you are not familiar with heterodyne
wavemeters you may not at once see the
reason for this, but it is because there is
no aerial or earth used with the meter.
In a receiving set the moving vanes of the
tuning condenser are connected to earth,
so that bringing one's hand, which is also
at earth potential, into proximity with
them when tuning has no effect. The fixed
vanes, which are at high potential, are
screened by the moving vanes. Here,
however, both the fixed and moving vanes
are at high potential, hence the need for
placing the condenser some way back.

(To be concluded next week-Ed.)

000S
CONDENSER

If .7".* H.T.-

BASEBOARD 10.5( 8"

Wiring diagram of the
Heterodyne Wavemeter. L.T.
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ATALOGUES
RECEIVED.

To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on
catalogues of any of Our advertisers, Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the firms from whom you
require catalogues, and address it to " Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Geo, Newnes, Ltd., 81 11,
Southampton St., Strand, London, TV.C.2. Where
advertisers make a charge, or 'require postage, this
should be enclosed with applications for catalogues. No
other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed.

MULLARD VALVE GUIDE
OPERATING data and characteristics of the

complete range of Mullard valves is given in the
new season's Mullard Master Valve Guide, a useful
book of pocket size. The application of each valve is
"simply explained and useful hints concerning such
matters as grid -bias voltage, operating notes, and :fo
forth are included for each type. The technical
appendix, which occupies thirty-four pages, includes a
useful article with many diagrams on automatic grid
bias, an authoritative article on the operation of
rectifier valves, a handy method of calculating the
correct ratios for output transformers, a guide to the
standard connections to the new seven -pin base, and
many other informative articles. Copies.of the handy
book can be obtained from the Publicity Dept.,
Mullard Wireless Service Company, in, Charing Cross
Road, London; W.C.2.

LISSEN RECEIVERS
AFINE range of the. popular Lissen receivers,

including the " Skyscraper " series, is displayed
in an attractive folder recently issued by Lissen
Limited. There are models to suit varying tastes and
purses, and from which the most discriminating listener
should have no difficulty in choosing a receiver to suit
his requirements. There is model 8005, a two -valve
battery set with a " pentode " performance, and its
price is only £3 19s. 6d., complete with batteries and
valves. At the other end of the range there is model
8060, a fine six -valve all -mains superhet. Equipped
with A.V.C., band-pass tuning, and an electro-
dynamic loud -speaker, this high-class instrument is
priced at £14 14s. Other models include A.C. and
D.C. models with moving -coil speakers, and battery -
operated portable and table sets, all housed in hand-
some cabinets of modern design, and at prices ranging
from £4 4s. to £12 12s. Full particulars of all the
receivers are given in the folder, copies of which can
be obtained on application to Lissen Limited, Lissenium
Works, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

HIVAC DRIVER+B VALVE
THIS valve is the latest addition to the Hivac

series of high -efficiency low-priced valves for
battery sets. It combines in one bulb two separate
systems operating respectively as Driver and Class B
output. This latest development in design, which
gives added efficiency, reduction in cost, and simplifies
wiring, is the result of extensive experimental work in
the Hivac laboratories. The new valve is of
particularly robust construction, and embodies mica
spacers and filament suspension springs, the anodes,
grids, and filaments being housed between a side
supporting framework. Interested constructors should
write for a copy of the Driver+B leaflet, giving full
particulars, prices, and characteristic curves, to The
High Vacuum Valve Co., Ltd., 113-117, Farringdon
Road, London, E.C.1,

"ON,

REPLIES TO BROADCAST
QUERIES.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Querists must limit their
queries to three per letter.

ON4OX and ON4MAD, write : Reseau Beige, 33,
rue Alphonse Renard, Brussels X1, Belgium;
ON4UF, L. Richard, 32, rue Crespel, Brussels,
Belgium ; EA1DC, write : Union de Radio-enzisores
EspaAoles, Apartado 262, Madrid, Spain ; CT1ED,
Hernani, 9, Cesar de Sa, (Douro), Covelinhas,
Portugal; PAOWQ, A. Wijkhuizen, Essenburgsingel
25, A., Rotterdam, Holland ; OZ7CU, write : Experi-
mental Danish Radioamateurs, Box 79, Copenhagen,
Denmark. DE -EX (Cleveleys, Lancs.) : G6KX,
E. A. Carrington, 90, Derby Road, Heanor, Notting-
ham ; F8VT, G. Guidon, 4, rue des EcOles, Aulnay-
sur-Bois (Seine et Oise), France ; Regret, cannot
trace the other call sign you give as it is mutilated.
J. G. Aston (Dublin) G2MN, M. Nicholson 114,
Thorpe Road, Norwich, Norfolk; W1DW, Kenneth
Z. Hovey, Sandy Lane, Warwick (Rhode Island) ;
WOJRY, William P. Petersen, 1,632, Avenue B.
Council Bluffs (Iowa) ; W1GHV, W. H. Dill, 84,
Loring  Street, Islington (Mass.); W2GOQ, Wayne
(N.J.). A. G. Woods (Tottenham) : CGA5, Drummond-
ville (Quebec) ;. write : Canadian Marconi Co., St.
Sacrament Street, Montreal (Quebec). H. K. Hardy
(Newbury) : (1) W9LD, Robert M. Smith, R.4 N.
Kansas City (Mo.) ; (2) W8CC, K. A. McGaha, 1,455,
Franklin Avenue, Columbus (Ohio) (3) W2MB,
Lester Spangenberg, 110, Belgrave Avenue, Clifton
(N.J.). G. C. Eltormgham (N.W.11) : W1BES, L. S.
Bellem, Jnr., 143, Eastwood Avenue, Providence
(Rhode Island).

FOR PERFECT BALANCE
Seventeen ratios for power or pentode
valves, and four for Class B, Q.P.P., or
push pull all on the one speaker.
Accurate adjustment of load im-
pedance by the simple setting of a
switch.
By introducing this unique feature
W.B. engineers make possible an
accuracy of adjustment which must
improve performance:

Nearly every leading technician has signified wholehearted approval of
this new and extraordinarily efficient range of speakers. Users everywhere
write in enthusiastic terms of the improvement a " Microlode " has brought
to their sets.

Since last autumn Microlode speakers have been specified as first or sole
choice in practically every published constructor receiver.
Hear one on your set to -day. You will be amazed at its perTormance.

30 % cobalt steel stronger than a good
magnet of equal weight. The crisp
attack, excellent sensitivity, and sur-
prising freedom from resonance are
directly due to the unique properties
of this exclusive W.B. magnetic system.

PM6 3216 PM2A 191'6
PM4A 42'. PM1A 120t.

GREATER SENSITIVITIf
Write now for the new folder.
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd.,
Dept. D, Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Scotland : Radiovision, Ltd., 233, St. Vincent

St., 'Glasgow, C.2.
Sole Agents in I.F.S. : Kelly and Shiel, Ltd., 47, Fleet St.,

Dublin,

OSBORN
CABINETS
5/- to g 1 O.

Catalogue containing

7
DESIGNS

with amazing Osborn
Box Baffle post free.

CHAS. A. OSBORN,
Regent Works, Arlington
Street, New North Road,
Islington, London, Ni..

EASY TERMS PROMPT

Any Amplion, Blue Spot, Baker, Celestion,
Epoch, It & A., Rola, Sonochorde, Grampian,
Igranic, Lamplugh, Magnavox, Ormond, W.B.,

or Ferranti Moving Coil Speaker Supplied.

Send 5/- only
and pay the balance by monthly instalments. No

references. Entirely private and confidential.

KITS, PARTS, SETS, ELECTRIC
CLOCKS ON EASY TERMS.

Send for list of 83 Speakers, and state
requirements.

TURNADGE AND PARTNERS, LTD.
Ludgate House, Fleet St., London, E.C.4.

Telephone: Central 1903.
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Do You Know What

This Graph Means ?

The man who can analyse these curves and
understand what they indicate knows his job.
But if filey do not convey to him perfectly
definite information, it would appear that he
needs more training than he has had. He
is not competent to fill a responsible position
in wireless.

Radio has developed so rapidly throughout
the last ten years that it has now greatly out-
grown the supply of technically qualified
men required for the better posts. Moreover,
it continues to develop with such speed that
only by knowing the basic principles can pace
be kept with it.

The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase
of radio work. Our instruction includes American
broadcasting as well as British wireless prac:
tice. It is a modern education, covering every
department of the industry.

OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day
intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.

There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesinan to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.

We will -be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and
post the coupon, or write in any other way,
stating which branch of Wireless interests you
-the information you require will be forwarded
at once.

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.Y.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full
information about the Courses I have marked X

n COMPLETE RADIO
RADIO SERVICING

II RADIO EQUIPMENT
I:I RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
LI WIRELESS ENGINEERING

WIRELESS OPERATORS

Name 4.0> Age

ddress - ''''''''  '''''' ' .""  '

RAIDBIINGsIO

,gottatizi 9gq 9to&

New Finnish High -power Station
LAHTI, which up to the present has

been relaying the Helsinki broadcast
programmes on 1,796 metres, with a power
of 40 kilowatts, has been reconstructed and
will shortly increase its power to 150 kilo-
watts. As, contrary to the Lucerne
allocation of 1,145 metres, it has continued
to work on 1,796 metres, the channel now
occupied by Radio Paris, there is a possi-
bility that an alteration in wavelength
may be made when the new station comes
into operation. France's contention that
her second long -wave channel used by
Eiffel Tower cannot be given up as long as
the Radio Paris transmissions are not clear
of interference would be strengthened if
no change is made in Lahti's wavelength.

An " Ekeo " of a Christmas Drama
DURING the last days of 1933, the two

keepers of the Dutch Heartach
lighthouse-one of whom had an injured
leg-were marooned by gales. Their only
means of communication was by wireless
telephone, and by this link their wives
kept in touch with them over the Christmas
period. The men were eventually rescued
by the lighthouse steamer Hesperus. The
" skipper " of the Hesperus has now been
presented with an Ekco Model 74 suitably
embellished by an engraved plate.

Exide Cells in China and Australia
CHINA is not always associated with

the immediate adoption of the most
modern Western developments, and from
what we read of conditions there it hardly
seems credible that battery emergency
lighting systems are in use. Yet a " Keep-
alite " emergency lighting equipment has
recently been installed in the fine new
Paramount Dance Hall in Shanghai. The
installation consists of a " Keepalite "
equipment of 17 cells having a capacity of
120 ampere hours, supplying current at
32 volts for the emergency lighting circuit.

Australia also has had its first Keepa-
lite " equipment, this being installed in the
large new department store of Messrs. G. W.
Coles & Co., Ltd., in Sydney. The actual
" Keepalite " panel was shipped from this
country, the 50 Chloride cells, having a
capacity of 120 hours, being made in
Sydney.

Two New Marconi Contracts
THE Rumanian Broadcasting Company

have placed an important order with
the Marconi Company for the supply of
two broadcasting stations, one of the
" super -power " variety with an aerial
energy of 150 kilowatts, and the other of
20 kilowatts aerial power. This new success
for the British wireless industry closely
follows an order given by the Swedish
Government to the Marconi Company for a
150 -kilowatt station for Motala, and these
contracts will supply work for many
months for a large number of skilled crafts-

men at the Marconi Works at Chelmsford.
The 20 -kilowatt transmitter is now tem-
porarily operating at Bod until the 150 -
kilowatt station is completed, when it will
be transferred to another site. The super-
power station will operate on a wavelength
of 1875 metres.

Service Department's Passports
IN order to ensure that no false repre-

sentation is made when carrying out
" His Master's Voice " service calls the
Company is Making arrangements for each
engineer to be equipped with an identifica-
tion card which will bear the photograph
of the individual. " His Master's Voice "
engineers will present these when making
service calls. The identification cards will
be about the size of driving licences, and it
is hoped that they will remove difficulties
that have arisen in the past when engineers
have called to service or instal instruments
at customers' houses and have been refused
admittance owing to the maids only being
in.

The Modern Call of the Muezzin
THE Egyptian authorities have inti-

mated that when the new Cairo
station takes the' air special broadcasts
will be made for the lower classes of the
population, including the fella hin, or
workers on the land. In addition, the
Abu Zabal station will transmit every
morning portions of the Koran, and may
in this way replace the Muezzin's call to
prayer.

AN "EKCO " OF A CHRISTMAS
DRAMA.

Captain C. N. Forbes, of the lighthouse
steamer " Hesperus," and his Ekco Model

74 Receiver.
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FrilsittesComponent$ in our Laboratorti

BY THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS TECHNICAL STAFF
TRANTER D.C. ELIMINATOR
THE small D.C. mains unit illustrated below is

manufactured by Norman Tranter, of 9, Gorse
Road, Blackpool, and some idea of its compactness
may be gauged from a comparison of the mains plug
and lead. Actually the unit measures 5iin. by 4in.
by Skin. high. The mains lead projects through a
grummet at the rear and is firmly anchored, whilst
the various tapping points are brought out at the
front to sockets, The plugs fitted to these are of the
Belling type, where-
in the necessary
leads may be an-
chored through side
holes and connection
easily made by push-
ing the plug into its
respective socket.
Thelatter are identi-
fied, in addition to
the usual red and
black colouring ; the
upper socket is
marked Earth,
whilst the left-hand
socket is H.T.-.
The remaining rcd
sockets are marked
respectively S.G.,
Det., and Max. The
lattersocketdelivers
approximately 150
vul ts, whilst the S.G.
tapping will deliver The ComPact Tranter
a suitable potential
for thescreenibg grid
of the standard H.F. valve. The detectorsocket will sup-
ply a potential of round about 70 volts. The actual unit
which we have tested gave 60 volts on the S.G. socket,
65 volts on the detector socket, and 135 volts at the
maximum tapping, with currents of 8 mA, 3 mA, and
20 mA. respectively.- It will be seen, therefore, that the
unit is admirably suited for operating the standard
type of broadcast receiver.
NEW TUNGSRAM CLASS B VALVE
DETAILS have just been received of a new Tungsram

high -power Class B valve for operation from a 2 -
volt accumulator. The filament consumption is 1.75
amps. with an anode voltage of 200, at which figure it
will deliver an output in the neighbourhood of 10 watts
(undistorted). It is thus admirably suited for small
public address outfits and for super -quality receivers
for home use, in view of its good signal -handling
capabilities. It must be remembered that this is not
the usual double type of Class B valve, but is one-
half, under which conditions two such valves are
required for full Class.B working. The output is con-
sequently doubled, giving just over 20 watts undis-
torted. The total filament current is then 3 amps. and
the H.T. may advantageously be increased to 400
volts. The price of the valve is 14s. 6d.
MORE NEW EVER -READY BATTERIES
THE Ever -Ready Company have just produced

three new high-tension batteries to meet the
requirements of new radio sets just produced by
Messrs. Roister Braudes and Marconiphone, Ltd.
The first of these batteries (which is marketed under
list number W.1226) has a high-tension voltage of 120,
tapped at 60, 72, 90, 99, 108, 114 and 120 volts. The
battery also contains a grid -bias section of 9 volts,
tapped every lf. The measurements of the battery
are Sin, by Tin. by 3M., and the list price is 12s. This
battery is suitable for Roister Brandes models 333A,
363, and 364. For Roister Brandes model 393 a battery
(list number Port.12) has been produced. This has
100 volts H.T., tapped 60, 70; 80, 90, and 100, and a
grid -bias section of 7.5 volts, tapped every 1/- volts.
This battery measures 8bin. by 6in. by 3in., and the
list price is 10s. For Marconiphone Model 285 (which
utilizes an output stage of the Q.P.P. type) a battery

D.C. Eliminator.
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of 175 volts has been produced. Its list number is
W.1219. It contains a high-tension section of 166
volts, tapped 60, 72, 132, 140, 147, 155,162, and 166. The
grid -bias section of 9 volts is tapped every lb. This
battery measures 10tin. by 79/16in. by 31in., and the
list price is 16s.

GOLTONE MAINS ADAPTORS
A NUMBER of convenient mains plugs and adaptors

are manufactured by Messrs. Ward and Goldstone,
two of which are illustrated here-
with. Thatontheleftisathree-way
adaptor, having two pins at one
end for plugging -in to an ordinary
two -pin socket and three separate
pairs of socketsarranged on separ-
ate arms in " W "formation. The

adaptor may be obtained for 5 and 10 -amp, sockets at Sd.
and ls. respectively. On the right is a combined plug
which is fitted at one end with a standard lamp (bayonet)
fitting, and connection to the plug is made at the opposite
end to two pins. This portion of the adaptor isremov-
able, but to prevent loss is attached by a short length of
cord. Thus, when the two halves of the adaptor are fitted
together the apparatus to which it is attached may be
plugged into an ordinary lamp socket, whilst if it is
desired to connect to a standard 5 -amp. socket of the
two -pin type it is only necessary to separate the two
portions of the adaptor and plug in the upper portion.
This device costs 0c1. It will be noticed, no doubt,
that the majority of the manufacturers of mains equip-
ment now fit an adaptor of this nature to their appara-
tus, and the D.C. mains unit which is illustrated

above is, in fact, fitted with this
type of adaptor.

Two Ward & Goldstone
Mains Adaptors.

ELECTRADIX MODEL 11 MICROPHONE
THE microphone illustrated possesses a number

of novel features, the principal one being
that the small moulded bakelite case contains, in
addition to a tin, microphone, a complete input
transformer. As may be seen from the illustration, a
switch on one side and two terminals on the other
facilitate the connection and switching of the mike.
The switch arm is of the combined socket type and
thus forms one of the connecting points. On the upper
surface are two small lugs which may be employed
when it is desired to suspend the microphone, the small
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pedestal base being then unscrewed if desimi. The
base andgrilleare finis hed in bronze, whilst t bebake.Tite

A new Electiadix microphone.

is of dark colour, thus gi Ting the complete instrument
a very pleasing appearance. Sensitivity is very good,
very little background noise being obtainable, and
theinstrument being very suitable for musical items.
The case is filled in with pitch so that extraneous sounds
are damped out unless directed into the front of the
instrument. At 10s. 6d. this will be found a ,plendid
piece of apparatus for home -broadcasting or small
P.A. work. The makers are Electradix Radios. of 215,,
Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

LOEWE CONDENSERS

WE have received some sample condensers irons the
Loewe Radio Company, Ltd.' of Fountayne

Road, Tottenham, London, N.15, makers of the well-
known vacuum resistances and multiple valves, etc.'
The condenser illustrated below is of the paper type,'
contained in a brown bakelite case and fitted with
neat terminals for connection. Moulded feet, are
provided fur mounting purposes. These condensers
are impregnated and sealed under vacuum, thus
ensuring that moisture and air are, as far as possible,
excluded from the finished condenser, with consequent
stability of capacity and high insulation resistance.'
The samples submitted were tested and found to be
very accurate in value, the makers' tolerance of
± 10 per cent, being a very good safeguard. The
working voltage is 250 volts D.C., and the prices of
the condensers in 1, 2 and 4
mfds. are 2s., 2s. 6d., and'
4s. respectively. Conden-
sers are also obtainable
from the same firm in
metal cases (with soldering
lugs or terminals) and
rated up to 1,500 volts
D.C. test.

Amongst the other
interesting components
which Messrs. Loewe
manufacture m a y b e
mentioned pick-ups, vol-
ume controls, tubular A Loewe Condenser.condensers, and speakers.
Readers desiring' details of these acce,,sork,
write to Messrs. Loewe for copies of their li-d-.

STOP PRESS-NEW LINES.
MESSRS. FERRANTI.-New design of r,,,i,tance

consisting of tube of refractory material with high -
conductivity surface. Paper condensers and elec-
trolytic condensers, and potentiometers.

MESSRS. VARLEY.-New model A.V.C. Unit Per-
mits of delayed and controlled volume control. Im-
provement on original model.

THE Mat VAQUILH VALVE CO., -LTD.-New S.G.
Valve and a double pentode for Q.P.P, working.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE COMPANY.-Newmodel
Westector. Specially designed for use at radio fre-
quencies up to 1,500

MESSRS. ELECTROLINX.-New 9 -pin valveholder of
the chassis -mounting type.

CAP-1101,1AL

101,1F.9,11
-1G,

Ge:i Oba\I
Stret

??,EcrOtsk,
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"We're Matte and Solder- AND for Radio Wiring-
the reliable pair ; there isn't a doubt ;

Famous for Soldering- FLUME and SOLDER-
known everywhere ! you daren't be without ! "

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you
-in the house-garage-workshop-anywhere
where simple, speedy soldering is needed.

ALL MECHANICS WILL DiAVE

FLUXI
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins: 4d., 8d.,
Is. 4d., and is. 8d. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET-complete with
full instructions -7s. 6d. Ask also for our
leaflet on HARDENING STEEL with Fluxite.

FLUXITE, LTD.
(Dept. W.P.), ROTHERHITHE, S E.16.

EASY TERMS
Everything radio supplied on convenient
terms. For really prompt delivery entrust

F your order to us. Goods ordered cash or
0, C.O.D. despatched same day. Strict privacy. 4

Carriage Paid. Price List FREE.
Payment No. Monthly

Cash with of Instal- 4
Price order Months meats

h, Blue Spot 39 PM (Still
the best unit) .. 59'6 5/-

®Blue Spot 45 PM .. 451- 5/.
Atlas CA 25 59/6 5/-

6, Set of 3 Valves, 1I SG, ] Dot., 1 Power

11)

(All makes) .. 31/3 5/- 6

101. Avominor Universal

11

Testing Meter . 40/-
Exide 120 v. H.T.

Battery. 5000 mitt 75/.

11
9

11
5/-
516

Al types of A.C. and D.C. Valves also supplied.

1
4
4

4
Estd. 1925 ,t -HE MfiONAi. 1977

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
COMPANY

II,OAT LANE -NOBLE STREET- LONDON,E.C-2

51- 7 5/13

6/10 11 6/10

To avoid delay, will mellow, kindly Send first peeves' 4
w)!.i

IS YOUR
AERIAL

A
ROBBER?

Your aerial is robbing YOU
if it is old and corroded.
Try a new and better one,
try SUPERIAL at our expense.
Sling up a short length and
compare results. You'll get
better reception all round or
we'll refund your money in
full.

100 ft 73 ft. 50 ft. 25ft
3/6 2/6 119 1/ -

The New London Electron Works, Ltd.. 6, East Ham, E.6

PATENTS AND TRADE MARRS.
KING'S PATENT AGENOY, LTD., 146b, Qn, Victo,ria

Street, E.0.4, offer " Advice Handbbok " and
Consultations free.. 49 years' references... Write, call,
sr 'phone Phone :.City_City Ba 61. Director, ,B. T. Ring,

Reg, Patent Agent, 0.B., U.S.A., and Canada.
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PRAC TICAL LETTER5 fROM
4:LEADERS

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily

for publication).

Radio Developments in Western Australia
SIR,-It may interest you to know that

the only local development of note recently
has been the introduction of the all -wave
circuits for home constructors. These, of
course, are all superhets, and complete kits
can be purchased from £12 for a five -valve
and rectifier, using separate oscillator
valve, to £26, for a nine -valve and rectifier,
using the converter principle. Short-wave
reception has been very good-GSB being
excellent.

The latest circuit published-I have not
yet had time to get full details-is for a two -
valve superhet.

The CA7 battery-pentagrid valve is now
available here, together with the universal
A.C.-D.C. valves, so that from the valve
point of view we are well catered for.-
R. E. PARRY (Perth, W. Australia).

Six -Seven Valve 230 -Volt A.C. Mains
Superhet.
Stu,-I am one of the regular readers of

your paper, and I am pleased to note from
your December 30th issue that Mr. Gordon
Harrower, of Singapore, has taken the lead
to write you for particulars and diagrams
of a six or seven -valve A.C. mains superhet
short-wave set. I agree with Mr. Harrower
that your Eastern readers would very much
appreciate such a design, and I sincerely
trust that our hope will be fulfilled.-Loos
TIAN GEOK (Penang, Straits Settlements).

S.W. Transmission from Arizona
SIR,- Many thanks for the answers to

my inquiries in the Broadcast Queries
column. I recently received a verification
QSL 'Card from the amateur station
W6DRE in Arizona. He requests short-
wave listeners to keep a watch for him.
He is on every day from 20.00-21.30 G.M.T.,
on 14,380.kcs, with 450 watts. His address
is 80, W. Lewis Ave., Phoenix, Arizona.,
U.S.A.-A. E. DOWDESWELL (London,
W.11).

D.C. Receivers
Srn,-With reference to a paragraph in

the February 24th issue,. replying to T. Y.
(Hackney), regarding D.C. circuits, I feel
I must write in support of him. You state
that D.C. mains users are in the minority.
According to articles published in PRAC-
TICAL WIRELESS appertaining to mains
users since No. 1, the D.C. mains' man has
been given about 1 per cent. and the A.C.
mains' man 99 per cent. Surely the D.C.
minority is not so low as all this. I per-
sonally have been waiting for a good D.C.
circuit since the advent of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, ,but have so far been sorely dis-
appointed. The A.C. man has been given
two, three and four -valve circuits, while the
D.C. man has had to be content with only a
two -valve circuit.

Please let us have some good D.C. cir-
cuits, including three, four 'and five valves.
-J. MCRAE (Poplar).

[You are in error -.in stating that we have
only dealt with one 'D.C. receiver. We have
dealt with the D.C. ACE (three valves), 'the

A.C.-D.C. Two, and the D.C. two-valver. lire,
have other designs in hand. - We have also
described D.C. units for several. of our
battery receivers.-En.]

Wireless Sets in S. Africa.
SIR,-I beg to draw attention to the fact

that out here we have windows full of
foreign wireless sets-mostly American.
This is a great pity, and it reflects sadly on
the enterprise of British manufacturers.

There are many good British sets that
are not even obtainable in South Africa-
why they neglect this market is a mystery
-at present I should say that twenty
foreign sets are sold to one British.

Could you bring this matter forWard in
the right quarter. Your fine journal is a,
real live book.-J. HAYNES (Pretoria).

[Radio manufacturers please note.-En.]

Jazz versus Strauss
SIR, -A question arousing much con-

troversy of late seems to be that of Dance
Music.- I quite agree with Jace that the
majority of the great B.P. under the age
of forty seems to be dance -music mad.
Nearly all the youth of to -day seem to knoW
a good number of dance tunes, but I wonder
how many of the waltzes of Strauss they
are acquainted with. Might I suggest
" hideous and cacophonous ' coupled to-
gether as more useful and descriptive
epithets.-A. J. CROSLAND (Huddersfield).

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK

-THAT the delay voltage for A.V.C. in a
mains receiver may be obtained from the
biasing resistance of the L.F. valve.

-THAT heterodyne whistles may be cut-out
by including a filter circuit in the L.F. stages.
-THAT the above filter circuit consists of a
choke and condenser, or combination of chokes
and condensers.

-THAT a close -wound coil of wire is of no
use as a screen unless all turns are short-
circuited.
-THAT between six and eight times is the
maximum amplification which may be expected
from an aperiodically-coupled 'IF. stage.

-THAT the aerial lead should not be per-
mitted to pass close to the output side of a i
receiver, that is, near the output valve or the
loud -speaker leads.

-THAT, similarly, the batteries should not be
arranged so that they are close to the aerial
or leading -in wire.

NOTICE.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Such articles should be written on one side
of the paper only, and should contain the name and
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not -hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be
made to return these if a stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 641, Southampton Street, Strand,
if .0 .2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the deSIgn of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in ,touch
with the latest developments, lve,-Ove no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject
of letters patent.
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RADIO CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post each -Monday
morning for publication in the following week's issue.
PORTSMOUTH AND DISTRICT WIRELESS AND

TELEVISION SOCIETY
Apart from its normal lecture and demonstration

Ibis Society hopes to acquire a suitable room for
fitting out with the necessary facilities to afford up -to -
dale research and experiment in short-wave, ultra
short-wave, television,- micro -wave, modern receiver
; if transmitter design and so forth. In this way it
i, hoped to provide an avenue whereby the large number
of experimenters, otherwise limited in home facilities,
slay develop their ideas under laboratpry conditions.
-lion. Sec., Mr. S. Holland, 54, London Road, Ports-
mouth, Hants.
THE SIDCUP AND DISTRICT RADIO AND TELE-

VISION CLUB
Members of this Club at their last meeting had the

pleasure of listening to a lecture by Mr. N. Partridge,.
A.M.I.E.B. The subject was "The Design of

Mains Transformers, etc." Mr. Partridge began by
explaining the theory of the transformer, and then
passed on to their design and manufacture. The
Secretary of this Club is Mr. W. F. Smith, 4, Rowley
Avenue Marlborough Park, Sidcup, Kent.
SLADE RADIO

The last meeting of this Society was devoted to
" Quest ions and Answers." A considerable number of
questions were raised, but in every case a ready
nywer was given by either Mr. G. T. Peck or Mr.

N. II. simmonds. Many of the questions were of a
cry interesting nature, and the replies provided much

\ :doable infOrmation. Anyone interested who desires
full information concerning membership, etc., is
requested to write to the Hon. Sec., 110, Hillarics
Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
THE INTERNATIONAL SHORT - WAVE CLUB

(LEICESTER 'CHAPTER)
It may lie of interest to readers in Leicestershire who

are interested in short-wave work to know that a
Chapter of this club has been reorganized in Leicester
by Mr. W. Vendy, of 9, Cecilia Road, Leicester. Several
members of this Chapter received the special trans-
mission arranged by Mr. D. A. Bear, the British
Its of the International Short -Wave Club,
from PAOASD on Sunday, February 25, at 03.00
G.M.T. Anyone interested in this club is invited to
apply to Mr. Vendy or to the Hon. Sec., Mr. C. Cramp,
49, Avenue Road, Leicester, who will be pleased to
supply particulars of the Chapter.
THORNTON HEATH RADIO SOCIETY

A joint meeting of the Thornton Heath and Croydon
!Unlit) Societies was held at St. Paul's Hall, Norfolk
Road, on Tuesday, the 27th ultimo. Mr. Kcasley
iid [-minced Mr. L. H. FitzGibbon, of Messrs. J. J.
Fad iek and Sons, who proceeded to give a demon -
4 cat ion of the Eelex M4 Super short-wave converter.

Mr. Fitz(tibbon explained the circuit of the converter
and the difficulties which had hail to be overcome in
.tler to obtain the greatest efficiency over its range,
Melt is from i.f to 115 metres.

The lion. Sec. of the Croydon Radio Society is Mr.
E. L. Cumbers, 14, Campden Road, Croydon.

The Hon. Sec, of the Thornton Heath Radio Society is
Mr. Lis. T. Webber, 368, Brigstock Road, Thornton
!heath.
LEICESTER AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY

On Tuesday, Feb. 27, the above Society held their
fortnightly meeting. A lecture on Public Address
lin)liliers was given to the members by Mr. H. A.

I tiehe.:. The construction of amplifiers and com-
ponents WAS described, and then gramophone records
\ter, played and amplified; the different musical
instruments and their reproduction commented upon.
The amplifiers used were 21, 5, and 10 -watt output.
The Society extends an invitation to all PRACTICAL

DIELESti readers in the district. Particulars can be
obtainisl from the Secretary, A. Stimpson, 88, Welford
Road, Leicester.
ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO AND TELEVISION

SOCIETY
Kflthusia,l, from Osterley,Eastcote, Ruislip, Baling,

and lte.nainstield attended the second television
de111011St Val ion held by the Uxbridge District Branch
of the Anglii-.American Radio and Television Society
on February 28. The receiver employed was of the
scanning disc type, and was unusual in that it employed
a gramophone governor to keep the speed constant.
II r. Leslie W. Orton announced that a third television
deinonst rat ion would be held in the near future. The

a sell holds meetings at- 11, Hawthorn Drive,
Willow kink, Uxbridge, at 7.30 p.m., each Wednesday.
'(-here are. no charges, and everyone interested should
A\ rile to Mr. Leslie W. Orton, at the above address,
enclosing a stamped addressed envelope for details.
THE CHATHAM AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY

At a meeting of the above Society, held on the 26th
nit., all interesting lecture was given by Mr. Power, of
Messrs, ularte and Co. The lecturer outlined the uses
of an eliminator and described in detail all the various
components and their functions, explaining the grin -
elides of rectification and smoothing. Inquiries for
meMber ship should be addressed to the Hon. Sec., J.
Holden, Dow nham Road, Chatham, Lancs.

BULGIN 3 -Watt Compact Volume
Controls employ only the finest quality
iron -free nickel -alloy wire and are
famed for their perfect action.
Thousands are in continuous use on
many of the best designed receivers.
Types with switch-rated 250V. 1A.-
are fully insulated and can be used as

S.P.D.T. or ON -OFF.
3 -WATT COMPACT VOLUME CONTROLS.

List. No. 9 mA. List No. Q mA.
V.C.21 500 781 V.C.32 10,000 181
V.C.24 1,000 55 I 3/.. V.C.34 25,000 11 I 3/6
V.C.26 2,000 39 rea. V.C.36 50,000 8 1
V.C.29 5,000 25) V.C.40 100,000 5-5) ea.

3 -WATT COMPACT VOLUME -CONTROLS with SWITCH

List No. Q mA. List No. Q mA.
V.S.21 500 78 V.S.34 25,000 11 5/ -ea.
V.8.24 1,000 5514/6 V.S.36 50,000 8 5/- ea.
V.9.26 2,000 39 V.S.40 100,000 5.551- ea.
V.S.29 5,000 25 ea. *V.S.50 50,000 8 5/6 ea.
V.5.32 10,000 18 5/- ea. *with 3 -point switch fitted

DIAL PLATES, as illustrated, 2d. each extra.

Telephone :
GRA 3266/7. Enclose 2d. Postage. (Block letters, please)

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD. BARKING,

VS

Cut here
Please send the new 80 -page Catalogue
I " N " and Bulgin literature to :-
NAME

ADDRESS

Be SAFE ! . .

SPECIFY

TRANSFORMERS

& METERS

Moving Iron Meters
(D.C. only) - Type
MO.-semi-flush-
Ifin, overall-from

S I F A M 49 Whatever your transformer
TRANSFORMERS or meterneeds, specify "Sifam".
 Accu rately Sifam have long been famous

for the quality of their materials
and workmanship and the
accuracy of their com-
ponents. The "Sifam" range
covers every possible need-
though either transformers or
meters can be made to your
own specification if neces-
sary. Write for full details of
complete range to-

layer-wound
Acid - free

Paper Inter-
leaving

 High - grade
Bakelite
Bobbins

*Low - loss
Silicon Iron

Ta p ped
Primaries SIFAM

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT Co. Ltd.
York Works, Browning Street,

London, S.E.17
Telephone = 1: = Rodney 3573

HIVAC BRITISH

MADE VALVES

for
" Practical
Wireless"

"LEADER
THREE"

D.210. Special pet.
with electrode inter-
nally shielded .  5/6

P.220. Power Valve 5/6
S.G.210. D.F. Ampli-

fier. Low current
consumption 1 0/6

Hivac valves are as highly
efficient as the most
expensive, yet they cost

much less.

Write for details of the full
range together with their
characteristics. Ask for

Folder " N."

14 I C
IHE SCIENTIFIC

VisIES/E

HIGH VACUUM VALVE CS., LTD., 113-117, Farringdon Rd., E,0.1.
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RE PL TO
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We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our content -

SPECIAL NOTE.

I

poraries.
I (3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.
4 (4) Answer queries over the telephone.

Please note also, that all sketches and drawings
I which are sent to us, should bear the name_

and address of the sender.
1141111041M.1.10.41.11001111/4111/1/110111M4 FEW,1.041/.11.11,0011

I
I

I

I
I

I

I

UPKEEP COSTS OF MAINS SETS
, " I am anxious to get a set to work from the A.C.
mains, but would first like to know the respective
upkeep costs of the following types of receiver : 1.
Battery -type set operated from mains eliminator.
2. Mains set operated with metal rectifier. 3. Mains set
with halt -wave valve rectifier, and 4. Mains set with
full -wave valve rectifier. The initial cost does not
interest me much."-T. Y. (Blackheath).

The battery set with mains eliminator wHI necessitate
a trickle charger in order to keep the accumulator in
'condition, although it will in all probability employ a
metal rectifier for the H.T. voltage. Thus this will
,cost more for upkeep than the second alternative you
'give. The half -wave valve rectifier will require a
'separate secondary winding to heat the filament of
:the vale and thus will be slightly more expensive
flian the metal rectifier, although if a voltage -doubler
circuit is employed with the metal rectifier the H.T.
`secondary winding might consume slightly more
current than the half -wave valve. The full -wave valve
[will require a larger secondary for H.T. and will take
slightly more current. Therefore, the mains set with
'metal rectifier will probably be cheapest, although
there will not be found to be very much difference in
actual expense over a long period.

CORRECT PICK-UP CONNECTIONS
I " 1 have a two -valve commercial set with a one -valve
amplifier attached to it. I get plenty of stations at
,full volume, but when I connect a pick-up volume is
too low. The pick-up is new and has been tested.
,The pick-up works best on the L.F. valve. Can you
,tell me how to get more volume from it? "-A. C.
(Briton Ferry, Glam.).

You should connect the pick-up In the grid circuit
of the detector valve. Join one side of the pick-up to
the detector grid, and connect the other side to the
11 -volt grid -bias tapping. To prevent radio breaking
:through simply turn the tuning dial to a spot whero
no station is heard. Volume should then be ample.

METALLIZED OR UNMETALLIZED?
" I am going to build Circuit No. 17 in the Construe -

tors' Enclyclopmdia, but I have an unmetallized S.G.
valve. Could I use this in place of the recommended
one ? Also, I have a pentode -matched M.C. speaker.
Could I dispense with the L.F. choke in the plate circuit
of the pentode valve ? "-W. R. (Seven Kings).

The non -metallized valve will no doubt work satis-
factorily in place of the recommended metallized. ono,
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS

UER1ES and
If a postal reply is
desired, a stamped ad -

be enclosed. Everyquery and drawing ibq Our Technical Staffdressed envelope must

which is sent must bear
the name and del f it

01........
t The ampon on this
I page must be attached

to every query. f

NQUIRIES
a ress o t e sender. Send

your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton St.. Strand. London, W.C.2.

but if instability is experienced you will have to fita
metal (earthed) screen round the valve. As your
speaker has an input transformer fitted to it, it may
be joined in place of the L.F. choke. Simply connect
one end of the transformer to the plate of the valve,
and the other to H.T. positive. The filter condenser
will not, of course, be required.

SIGNALS GETTING WEAKER
" I have a live -valve A.C. receiver with two H.F.

stages and a push-pull output stage. Until recently
the set has been working satisfactorily, but now a
great falling off in strength has taken place. I can
only get the local stations and no long wave stations.
All valves are O.K., as I have had them tested. Can
you please offer any solution? "-W. McG. (Renfrew -
shire).

If the valves (including the rectifier) have been
tested, we can only suggest that you check the anode
voltage of each valve by means of a good high -resist-
ance voltmeter. If this is normal in every case,,then
you must look to your aerial and earth system and the
tuning circuits. Make certain that no aerial joints
have come adrift and you could try a temporary new
aerial and earth lead, the former consisting of a length

" I wish to buy a ready-made receiver and
have narrowed my choice down to the Bette
Super and the Radiogrande. Which of these
do you recommend ?

We cannot undertake to recommend any
commercial make of receiver in view of the
difficulty of knowing what the users' local
conditions are likely to be. The only advice
we can give in such cases as that quoted above,
is to go to the nearest radio dealer and ask for
a demonstration, If possible in your own
home. In this way you are more able to
judge just what pleases your individual
requirements than are we, who have no
knowledge of your musical tastes, etc.

" I noticed a Wrinkle from A. B., of Shipley
Marsh in last week's issue, but cannot see how
he gets the idea to work. However, can you
put me in touch with him so that I can write
and ask him if he wishes to dispose of the
unused valves."

We cannot give any reader the name and
address of contributors, as it will lie appre-
ciated that some readers may not care to be
bothered with communications from others.
Therefore, we can only suggest that we will
forward on any communication which is
addressed to the contributor, e/o this office,
and then the contributor will be able to
decide whether or not he desires to enter into
correspondence.

of ordinary wire simply carried down the garden without
the trouble of raising it on the present mast. A different
earth, say a water -pipe, If you are using a buried earth,
will enable you to check the efficiency of that connec-
tion. If these prove in order, the coils should be
checked for breaks or disconnection.

WHAT TYPE OF ELIMINATOR?
" I have a commercial Q.P.-P. receiver at present

working off H.T. batteries, with a 15 -volt Grid -Bias
battery. I am shortly having electric light installed and
wish to operate the set from the mains. Can you tell me
what typo of eliminator I must get and how to connect
the grid bias to it? "-J. C. F. (S.W.1).

You should obtain one of the newly -introduced
stabilized eliminators, designed especially for Class 1.1
and Q.P.-P. working. The grid bias will be obtained
most satisfactorily from batteries, and the connections
will be exactly the same as at present, that is, grid -
bias positive will be joined to H.T.-on the eliminator,
instead of to H.T.- on the H.T. battery. A suitable
eliminator, if you wish to make your own, was described
in PRACTICAL WIRELESS No. 65.

WRONG MICROPHONE CONNECTIONS
" I recently purchased a microphone and connected

it to my mains set, but it would not work. I took it
back to the shop and was told that it was tested when
I bought it and worked satisfactorily, and the shop-
keeper said I must have dropped it or otherwise
damaged it. I tried it on my friend's set (battery)and
it worked all right. Can you tell me how to get it to
work on my set? "-E. A. T. (Cricklewood).

, As the mike works on your friend's set it points more
or less to the fact that it is in working order, and you
must, therefore, have joined it to your set in the wrong
manner. You will have to connect it between cathode
and grid, not earth and grid. Did you do this ?

L.T. FIRST
I have an H.T. unit which gives also the grid bias,

and I find that the set switch does not work when in
the off position, as the set goes on playing until the
unit is switched off from the mains. Is this in order ?
If so, can I disregard the set switch and remove same
without doing harm to the set. Also I am trying out a
second-hand coil which has ten tappings controlled
by contact studs and a movable coil inside the former
which controls the volume. Am I using the right
circuit (straight three) for this coil ? "-T. C. W.
(Thornton Heath). ,

It is obvious that the set switch is not disconnecting
the accumulator. You must not, of course, leave the
filaments burning when the set is not in use owing to
the drain on the accumulator. If the H.T. unit is
supplying also the heater voltage (with indirectly-
heated valves), then the set switch may be ignored
and left in the "on" position or removed and ignored.
If an accumulator is employed, the set switch should
be pulled on first, then the H.T. unit should be switched
on. When listening is finished, the H.T. unit should
be switched off, then the set. We regret that. you give
insufficientdetails to enable us to advise you concerning
the coil.

1.1.0=004111041410.11!0111100.111.1141111001111.0i011MDI 14=1.00111114

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon is available until March 24th,
1934, and must be attached to all letters

containing queries.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 17/3/34.

0411110.0.M.O.m.04.111.4 Ninnolm.diot..1M.01011

THE WORLD'S HANDIEST AERIAL
. loud.

Whilearcdclear.Iam writing this an
n recital from Broadcasting House is coming throughSELF ADHESIVEBETTER EVEN THAN YOU SAID IT WAS

BEST PICK-UP 'Tit!This isT

BETTER THAN ITunsolicitedEVIiAetesTitTialOg.teTHE
d / 2itriroirtlE Zirj,LiVegrTSIDE."

NEATEST 1, Victoria Terrace, Bradley, Yorks., the original of which, with many others, may be seen
at the offices of the British Pix Co., Ltd., 118, Southwark Street, S.E.1.
And apart from the fine reception you get, it's THE WORLD'S HANDIEST AERIAL. DOUBLE

LENGTH 3/6Press it and it sticks anywhere. PIX INVISIBLE AERIAL. Sold everywhere.
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word
prepaid - minimum charge 3/. per
paragraph -and must reach this office
not later than Tuesday for the following
week's issue. All communications should
be addressed to the Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Wireless," 8 South.

ampton Street, Strand, London.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
offer the following Set Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a fraction of the original cost; all goods
guaranteed perfect; carriage paid over 5,1-, under
5/- postage 6d. extra (Ireland, carriage forward).

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES announce the
purchase of the entire stock of a world-famous

Continental valve manufacturer. All the following
types of standard mains valves at 4/6 each. H. HL.
L. Power. Directly heated 6 -watt Pentode. Directly -
heated 9 -watt Pentode. High magnification Screen -
grid, low magnification Screen -grid. Variable -Mu
Screen -grid. 250 volt 60 milliamp. full -wave rectifiers.

THE following types 5,6 each. Indirectly -heated
Pentode. 350 volt 120 milliamp. full -wave

Rectifier. 500 v. 120 ditto, 6/6. Dario Battery Valves
4v. filament. Set of 3, consisting of Screen -Grid,
Detector and Power or Super -Power, 6/6 the lot.
Power or Super -Power, 2/6.

ELIMINATOR Kits, including Transformer, choke,
Westinghouse metal rectifier. Dubi I ier condensers,

resistances and diagram, 120v. 20 20/-; trickle
charger 8. extra ; 150v. 30 milliamps.. with 4v.
2-4 amps. C.T. L.T., 25/-, trickle charger 6/6 extra ;
250v. 6Q milliamps., with 4v. 3-5 amps. C.T. L.T.,
30/-; 300v. 60 ma., with 4 volts 3-5 amps. C.T. L.T..
37/6 ; 150 volts 50 milliamps, 27/6.

AMERICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 Condensers, with
trimmers, 4/11 ; Premier chokes, 25 milliamp::.

20 henries, 2/9; 40 milliamps. 25 hys 4/- 65 milli -
amps. 30 hys., 5/6; 150 milliamps. 30 10/0;
60 milliamps. 80 hys., 2,500 ohms. 5,6.

HARLEY Pick-up, complete with arm and volume
control, 12/6.

BRITISH
RADIOPHONE Wire Wound Potentio-

meters, with mains switch incorporated, 10,000
ohms, 3/6.
pREMIER British -made Meters, moving iron, flush

mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50, 0-100,
0-250 ma., 0-1, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/,
SPECIAL offer of Mains Transformers, manu-

factured by Philips. input 100-120v. or 200-250v.,
output 180-0-180 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amp.,
4/6 ; 200-0-200v., 4v. la., 4v. 3a., 4/6.

ALL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers have
Engraved Terminal Strips, with terminal con-

nections, input 200-250v. 40-100 cycles, all windings
paper interleaved.
DREAMER H.T.8 Transformers, 250v. 60 m.a.,
U rectified with 4v. 3-5a. and 4v. la. C.T. L.T.,screen
primary, 15/- ; with Westinghouse rectifier, 25/,

4V. 3a. C.T., 6v. 2a. C.T., 9v. la., 12v. la., 7/6 each ;
4v. 3-5a., 22v. la., 8/6 each ; 10v. 3a.0.14v, 4a.,

10/- each.

PREMIER
H.T.9 Transformer, 300v. 60 m.a., with

4w. 3-5a. and 4w. la. C.T., L.T., and screened
primary, 15/-; with Westinghouse rectifier, 26/-.

PREAHER,
ii.T.10 Transformer, 200v. 100 rms.,

rectified, with 4v. 3-5a. and 4v. la. C.T., L.T., and
screened primary, 15/- ; with Westinghouse rectifier,
26,'-.
DREMER Mains Transformers, output 135v. 80

111.a. for voltage doubling, 8/6 ; 4v. 3-4a., C.T.,
L.T., 2/- extra; Westinghouse rectifier for above,
giving 200v. 30 MA., 8/6.

PREMIER
Mains Transformers, output 250-0-250v.

60 m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.) ;
with screened primary, 15/-.

PREMIER
Mains Transformers, output 350-0-350v.

90 m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-:3a, 4v. 1-2a (all C.T.),
with screened primary, 15/-.

PREMIER Mains Transformers, output 400-0-400v.
100 m.a., 4v. 4-5a., 4v. 2-3a,, with screened

primary, 15/-.

PREMIER
Auto Transformers, 100-110;200-250v., or

vice versa, 100 -watt, 10/-.
MULTI Radio Output Transformers, 4/6, Twin

Screened Wire 3d. per yard.
rIENTRALAB Potentiometers, 50,000, 250,000

half meg., any value, 2/-; 200 and 400 ohms,,
1/,

RELIABLE Canned Coils with Circuit, accurately
matched, dual range, 3/- per coil. Please state

whether Aerial or H.F. required. Ditto iron core, :3 G.

PREMIER
L.T. Supply Units, consisting of Prelni' r

Transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
200-250v. A.C., output, 2v. /amp., 11/-; 8v. < amp.,
14/6 ; 8v. 1 amp., 17/6 ; 15v. 1 amp., 191- ; 6v. 2 amp.,
27/6 ; 30v. 1 amp.,37/6.

MAGNAVOXD.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 154,
2,500 ohms, 12/6 ; D.C. 152 Magna, 2,500 ohms,

37/6, all complete with humbucking coils; please
state whether power or pentode required; A.C. con-
version kit for above types, 10/- ; Magnavox P.M.,
7in. cone, 18/6.

GRAMPIAN MC. Loud -speakers, 2,500 ohm field,
gin. cone, handles 5 watts ; 21/-.

GRAMPIAN P.M. Loud -speakers, gin. cone, handles
4 watts ; 18/6.

(Continued at top of -column three)
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Sao Teugss
Strict Privacy Guaranteed
-we deal with you direct

R-O.L Pk,
CLASS '13'

SPEAKER -AMPLIFIER
SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
Complete Class B Amplifying
Unit. with Valve and Role, P.M.
Moving -coil Speaker. Send only

5/.. for 7
day? trial.
If approved
balance in
11 monthly
payments
of 6/6. Cash
or C.O.D.
Carriage
Paid.23.11.0

ROLA F.R.8 P.M. Class 11. Speaker. Send only 5', balance in
monthly payments of 40. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 21119/0.

SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
With Switch -controlled multi -ratio
input transformer.
Send only 15/- for 7 days' trial.
If approved. balance in 8 monthly

payments of 53. 4.8§i''
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Patti,
121210.
W.13.P.M.6. Send
only 2/6. Balance
In 8 monthly
payments of 4;3.
Cash or C.O.D. Car-
riage Paid, £1/12.1.

BLUE SPOT 29 P.M. -

MOVING - COIL SPEAKER
SEND FOR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
A very popular P.M. Moving -roll
Speaker for operation from Power

or Pentode.
Send only 2/6 for
7 days' trial. If
approved, ba I -
usee In 8 monthly
payments of 4 3.
Cash or C.O.D.
Canine P a i
£1112.8.

BLUE SPOT 90 P.M. MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. Comp1.1v
with tapped Input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. 12,180, or
11 monthly payments of 6/-.

Conipla.re kit cf parts for dailda.,
Send only 4 6, balance in U montik
payments 4.8. Cash or c.o.,
Carriage Pail, £1:10/13.

If valves
add

81/19,6 to
C a s
Price

3

:Lad 11cT 2-
11,0111y
payments of 7/3.

FOR A.C. MAINS. SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
2) orlit a., 120 toll:, 4 tappings.
Suitable for all outputs, including
Class G and Q.P.P. Send only St -
for 7 days' trial. If approved.

balance In
8 ni.mthly
payments
of 4,9. Cash
Or C.O.D.
Car riaire
Paid. £1/17/8.
D.C. MODEL. Carts or C.O.D., 15'-, or 5/ -
down and 3 monthly payuicals of 3,9.

Any items advertised in this journal CASH.
C.O.D., H.P. Send for quotation by return.

56, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
Dear Sirs :
(1) Please send me

(b) 1 motors Cash/Deposit

NAME

ADDRESS

. I'r. W. 17/3/34.
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(Continued from foot of column one)
WESTERN IiLECTRIC Condensers, 250v. working,

2 mfd., 1/- , 2 infd. 400v., 1/6.

B.T.H.
Trucspeed Induction Type (A.C. only) Elec-

t rie Gramophone Tkiotors, 100.256v.; 30/-,
complete. Type VII 1 A.C. or D.C., 42/-.

SPE(A
1, 011er .1 Wire Wound Resistances, 4 watts,

ally' value up to tome() ohms, 1/-; 6 watts, any
value up to 15,000 oline3, 1/6 ; 15 watts, ally value up
to 50,000 ohms, ; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 2/0.

POLAR
2 -gang. with complete disc drive, padding

condemer and trimmer. 0.0005 6/6.

CviDouble 'Friminers), 1/-.
.T 0(N "r0)5I ;1;olii. Con313nsers, concentric

ttniknoli Trimming and Di -1' I Ir1lc, complete,

EmBsoN ELL Dou1,11. Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntal,ic and all fittings, a really

ind jolt, 15:-.
MPLION Cone Laud-spealter 1:101,, emu-A

Het.. ycitlt 12in. tone .111,I clut,--L, .311 curb.
Worth treble,

01011
1511 II-. I a ishi, 11

WI: Wooed p, ;

,,).111111.:11,,,- :;,Ho I.:
1,, pi, Lilo

ALA 1.31,,,
gran. f.:11.in, I-, hy !11,, .at3

fraction of i

WESTEIIN rit lc Alain, Tiana'ormer,-,
11,0 ill a., Iv. ii.ria., Iv. 2-1a., 4v.

2-:ta., 4v. la. l f S.
1.000 011111 ;;; :1. \ ,'in. I Varial,1,,

Astance, - ; Ilur, pt re,,ktane,,..; all
value,; front 0.5 to 5'. Mao -.3d, each; holden-,

working: 2 mfd.,

T.('.C. Elect rolyi con.1.11-crs, .110 aoit, w,orkiu,J,
4 nif. 'Sr 8 mf., 3 - : 1T, inc.. 50 v. working,

and 50 nit. 12v. workimi. -: lid. 25v. working. 1,4.
Tu., Nock Conden-, 23,10 . working. '2 x '2 a_ x

0.1, 2/- ; 2 x l x s x I. :; ; the Rho
at Sallie ',rive by Dub iii r :asp. w.rking.

Block Condenser-, 41.0 . working : a .1 a 1
HI aXia0.1x0.1.:01.1,1/-; 4 Y.; 2 IaIa

DIAtILIER Condent,ers. '2 mt. 1,2001'.
4 mid. dry electrolytic,r..lyt ic, 430v. It orkil_

TI1E Lint, taell, err 5,:- pet th,e, 1,
tl .r 7 Pin, ier,  5,1

screen -grid I, any value I reel -taro
wire end (.. 1, If. 2..111.11/5
1 rImlninv r-, 4,1,1,, -.

PLEASE
n, it, TIC.11 \ Vila 11

ordering.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
20-22. High Street, Clapham. s.W. MAcaiday
Closed 1 o'clock We.lneo,19,, to 11

Nearest Station. ciapinan North Under.
tt tnl.

T - anti
i ,./.. Hug from tile utakers*

I ..111,1 111 latt,1 tyLtea,

P.T.0259, 1,, II.t__ 5 I. l' .'f- I' CI -,

I s.1'.1-. I I - : 1 . '.l - II.-,

1, " It E. .2 I: ,

l'.1) 2211, - 0, 51.1..I-. , 'r ,

C.I.s. I .1 , .3,, '.1 ,

7/0 ; V.S.2 , , 23,, -., . 1331.13
-; 1121t.U.s, I I'

Val , a in St.alc, hi- 1_,

 aIs ' 15
11- 12'-:

1 X 2,o-, 251 17 151.
1 watt type, 7.1. NV, ,5
II.1'.8., 11.T.1), I I

formers for 11.T.6. or II I

electrolytic {_linden-.
D.C. 132 (2,500 ohm-,
Superhet ltudiopals-
ators, tinued,
1tola F.0, 2636.
e.o.31.-Ward, 45, l'arrii,2,1

Iiii

will,
.1 c I. II,

ERI(..,s()N 3/1 L.F. pr,, .

17,G. New and. goaritid,,cd, Our prfro,
twat free l.E.--Pluiteer ltmliu, l'optIv Street. I

RLI'.111t, ht.- \\ INI/INL,--t/1 1-.1t/I.VI I - Loud
-, , II , I 1 - : Ulm- Spots. 5 . I ti,

fitted to 1.1.,.. I l:; -.II ..:1;,..11 r=. Ir..
.3laill:i I call -It .1 ! ,

ponents and -
Laboratory tc,! I. E, to,,
T,lnk itadlo Co., Ml, lA 0, -I ,L ' 5,c, La -,t Iliaii,
London, 1,3.0. Thom, Cron,' Ir.

GitAA1()},11(),E:',. ii
Matti' 'M. :id. Bid,:

I 1..1,...:,. - liii,' t.1
i'l.a,,..)n.ak,r-,

Morris, spring,, iteriii. 1.-. - 1lett,,,Ill pr.',
1211, 1./Itl SI reel. 1.mt,I,,n. I. I I

RAD-A U'f0-1; RAM: 1.slorn fisni.
Component., for la -11.- 30, Tulketb "t.

port.
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains. -Set manufac-
turer's guaranteed surplus.

VARIABLE Condensers. -Lotus 3 -gang 0,0005,12/6;
Lotus 2 -gang, 0.0005, 8/6 ; Lotus Dyblock single,

0.0005, 4/9 (list 9/6) ; all these condensers are complete
with dials, escutcheons, knobs, fully screened with trim-
niers,and boxed ; Igranic variable, 0.0003 and 0.0005,
2/3 ; Hydra block condenser, 16 mfd. (2+2+8+2+
1+1), 1,000 v. D.C., 7/- each ; 20 mfd. (2+2+2+2+2
+2+2+2+1+1+1+1),1,500 v. D.C., with terminals,
11/6 ; Dubilier 4 mfd. (2+1+1), 1,000 v. D.C., 2/9 ;
4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25), 3/- ; fixed 4 mfd., 2/3 ; 2 mfd.,
1/6 ; 1 mfd., 1/-.
SPEAKERS. -Blue Spot permanent magnet, with

Universal transformer for power, pentode, super
power or class B, 23/- (list 39/6) ; D.C. mains energised,

"all voltages, 16/6  Celestion Sounder P.P.M. perman-
ent magnet, 17/6 (list -27/6) ; Blue Spot 1001J inductor,
complete with chassis, 13/6 (list 39/6) ; Celestion per-
manent magnet type P.P.M.W. universal transformer,
25/- (list 49/6).
BLUE Spot, 66K, complete in cabinet. 16/- (list

42/6) ; G.E.C. Stork, in magnificent cabinet,
19/6 (list £3115) ; all speakers new in original cartons.

PIC K -UP S .-Blue Spot, model "88," with volume
control, 26/- (list 63/-) ; Marconi No. 19 (1934),

26/- (list 32/6).
CONSTRUCTORS' Kits. -Ready Radio Meteor

" A " 3 -valve screened grid kits, with cabinet and
moving coil speaker, less valves, £3/7/6 ; with valves,
£4/10 (list £8/7/6) ; Ready Radio S.T.400 kits, all
specified components, by Scott Taggart, £2/19/6 (list
£4/17/6).
FRAME Aerials.-Lewcos dual wave 235-550 metres

and 1,000-2,000 metres, 10/- each (list 37/6).
IGRANIPAK complete tuning unit, comprising (1)

Completely screened coils with built-in wavechange
switch ; (2) Igranic 3 -gang Condenser with cover ;
(3) Escutcheon and Disc Drive Assembly with pilot
lamp attachment; (4) Mains Switch; (5) Three 5 -pin
Valve holders; (6) Grid Leak and Condenser; (7)
Engraved Terminal Board. Complete with circuit.
List price 57/6: 27/11.

MISCELLANEOUS.-Ferrocart coils, G.1, G.2, G.3,
with switch, 31/9 (list 39/6) ; Benjamin Class

B" universal output chokes, 6/6 (list 11/-) ; Ready
Radio Instamat Universal transformers, for matching
any value to speaker, 11/6 (list 37/6) ; Rotorohm and
Radiophone volume controls, all values, 3/- each;
with switch, 3/3 (list 10/6) ; s.T.500 coils, 5/6 per pair;
Hellesen's 8 rafd electrolytic condensers, 2/9 each;
Westinghouse metal rectifiers, H.T. 6, 7, 8, -9/3 each;
Amplion loud -speaker units, 2/3 ; Ferranti choke,
20 henry 60 m.a., 6/9 each ; Kolster Brandes gramo-
phone motors, dual, for A.C. or clockwork, complete
with turntable and all accessories, 110.250 volts, 25/ -
each (list 63/-); Ready Radio L.F. transformers, 5-1, 3.1,
3/3 (list 8/6); B.T.H. transformers, 3/6 ; Lewcos
superhet 8 -way bases, complete with valve holders,
grid leak, fixed condenser, type " 48," 2/- each.

SPECIAL Bargain Offer of Lewcos Spaghetti
Resistances. All sizes in original sealed boxes,

4/- per dozen. Assorted. Special Price to the trade,
36/- per gross.

RECEIVERS.-G.E.C. Osram Music Magnet 4.
A.C. Model, 110/250 volts, complete with " B.C.

1532 " Power Unit and G.E.C. Permanent Magnet
Speaker in magnificent Floor Cabinet and 4 Osram
A.C. Valves. Brand New 1934 series in original
sealed cartons, £8 15s. each (List, £21).

BURGOYNE " Popular " 3 -Valve Battery Set.
Complete with 3 Mallard Valves, Exide Batteries,

etc., and Speaker in attractive transportable Cabinet.
£3. Brand New, in original cartons. Every set
guaranteed.

MAINS Transformers and Chokes. -Please send for
complete list; specials can be supplied within

3 days of order.
A LL Transformers and Chokes Guaranteed for 12

AY months.
ALL Goods Guaranteed and Sent Carriage Paid.

BRANCHES at 271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W.10, and at 46, Lisle St., W.C.2  please send

all post orders to 323, Euston Rd., N. W.1.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Rd., London,

N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube). 'Phone : Museum
6324.

HIGHEST allowance made on used wireless goods
in exchange for new ; balance payable on easy

terms. Sets and parts bought for cash (state prices
required). -R. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe,
Yorks.

EPOCH.-Annual sale of surplus loud speakers of all
kinds, also sets, amplifiers, cabinets, and useful

parts of every description for experimenters and wire-
less dealers; thousands of bargains for callers; second
abridged list on application.

EPOCH. -Great bargain in llin. super P.M. speakers,
the finest moving coil in its class ; these units

'are brand new, perfect, and guaranteed 12 months ;
they are slightly different from standard in design,
but equally as good in performance ; optional with
10 -ratio or Class B transformers ; worth 45/-, to clear
at £1 each, carriage paid.

EPOCH RADIO, Exmouth House, Exmouth Street,
E.C.1 (at junction of Rosebery Avenue and

TarrIngdon Road).

I INACORE Band Pass Tuner. Battery Type.
L., Brand New, Cost 69/6. Bargain 49/6 -
Box A.100.

YOU CAN TAKE IT FROM ME!
ELECTRADIX
BARGAIN SALE LIST
Will Save You Pounds

ELECTRADIX
" ILW." 11 TABLE RADIO
MIKE should be with every
Wireless Set. Be your own
announcer. A bakelite pro-
duction containing the high -
ratio transformer. Fit ted
battery plug switch and output
terminals. The excellent
results and low price have
made this one of our most
popular models.(,nly 10/6
MICROPHONE BUTTONS
are wonderfully interesting
for experiments with 11 I
Phones -

The BATTERY SUPERSEDER
makes H.T. from your L.T. 2 -volt -s
battery, rectified and smoothed.
Gives 3 tappings and lasts indefi-

101'0111.1111

DER-

nitely. A boon to
those who are not on
the mains. Reduced
from 53/15/-. New
and Guaranteed 37/6.

No.
"N.W." 11

10/6

PARCELS of useful oddments for
the Experimenter who wants Coils,
Magnets, Wire, Chokes, Condensers,
Switches, etc., mostly ex-W.D.
parts. Worth a lot more. 10Ib. 7s.,
or 7 lb. 5s., post free.

British Isles only.

1,000 other Bargains in our March Sale List " N."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telephone: Central 4611.

gnAaREYNEIR i
LEST THAN it PER WEEK?

If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading our 256-
page Handbook. The book explains clearly and definitely many
ways of carving out a successful career. Among other things,
It explains the Services of our unique Appointments Depart-
ment, outlines Home -Study Courses in all branches of Civil,

Mechanical, Electrical, Motor, Aero,
Wireless, "Talkie," Eng. Building, etc.,
and gives details of Bile.,
LE.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
0.P.O., MATRIO., and all Exams.
We alone Guarantee-" NO PASS -
NO FEE." Whether you be an old hand
or a budding apprentice, get this book
to -day -FREE and POST FREE.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER-

ING TECHNOLOGY,
150, Shakespeare House, 1/9/81, Oxford

St., London, W.1.

f Xitabit, lot lout Radio /tom
thataiia at 1/- PER YEAR
" MPR " ELIMINATORS make

this possible
D.C. models 21/- or 3/- monthly.
A.C. models 39/6 or 5/7 monthly.
Write to Dept. C. for full particulars

EMPLOYMENT IS OFFERED QUALIFIED,
RADIO ENGINEERS.

Send for out' booklet, "Radio Progress," for particulars
of Radio Opportunities and details of postal training

for recognised Certificate. Free and post free.
RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE OF GR. BRIT.,85, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.

YOU ARE WANTED ON THE SHORT WAVES
Short-wave reception with any receiver with the new
remarkable UNIT RADIO short-wave unit. IDEAL
FOR USE WITH STRAIGHT OR SUPERHET.
Complete unit sent for 5/- down. Send for .2.7/6illustrated leaflet. Cash or C.O.D. ...UNIT RADIO, 12, Pulteney St., London, N.1.

March 17th, 1934

BIRMINGHAM
RADIOMART'S Manufacturers

Surplus Stocks ; post free over 6/-, otherwise 6d.
All goods new and perfect.

RADIOMART-Utility
W312B screened 2 -gang

bakelite condensers with disc drive and concentric
Uniknob trimming, 3/6. These must be seen to be
appreciated.D ADIOMART-lUtility 40 mmfd. ball -bearing short-

wave microvariables, ls. 9d. Mains snap -
switches, 9d.

RADIOMART-Utility ball -bearing air -spaced dif-
ferentials, 0.0003 and 0.0005, list 11/6, finest

made, 2/-.
RAMOMART-Utility, 1934, bakelite tuning and

reaction condensers, 0.0005, 10d.; 0.0003, 8d.
RADIONIART-Radiophone straight line illumin-

ated dials. Note complete escutcheon knob,
wavelength or degree, 3/6.

ADIOMART-Illuminated Readrite visual tuningR meters, 10ma. Finest made, 4,11.
RADIOMRT-Ormond super low -loss variables,

fitted high reduction dials, 0.00025 ; ideal short-
wave, 2/6.

R..ADIOMART-Ormond air -spaced small 0.0003
log , the ideal reaction condenser, boxed, 1/0.

AD DIOMART-Igranicore 1934 super, 12/6. Iron -
IN core Dual Range short-wave inductance coils,
4/0.
biD ADIOMART-Igranic 400 ohm Porcelain po-

tentiometers, 6d. Ditto short-wave H.F. Chokes,
1/-.

RADIOMART-Complete set 4. Latest Igranic
short-wave inductance coils, 15-130 metres, 4j-.

ADIOMART-Igranic boxed nickelcoreI\trans-formers, list 10/6. 3-1, 6-1, 3/11. Ditto parallel
feed, 2/11. Formo 2mf. 400v. working with terminals,
1/8.

RADIOMART-Philco heavy duty Class " B " 1-1
driver transformers, boxed, 2/9. Valveholder

baseboard, 9d.
ADIOMART-H.M.V. super 3 -gang nonslip wave-

r\ length dial, trimmers; last few offered,....9/-.

IN
ADIOMART-British Radiophone, 7/6. Wire -

wound logarithmic potentiometers with mains
switch, 5,000, 10,000, ditto 5,000, heavy duty no
switch, each type, 2/-.

RADIOMART-Super Section wound screened
primary IIT8 transformer with 4v. 4a. CT.,

4v. 1 a., 10/6. With Westinghouse Rectifier, 18/6.
RADIOMART-Wearite 300/300 4v. 3a. CT., 4 v.

2a, CT., a quality job, 10/6. Philips, 200/200,
4v. 3a., 4v. la., 4/6.

RADIOMART-New purchase Met -Vick, 35/- ;
super transformers, 250/250. 4v. 2a., 4v. up to

Samps., fitted terminals, 9/6 ; 100v. or 230v., 25
cycles, 12/6.

RADIOMART-Magnum
wirewound 25,000 ohm,

potentiometer, ditto Colvern, 2,500-15,000,
1/9 each.

RADIOMART-Magnum radio to gram, dissolvers
as used De Luxe RGD, 2/9. TCC, 0.02 mid.,

0.025 mfd., 71d.
RADIOMART-Lotus 31-1, push-pull intervalve

manufacturing tag connections, 2/-. Ditto
Plug and Jack.

RADIOMART-TCC. 0.1 x 0.1 mfd. 450v. wkg.,
non -inductive, ideal for curing modulation hum

or H.F. decoupling, 1/-.
RAMOMART-Non-inductive tubulars, 1,500v.

test 0.1mfd. and 0.01mfd., wire ended, 6d
RADIOMART-Western Electric sensitive micro-

n, phone insets, 1/-. Special short-wave all -brass
0.0001, variables, 1/9.

RADIOMART-Exide 30/-, boxed Temper Bakelite
clocks, synchronous, A.C. 17/6 ; Ditto, 45/-,

battery (runs 3 years for 1/-), 20/-, fully guaranteed.
ADIOMMIT-Famous Ward -Leonard and Zenith

100 watts transmitting grid leaks, 5,000, 10,000,
15,000, Bleeders, 60,000, 50ma. 4/6.

RADIOMART-TCC. 4 x 4mfd. 1,700v. working
transmitting condensers, massive stand-off ter-

minals, 25/-. Cost £9. Brand new.
RADIOMART'S March List now ready ; largest

and most comprehensive published; stamp
essential.

ADIOMART-Guarantees Prompt Despatch, Per-
fectt\ Goods. No Misrepresentation : THE

SQUARE DEALERS, 19, JOHN BRIGHT STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

HIGH Class Radio Parts and Sets wanted for Cash,
We pay up to a 3 of the retail value for class

goods (no junk).-Mildmay Radio Exchange, 24,
Mildmay Grove, London, N.1. 'Phone : Clissold 5001.
SPECIAL Offer Brand New Itadiopars (Radio-

phone). In sealed boxes. Band Pass, 32/6;
Superhet, 35/-.-Mildmay Radio Exchange, 24,
Mildmay Grove, London, N.1 'Phone : Clissold 5001.

HALF PRICE. Make your set into a radio -gramo-
phone with a Bureaugram. 7, 9, and 11 Guinea

models at half price. Write for illustrated leaflet.
Wilson and Gill, 139/141, Regent Street, London.

STUPENDOUS Sacrifice of Perm Mag. Moving -
Coil Speaker, by famous manufacturer. 250

only, wholesaler's stocktaking realisation sale, latest
modern type 'with transformer, tapped Class B pen-
tode, power, super power and mains valves, fully
toned realistic volume, 25/- only. 2 days' approval,
reduced from 45/-. Suitable all types sets. -Hewitt
Bros., Radio, Dukinfield, Ches.
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THE `RADIO GOLD -MINE
Secure yours to -day. By return 3d. post free

THE
' RADIO GOLD -MINE ' at 3d., post free, is

the greatest investment you will ever make. The
most comprehensive lists of up-to-date surplus goods
(kits, components and accessories) yet produced ; with
a general price level absolutely the lowest ever. March
issue the best ever Going in thousands

L.E.C. GOLD -MINE' JUT BARGAINS represent
absolutely unprecedented value. They cover a

comprehensive range of sip -to -date circuits which will
meet every house constructofsrequirements. Supplied
complete with diagrams, instructions and all sundries
in sealed cartons. Series ' K,' Straight 2 -valve, 8/6 ;
3 -valve, 10.6; S.G.11I, 18/6 ; S.G.1V, 23:- ; SHORT-
WAVE KITS, SERIES' 2 -valve, 12,6;
3 -valve, 18/6 ; Class B III, 27/6. ADAPTOR KITS-
SERIES k.D.' S.W. Adaptor, 8,6. Super -Het. type,
15/6; Class B Adaptor, 10;6. A.V.C., 14/6. CLASS B
KITS-SERIES `K.B.' 3 -valve, 22;6, S.G.IV, 2903,

RADIO GOLD -MINE' GOLD SHEET for
1 the greatest bargain offers in Radio History.

(See below.)
L.E.C. (OLD -MINE' IRON CORED CLASS

B III KIT at 27:6 represents the greatest value
Radio has yet offered you. Actually incuded in each
Kit are 1 pair Class B Transformers (list 17/-), 1 Exten-
ser for Automatic wave -change tuning (180-2.000
metres) (list 18,6), 1 Iron Cored Coil (list 8:6). Com-
pletely assembled metallised chassis makes construc-
tion as simple as A.B.C. No soldering. Will give 20 to
10 stations at full Moving -Coil Volume. Price 27 6,
poi free. Also the IRON -GORED CLASS B S.G. IV,
with ganged tuning assembly and dual matched coils-
a wonderful kit, 351-.

THE ' RADIO GOLD -MINE.' You roust get our
big March issue, 3d. post free.

T E C . VALVE BARGAINS.-Special. Philips
A.C.243 ,let., 243 Power, 247 Pen. (list 12 0,

1516), 7,9 each. Battery Valves, 2 v.. all 11ritish and
guaranteed. HY., Det., L.P., 2;11. Power, 3 3.
SAL, 4 10. Class 10 9

L.E.G.
.ELIM AINTOR BARGAINS. 23 ma. output.

4 voltages to 110 v. AC. model, 24.6; Class
B. 35,0 ; 12 6. State mains voltage.

L.EC. SPEAKER BARGAINS.-W.B. Permanent
Magnet (ordinary or Class 11 type), list 37 5,

18110 ; N uvolion P.M., 16.10 ; Blue Spot MOVE
(list 32'6), 15;10 ; 3111 (list 25.6), 15/4 ; 66K (list
12 6). 713 : Amplion Cone Units (worth 7/6), 1.8.
SHE ' RADIO GOLD -MINE.' You literally cannot
1 afford (for only 3d.) to be without it.
L.E.C. SUNDRY COMPONENT BARGAINS.-

L.F. Transformers (list 5 6), 3: 1 and 5 : 1, 2:5;
CI. B. Driver, 3/11 ; Output Chokes, 3/11 Amplion
Speaker Units, 1 8 ; H.F. Chokes, 9(1. ; V -holders,
4 pin, 2(0., 5 pin, 31d.; 7 -pin, 6d.; Switches,
push-pull, 2 -point, ; 3 -point, 51,d.; Grid Leaks,

11-. 2. 3 megs. 3d. each.
THE ` RA D10 GOL D-MINE.'-Don't delay. Secure

yours to -day. 3d. post free.
LE.C. COIL BARGAINS. .All dual range with

reaction. Brownie, 1/- : Screened, 216 ; Special
Iron Cored. 3 3 (diagrams included); S. Wave, 2.10.

LE . C VARIABLE CONDENSER BARGAINS. -
.0003, .0003 mfd., 2,3 ; Slow Motion Type, 271 ;

Mica Dialectrie, .0003 ; .0003, 110.; 2 -gang, .0003
with S.M. drive, escutcheon, panel light, etc., 6'11;

Duotune ' Extensers (list 12,6), 2,11 ; S.M. Type
18.6).list 410.

THE.RADIO GOLD -MINE ' costs you 3d. Saves
you pounds. Send to -day.

MAINS TRANSFORMER BARGAINS.-
Inputs, 200-250 v. ; Special Lotus 80 rn.a,,

:330.0.130 v.. 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 4 a., C.T. 4 v. 2 a.. 611 ;
Kenwell. 20(1.0.200, 4 v. 2 a., 50 ma., 4/1 ; H.T. 9
Transformer. :300 v. 60 rectified with 4 v. 4 a.,
4 v. 1 a., C.T., 6,11 ; H.T. 8, ISO v. 60 m.a., with
4 v. 3 a. 4 v. 1 a , C.T.. 310 ; H.T. 7, 150 v. 25 m.a.,
:3,11 ; 6.E.C. 20 hen. Chokes (list 15.0), 311,

THE ' RADIO GOLD -MINE ' the indispensable
guide to all surplus stocks, 3d. post free.

L.E.C. MANSBRIDGE CONDENSER BARGAINS.
--1 mfd. 90. ; 2 mfd., 1,4 ; 4 mfd., 2 8 ; 14 mid.,

(6 : 3 : 2 : 1 :1 : 1), 5/10; All Philips 750 v. test.
L.E.C. FIXCONDENSER 11-k AI NS.-E I)

Dubilier and Edison Be]], Mica, .9001. 2. 1. 4, 3
mid. ; .001, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9 mfd.: Tubular mica
type, .0001, .0003 mfd., all 3d. each ; 2 9 doz.

THE RADIO GOLD -MINE ' for qualify goods at
the lowest liquidation prices ever ! 3(1 post

.E .C. RESISTANCE BARGAINS. ---Special 5 -watt
glass, 8.000 ohms (list (516), 11- ; 60 watt, 2 and 3

section Potential Dividers (8,000, 12.000, 15,000 ohms),
2/9 and 3.1 each; H.M.V. 4 watt glass cased, 100,000
ohms, 4 ; Erie, 1 watt, all values to 60,000 shins.,
45d. ; Dubilier, 1 watt, 100,000 ohms, 3d. ; Phileo,
2, 10, 15, 10. 20 and 32,000 olans, 3,n4 ; Edison Ben
Carbon to 70,000 011111,,, ; to 150.000 5d. ; to
350,009. 510.; to 500,000, Grl. ; Spaghetti's, every
size to 100;000 ohms, 3t0. ; Grid Leaks, 1 to :3 megs.,
3d. each.

THE RADIO GOLD -MINE '--Radio's greatest
surplus list for 311. that will save you pounds.

L.E.C. SUNDRY BARGAINS.-Universense Super
Pick-up (list 20 -), with vol. control, 12/6 ; Igo.

Electric Clocks (A.C. 100-240 v.), various colours
(list 32/-), 12,6 , Colas.° Universal A.C. Motors, with
Auto -Stop (list £2:10:0), 37 6 ; The G. M.' Mike, 311.

(Continued at top of next column)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

LONDON EAST CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY
- (Dept. M.103), 23, Bartholomew Close, London,

E.C.1 (telephone : NATional 7473). Goods over 10.' -
value, postage free. Under 5/- value-cash only. _Over
5/- cash or C.O.D.
For Everything Surplus in Modern Radio

THE `GOLD -MINE STORES'

UTILITY SALES Co. PRINCIPAL BARGAINS
of the W KEE.

ANY Article supplied. ADVICE given FREE.
FULL LIST on request.

AccumuLATORS : Glass, dry charged, 20 Am-
peres 2,9, 45 Amp. 5 6.

CHOKES,
ILE.: Single 9d. Bakelite binocular

1.6.
CONDENSERS: Variable, solid dielectric with

knob, .0003 and .0005 9(1. " ORMOND "
.0003 normal vanes, list 4/-, real bargain 1/6.
" LOTUS " Dyblock with slow-motion disc drive,
lamp fitting Escutcheon, 9/6 list, ONLY 4/- FINED,
midget stamp : .0002, .0001, .0005, .001, .002, .01 4d.

DLIBILIER " block 2 x 1, 1 x 2 Mid. 1,000 Volts
test, 2;). " WEGO " 6 Mid. 500 Volts 3:-.

DARIO 4 Volt Valves : E B.C..,L.F.. R..
1/3.

EAGLE 4 VOLT POWER L'O.

FUSE BULBS : .06 Amp. 2(1.

IRON
-CORE Screened dual Wave COIL, matched

for S.G. Circuits and 3 diagrams, PERFECT 2.6.
POTENTIAL DIVIDER : 10,000 Ohms, 12 Watts,

4 tappings 2/-.

TRANSFORMERS : F.: " DARIO " 1/6,
" slCRA 36, FAERITONE 4:-

VOLTMETERS : Watch, 11.1'. 120, 1.1'. 12 VOLTS,
3

VALVES : 2 VOLT " B.T.11." (Mazda) B2101.1,
NEW unbroken Seal, snip 23.

FR1\1AINS TRANSO1313 : METRO - VICE
200 240, Secondarie.; 250-0-250 00 milliamps

4 Volts: 5 Amps, 4 Volts 2 Amps, list 3710. Guaran-
teed. 10,--.

CASH with order, CARR E PAID. 24 hours
service.

UTILITY SALES CO.,
27a, Sale Street, London, W.I.

'OBURN RADIO offer special purchase of T.C.C.
yV Condensers.

T.C.C. -230v. working -0.01, 70. ; 0.1. 7d. ; 7 ttibl.,
11(1. ; 2 nif-(1., 1, 2; lx1x1 mill.. 1' 0; 1 a (ski.,

1 ; 4 x 4 nifd., 373v. working. 2,'-; 0.01 a ocii, .,inn.
Working, 1/-; T.C.C. Electrolytics .50 mfd., 12 v., 1 3
(dry) ; 4 mfd. and 8 mfd., :30 (wet) ; Dulalier dry
electrolytics, 4 nifd. and 8 mid., 300v., 36. All in metal
cases. Wego condensers, 750v. test, in bakelite 1 mid.,
1/-; 2 add., 1.3 ; 4 mid.. 2.1. Ready Radio and Lotus
Diffs. 0003, 00035, 00015 1 0005 reaction, 1,-.

ESTINGHOUSE Rectifiers (new): 11.T. 7. 8, 9,
W ; ILT. 10, 10/-; L.T. 5, 10,6. Why. 100nia.
Clioke, 41- each.

CI ASS " B ' Drivers and Chokes, 916 per pair, 1\1111
suitable valve (I3VA) and 7 -pin holder, 19:11

Binocular Chokes, 1/1 ; Chokes, 1/- : Valve -
holders, 4;3 pin chassis type, 110 half doz. ; 7 -pin, 50..
Columbia L.F. Transformers, 3/1 ratio, 1/-. Tubular
Condensers 0.01, 0.1 and 0.03, 6,1. Large St 0,:k of
Erie and Duldlier Resistances.

S1NCLAIR P.M. Speakers with universal transformer,
or Class B 7 in. Cone, 12 months' guarantee.

10/6. Sinclair Matched pairs, one Oin. one 7m. P.M.'s
or Energised, 33/- (cart. 11-).

NYTHING on H.P. above 40'-. (monitions for
Kits and Components by return. Trade En-

quiries invited.
W01 -11,11N RADIO CO.. 7, Woburn Buildings,

Euston 1571. (Near Kings _X and
Euston Sims. Back of St. Pancras Church.)

THE LONDON TRADERS' MART offer half
price clearance bargains in bankrupt and surplus

radio. Everything guaranteed new and latest types.
7 (lays' free trial against cash or C.O.D. (fees extra),
subject unsold ; C41,11 orders first preference.
SPEAK ERS.-Blue Spot Six 201M, 141- (list

£1.0.0) ; three 991'3f, 28 (list £2.196). (54estion
seven 1 1 5I Soundex. 12 0 (list £1.7.0) ; four PPM 19,
21:- (list £2.7.6). Rola : Nine F6P.M, 22, - (list c.12.9.6.) ;

F71'M. (list £3).
T)11:K 1PS. -Six Mareoniphone No. 19, 1-L- (list

£1.12.0); three Ilarlie 1934, 10'- (list £1.1.0);
three B.T.H. Senior De Luxe, 18:- (list £1.17.6). All
with volume controls.
JO OTOR UNITS. --Seven Collar() No. 32, 35"- (list

£4); three KILL Truespeed, 30'-; nine Gar-
rard 202A, 22 6 (list £2.10.0). All universal A.C.,
complete with pick-up, volume control, etc.

ELIM I N.vr 013S.-Ekeo : Four I 6; thrf,
A.t'. 2.5, 36,- (list £2.17.6) ; four Pilot A.C./120

10..- (list £1.17.6) ; seven Atlas CA23, 2.s1- Gist
£2.19.0).
" CLASS 13" UNITS.-Five Rotas, with speaker,

1. 32,6 (list £3.11.0) ; nine Blue Spot, 20/ (list
£2.3,6) ; seven Pilot, 16/-(l ist1.1.17.6)' valves inducted.
ALL post orders to City Office: 113, BANK CHAM-
BERS. 1316 II HOLBORN, W.C.1.

PEARL & PEARL
190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2, All the following
bargains guaranteed new goods. Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Pahl.
T G11 ..UNT C Short-wave Choke, 10-120 metres,
1 baseboard or panel mounting, 1:3 each.
T GRA N1C Short-wave Inductance coils, in sets of .1
I coils, 2, 4, 6, and. 9 turns each. List price 11,0,
our price :3/11 per set of 4.

IGRANIPAli
Complete Tuning EMI-, comprising (1)

completely screened coil 61111 \, ve-
change switch ; (2) lgranic 3 -gang condenser wit ft cover;
(3) escutcheon and disc drive assembly with pilot
Lamp attachment ; (I) mains switch ; (5) three .5 -pin
valve holders; (6) grid !cal: and condenser; (7) en-
graved terminal hoard; complete w-ith cirenit ; actually
made for A.('. mains, but can easily he adapted for
battery sets ; list priee 57:0, our price 27/l I ; brand
110W and wired ready nit use.

THE " Lincoln super " Permanent Magnet )10 \
coil 1,01n1 Speaker, all purpose universal tapped

transformer for o.P.P., Class; IL, perifr.le, power and
super -power output-, will carry 3 watts undistorted
output; list price 42,-, our Puce 1910.

BLUE Spot :3111 Cabinet Speaker, with built in
volume and tone control ; price 16;11.

CABINETS, Horizontal type, for set with speaker
coniliined. Solid polished walnut (made for

Philco), 22ins. wide, 1011ns. deop, Ilins. high, only
10 left. l'rice 6/11, cost £l to make. This item carriage
forwa rd.

F()H KO 0.0005 sheered 3 -gang condensers with
trimmers complete Iv Ili dial and C,C111(-11('011.

1,ist, Price, 21,6. Our l'rice, 9,0.

LINONCL
s'FEWART 2.) ntjanip Eliminator.

:3 output tappings. New, te,tsal, and pilaf-int

.,-,i,is1 Uni
Type "

tone. List Icl 2 G. SITH,I G I I.
C()VEItEll;N Ce1,1 to T,,ticd 11,,- P Tr an-formers.

(hire ratios, 1-1 1'.-1, =- I tal Fire.
11 each.

covijR.EIGN Class Output ( Itoke4, tapped a -
alas \ trail -00m. 1,11 f aelt.

()V El: 1: I unlit circuit c 2;11

cOV LI; s (leases. 1 9 ; ditto, Lino-
,...) lam. tvia.

\ :triable cou,; surpmsJ \V ith drum Jive I eutifnlh 111:1,I0 III ,11,
to a \ oid ha( lei isle ; to clear, 7-G.

SPECIAL SUNDIIY IS 11-2GAINS
(('ash with order only). Igranic 100 ohm-, Iffirboard
potentiometers, flfl. ; ',ans.!) Bell I i I. u1 doss 1 5 :
lot, of 3 doi. as -often] ltsilfilier fixed cooercuser4. l n
each lot ; 1 ofd. condenser-, 1 3 each ; I Hama
Hies Mar 11.1'. ( 1;11 ea elf slektim recur,!sc
dual range eoils, 2,11 each ; Sasu, igu lit1.11f ;117,.--
t(T,, 9d. ; So \ CFe11111 tc do ssiit,lic<, 1,1. 3 horror!
11.111111.-, balKelite dielectric (suelt.IH..r, with inahoganite
fast find ;low' motion dial, 2I, ; S,3vereign spaghetti
resistances, various salms, 2 11 for 0 fissorted,
EMS 1. E. Send jacc earl for Bargain List "

Mail Orders Direct to PEARL & PEARL, 190,
Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. only can also
obtain all abose bargains from our London branches:
100-101, Ifoundsditch ; 11, Liverpool St. ; and from
Douglas Keith, Ltd., 40, King William St.: 276,
l'entonville Rd. ; 46. Barking Rd Canning l'ow,
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains,--Set manufac-
turer's guaranteed surplus.

VARIABLE Condensers. -Lotus 3 -gang 0.0005,12/6;
Lotus 2 -gang, 0.0065, 8/6 ; Lotus Dyblock

0.0005, 4/9 (list 9/6) ; all these condensers are complete
with dials, escutcheons, knobs, fully screened with trice-
mers,and boxed ; Igranic variable, 0.0003 and 0.0005,
2/3 ; Hydra block condenser, 16 ofd. (2+2+8+2+
1+1), 1,000 v. D.C., 7/- each ; 20 ofd. (2+2+2+2+2
+2+2+2+1+1+1+1), 1,500 v. D.C. with terminals,
11/6 ; Dubilier 4 mid. (2+1+1), 1,000 v. D.C., 2/9 ;
4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25), 3/- ; fixed 4 mid., 2/3 ; 2 mid.,
1/6 ; 1 mid., 1/-.
SPEAKERS. -Blue Spot permanent magnet, with

Universal transformer for power, pentode, super
power or class B, 23/- (list 39/6) ; D.C. mains energised,

-all voltages, 16/6  Celestion Soundex P.P.M. perman-
ent magnet, 17/6 (list -27/6) ; Blue Spot 100U inductor,
complete with chassis, 13/6 (list 39/6) ; Celestion per-
manent magnet type P.P.M.W. universal transformer,
25/- (list 49/6).
BLUE Spot, 66K, complete in cabinet, 16/- (list

42/6) ; G.E.C. Stork, in magnificent cabinet,
19/6 (list £3/15); all speakers new in original cartons.

lCK-UPS.-Blue Spot, model "88,' with volumeP control, 26/- (list 63/-); Marconi No. 19 (1934),
26/- (list 32/6).

CONSTRUCTORS' Kits. -Ready Radio Meteor
" A " 3 -valve screened grid kits, with cabinet and

moving coil speaker, lass valves, £3/7/6 ; with valves,
a4t10 (list £8/7/6) ; Ready Radio S.T.400 kits, all
specified components, by Scott Taggart, £2/19/6 (list
£4/17/6).

FRAMS Aerials.-Lewcos dual wave 235-550 metres
and 1,000-2,000 metres, 10/- each (list 37/6).

GRANIPAK complete tuning unit, comprising (1)
I Completely screened coils with built-in wavecha,nge
switch ; (2) Igranic 3 -gang Condenser with cover
(3) Escutcheon and Disc Drive Assembly with pilot
lamp attachment ; (4) Mains Switch; (5) Three 5 -pin
Valve holders; (6) Grid Leak and Condenser; (7)
Engraved Terminal Board. Complete with circuit.
List price 57/6.' 27/11.

MISCELLANEOUS.-Ferrocart coils, G.1, G.2, G.3,
with switch, 31/9 (list 39/6) ; Benjamin Class

B " universal output chokes, 6/6 (list 11/-) ; Ready
Radio lnstamat Universal transformers, for matching
any value to speaker, 11/6 (list 37/6) ; Rotorohm and
Radiophone volume controls, all values, 3/- each;
with switch, 3/3 (list 10/6) ; S.T.500 coils, 5/6 per pair;
Hellesen's 8 mid. electrolytic condensers, 2/9 each;
Westinghouse metal rectifiers, H.T. 6, 7, 8, 9/3 each;
Amplion loud -speaker units, 2/3 ; Ferranti choke,
20 henry 60 m.a., 6/9 each ; Kolster Brandes gramo-
phone motors, dual, for A.C. or clockwork, complete
with turntable and all accessories, 110-250 volts, 25/ -
each (list 63/-); Ready Radio L.F. transformers, 5.1, 3.1,
3/3 (list 8/6); B.T.H. transformers, 3/6; Lewcos
superhet 8 -way bases, complete with valve holders,
grid leak, fixed condenser, type " 48," 2/- each.
SPECIAL Bargain Offer of Lewcos Spaghetti

Resistances. All sizes in original sealed boxes,
4/- per dozen. Assorted. Special Price to the trade,
36/- per gross.

RECEIVERS.-G.E.C. Osram Music Magnet 4.
A.C. Model, 110/250 volts, complete with " B.C.

1532 " Power Unit and G.E.C. Permanent Magnet
Speaker in magnificent Floor Cabinet and 4 Osram
A.C. Valves. Brand New 1934 series in original
sealed cartons, £8 15s. each (List, £21).
DURG OYNE " Popular " 3 -Valve Battery Set.

Complete with 3 Mullard Valves, Exide Batteries,
etc., and Speaker in attractive transportable Cabinet.
£3. Brand New, in original cartons. Every set
guaranteed.

MAINS Transformers and Chokes. -Please send for
complete list ; specials can be supplied within

3 days of order.
A LL Transformers and Chokes Guaranteed for 12

IA months.
ALL Goods Guaranteed and Sent Carriage Paid.

BRANCHES at 271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W.10, and at 46, Lisle St., W.C.2 ; please send

all post orders to 323, Euston Rd., N.W.1.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Rd., London,

N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube). 'Phone : Museum
6324.

HIGHEST allowance made on used wireless goods
in exchange for new ; balance payable on easy

terms. Sets and parts bought for cash (state prices
required). -R. Wigfleld, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe,
,Yorks.

EPOCH. -Annual sale of surplus loud speakers of all
kinds, also sets, amplifiers, cabinets, and useful

parts of every description for experimenters and wire-
less dealers; thousands of bargains for callers; second
abridged list on application.

EPOCH. -Great bargain in ilin. super P.M. speakers,
the finest moving coil in its class ; these units

'are brand new, perfect, and guaranteed 12 months ;
they are slightly different from standard in design,
but equally as good in performance ; optional with
110 -ratio or Class B transformers; worth 45/-, to clear
at £1 each, carriage paid.

EPOCH RADIO, Exmouth House, Exmouth Street,
E.C.1 (at junction of Rosebery Avenue and

!Farringdon Road).

LINACORE Band Pass Timer. Battery Type.
Brand New. Cost 69/6. Bargain 49/6!

Box A.100.

" MP " ELIMINATORS make
this possible

D.C. models 21/- or 3/- monthly.
A.C. models 39/6 or 5/7 monthly.
Write to Dept. C. for full particulars

YOU CAN TAKE IT FROM ME!
ELECTRADIX

14:r. BARGAIN SALE LIST
Will Save You Pounds

ELECTRADIX
" N.W." 11 TABLE RADIO
MIKE should be with every
Wireless Set. Be your own
announcer. A bakelite pro-
duction containing the high-/ ratio transformer. Fit t ed
battery plug switch and output
terminals. The ex ce Ile n t
results and low price have
made this one of our most
popular models. 10/6Only
MICROPHONE BUTTONS
are wonderfully interesting
for experiments with 11.
Phones

The BATTERY SUPERSEDER
makes H.T. from your L.T. 2 -volt
battery, rectified and smoothed.
Gives 3 tappings and lasts indefi-

teat

PN 

nitely. A boon to
those who are not on
the mains. Reduced
from 1315/-. New
and Guaranteed 37/6.

No.
"N.W." 11

10/6

PARCELS of useful oddments for
the Experimenter who wants Coils,
Magnets, Wire, Chokes, Condensers,
Switches, etc., mostly ex-W.D.
parts. Worth a lot more. 101b. Ts.,
or 7 lb. 5s., post free.

British Isles only.

1,000 other Bargains in our March Sale List " N."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telephone: Central 4611.

piciNEERSII
ARE YO,U EARNING at

LEV THAN / 10PER WEEK"(
If so, you cannot afford to carry on without reading one 256 -
page Handbook. The book explains clearly and definitely many
ways of carving out a successful career. Among other things.
it explains the Services of our unique Appointments Depart-
ment, outlines Home -Study Courses in all branches of Civil,

Mechanical, Electrical, Motor, Aero.
Wireless, "Talkie," Eng. Bending, etc.,
and gives details of B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,
LEE., A.M.I.Meoh.E., A.M.I.A.E.,
G.P.O., MATRIO., and all Exams.
We alone Guarantee-" NO PASS -
NO FEE." Whether you be an old hand
or a budding apprentice, get this book
to -day -FREE and POST FREE.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEER-

ING TECHNOLOGY,
190, Shakespeare House, 29/81, Oxford

St., London, W.1.

Wifk %Rata, ifeut Radio' tam
tisataiia at 1/' PER YEAR

,
M.P. R. La RomFoRD,Ess Ex
EMPLOYMENT IS OFFERED QUALIFIED

RADIO ENGINEERS.
Send for our booklet, "Radio Progress," for particulars
of Radio Opportunities and details of postal training

for recognised Certificate. Free and post free.
RADIO TRAINING INSTITUTE 01' GR. BRIT.,85, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.

YOU ARE WANTED ON THE SHORT WAVES
Short-wave reception with any receiver with the new
remarkable UNIT RADIO short-wave unit. IDEAL
FOR USE WITH STRAIGHT OR BUPERHET.
Complete unit sent for 5/- down. Send for
illustrated leaflet. Cash or C.O.D.
UNIT RADIO, 12, Pulteney St., London, N.1.

March 17th, 1934

BLR/SINGHAM
RADIOMART'S Manufacturers

Surplus Stocks ; post free over 6/-, otherwise 6d.
All goods new and perfect.

RADIOMART-Utility W312B screened 2 -gang
bakelite condensers with disc drive and concentric

Uniknob trimming, 3/6. These must be seen to be
appreciated.
D ADIOMART-Utility 40 mnifd. ball -bearing short-

wave mierovariables, ls. 9d. Mains snap -
switches, 9d.
D ADIOMART-Utility ball -bearing air -spaced dif-

ferentials, 0.0003 and 0.0005, list 11/6, finest
made, 2/-.

RADIODIART-Utility, 1934, bakelite tuning and
reaction condensers, 0.0005, 10d.; 0.0003, 8d.

RADIOMART-Radiophone straight. line illumin-
ated dials. Note complete escutcheon knob,

wavelength or degree, 3/6.
RADIOMART-Illuminated Readrite visual tuning

meters, lOma. Finest made, 4/11.
ADIOILART-Ormond super low -loss variables,

fitted high reduction dials, 0.00025 ; ideal short-
wave, 2/6.

ADIOMART-Ormond air -spaced small 0.0003R leg , the ideal reaction condenser, boxed, 1/6.
RADIOMART-lgranicore 1934 super, 12/6. Iron -

core Dual Range short-wave inductance coils,
4/9.

RADIOMART-Igranic 400 ohm Porcelain po-
tentiometers, 6d. Ditto short-wave H.F. Chokes,

1/,
RADIOMART-Complete set 4. Latest Igranic

short-wave inductance coils, 15-130 metres, 4/-.
RADIOMART-Igranic boxed nickelcore trans-

formers, list 10/6. 3-1, 5-1, 3/11. Ditto parallel
feed, 2/11. Formo 2mf. 400v. working with terminals,
1/8.

RADIOMART-Philco heavy duty Class " B " 1-1
driver transformers, boxed, 2/9. Valveholder

baseboard, bd.
ADIOMART-II.M.V. super 3 -gang nonslipr\wave-length dial, trimmers; last few offered -,..,9/-.

RADIOMART-British Radiophone, 7/6. Wire -
wound logarithmic potentiometers with mains

switch, 5,000, 10,000, ditto 5,000, heavy duty no
switch, each type, 2/-.

RADIOMART-Super Section wound screened
primary HT8 transformer with 4v. 4a. CT.,

4v. 1 a., 10/6. With Westinghouse Rectifier, 18/6.

RADIOMART-Wearite
300/300 4v. 3a. CT., 4 v.

2a. CT., a quality job, 10/6. Philips, 200/200,
4v. 3a., 4v. la., 4/6.

RADIOMART-New purchase Met -Vick, 35'- ;
super transformers, 250/250. 4v. 2a., 4v. up to

5amps., fitted terminals, 9/6 ; 100v. or 230v., 25
cycles, 12/6.

RADIOMART-Magnum wirewound 25,000 ohm,
potentiometer, ditto Colvern, 2,500-15,000,

1/9 each.
RADIOMART-Magnum radio to gram. dissolvers

as used De Luxe RGD, 2/9. TCC, 0.02 mid.,
0.025

ART-Lotus s3,1-1, push-pull intervalve
manufacturing tag connections, 2/-. Ditto

Plug and Jack.
RADIOMART-TCO. 0.1 x 0.1 ofd. 450v. wkg.,

non -inductive, ideal for curing modulation hum
or H.F. decoupling, 1/-.

RAD1OMART-Non-induct ive tubulars, 1,500v.
test 0,1infd. and 0.01mfd., wire ended, 6d.

RADIOMART-Western Electric sensitive micro-
phone insets, 1/-. Special short-wave all -brass

0.0001, variables, 1/9.
RADIOMART-Exide 30/-, boxed Tempex Bakelite

clocks, synchronous, A.C., 17/6 ; Ditto, 45/-,
battery (runs 3 years for 1/-), 20/-, fully guaranteed.

ADIOMART-Famous Ward -Leonard and Zenith
100 watts transmitting grid leaks, 5,000, 10,000,

15,000, Bleeders, 50,000, SOma., 4/6.
RADIOMART-TCC. 4 x 4nifd. 1,700v. working

transmitting condensers, massive stand-off ter-
minals, 25/-. Cost £9. Brand new.

RADIOMART'S
March List now ready ; largest

and most comprehensive published; stamp
essential.

ADIOMART-Guarantees Prompt Despatch, Per -
IN feet Goods. No Misrepresentation : THE
SQUARE DEALERS, 19, JOHN BRIGHT STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

HIGH Class Radio Parts and Sets wanted for Cash,
We pay up to a of the retail value for class

goods (no junk).-Mildmay Radio Exchange, 24,
Mildmay Grove, London, N.1. 'Phone : Clissold 5001.
SPECIAL Offer Brand New Radiopaxs (Radio-

phone). In sealed boxes. Band Pass, 32/6 ;
Superhet, 35/-.-Mildmay Radio Exchange, 24,
Mildmay Grove, London, N.1 'Phone : Clissold 5001.

HALF PRICE. Make your set into a radio -gramo-
phone with a Bureaugram. 7, 9, and 11 Guinea

models at half price. Write for illustrated leaflet.
Wilson and Gill, 139/141, Regent Street, London.

SPENDOUS Sacrifice of Perm Mag. Moving -
Coil Speaker, by famous manufacturer. 250

only, wholesaler's stocktaking realisation sale, latest
modern type with transformer, tapped Class B pen-
tode, power, super power and mains valves, fully
toned realistic volume, 25/- only. 2 days' approval,
reduced from 45/-. Suitable all types sets. -Hewitt

t Bros., Radio, Dukinfleld, Ches.
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THE `RADIO GOLD -MINE
Secure yours to -day. By return 3d. post free

THE RADIO GOLD -JUNE' at 3d., post free, is
the greatest investment you will ever make. The

most comprehensive lists of up-to-date surplus goods
(kits, components and accessories) yet produced ; with
a genera, price level absolutely the lowest ever. March
issue the best ever! Going in thousands!

KIT BARGAINS represent
absolutely unprecedented value. They cover a

comprehensiAe range of up-to-date circuits which will
meet every home constructor's requirements. Supplied
complete with diagrams, instructions and all sundries
in sealed cartons. Series K,' Straight 2 -valve, 8/6;
3 -valve, 10.6 ; S.0.111, 18/6 ; 251- ; SHORT-
WAVE KITS, SERIES ' K.W.' 2 -valve, 12,6;
3 -valve, 18,6 ; Class B III, 27/6. ADAPTOR KITS-
SEEMS ' k.D.' S.W. Adaptor, 8/6. Super Het type,
75/6 ; Class 13 Adaptor, 10,6. A.V.C., 14/6. CLASS B
.1( 1TS-SERIF,S ' K.B.' 3 -valve, 22,13. S.CLIV 29,6.

T'1113 ' RADIO GOLD -MINE' GOLD SHEET for
the greatest bargain offers in Radio History.

(See below.)
GOLD -MINE ' IRON CORED CLASS

B III K IT at 27/0 represents the greatest value
Radio has yet offered you. Actually included in each
Kit are 1 pair Class B Transformers (list 17/-), 1 Exten-
sor for Automatic wave -change tuning (180-2,000
metres) (list 18,6), 1 Iron Cored Coil (list 8/6). Com-
pletely assembled inetallised chassis makes construc-
t ion as simple as A.B.C. No soldering, Will give 20 to
30 station, at full Moving -Coil Volume. Price 27,0,
1.00 free. Also the 1RON-CORED CLASS B S.G. IV,
with ganged tuning assembly and dual matched coils-
a wonderful hit, 35'-.

THE ' RADIO GOLD-M1N1.' You must get our
big March issue, 3d. pot free.

.L1,3.C. VA 1,3" 13 BARGAINS.-Special. PhilipsI
A.C.245 'let., 243 Power, 247 Pen, (list 12 (1,

II (II. 7.9 each. Battery Valves, 2 v., all British and
uaranteed. IIT., Det., LT., 2/11. Power, 3 3.

Clas,.41f,
ELI .3TOR BARGAINS, 25 ma, output,

4 voltages to 140 V. A.C. model, 24,6; Class
13, :35 6 ; 11.c.. II 6. State mains collage.

LE.c.
It BARGAINS.-W.B. Permanent.L Alagnet (ordinary or (la,s I3 type), list 37.6.

173/10 ; Nuvolion P.11., 16 10 ; Blue Spot 100113
(111. :t2, 6), 15;10; 3IK (list 256), 15/4; 66K (list
12.6), 7/3 ; Amplion Cone Units (worth 7/61,

THE ' RADIO GOLD -MINE.' You literally cannot
afford (for only 3d.) to be without it.

L.E.0U C 13. SNDRY OMPONNT BARGAINS.-
L.P. Transformers (list 5 1), 3 : 1 and 5 : 1, 2/5 ;

Cl. B. Driver, 3!11; Output Chokes, 3/11 Amplion
Speaker Units. 138 ; ITT. Chokes, Od. ; V -holders,
4 pin, 21,1. ; 5 -pin, 3,j.1. ; 7 -pin, Gd. ; Switches,
push-pull, 2 -point, 4)(1. ; :3 -point, 51d.; Grid Leaks,

77. 2, 3 megsi, 3,1. each.
THE. NE.'-Don't delay. Secure

yours to dal :3d. post free.
.13.C. CO11., BARGAINS .-All dual range with

reaction. Brownie, 1/- Screened, 2/6 ; Special
Iron Cored, 3,3 (diagrams included) : S. Wave, 2:10,

VARIABLE CONDI3NSI3R BARGAINS.-
.0003,, M055 mid., 2,3 ; Slow Motion Type, 2'11 ;

Mien Dialect ne, .0003 ; .0005, 110. ; 2 -gang, .0005
with 5.31. drive, escutcheon, panel light, etc., 6;1l;
' Duolune Extenstirs (list 12,6), 2,'11; S.M. Type
list. Is 6), 4 111.

THE ' 1( A DI 0 COLD -MINE' costs you 3,1. Saves
you I4,111111S. Send today.

I .13,11. MAINS TR ANS.EORMER BARGAINS.-
1_, Inputs, 200-250 v.; Special Lotus 80 tn.a.,
350.0,350 v.. 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 4 a., C.T. 4 v. 2 a., 0/11 ;
Eenwell, 200.0.200, 4 V. 2 a., .50 m.o., 4/1 ; H.T. 0

Transformer. 300 V. 60 111.11., rectified with 4 a'. 4 a.,
N'. 1 n., C.T., 6,11: 11.1'. 8, 780 v. 60 m.a.. with

4 v. 3 a., 4 v. 1 a , C.T., 5,10 ; 11,']'. 7. '150 V. 25 m.a.,
:3 ; 20 hen. Chokes (list 15 6), :3 11.

THE' 17.31)10 GOLD -J INE' the indispensable
guide 10 all surplus stocks, 8,1. post free.

L.E.C.
MANSI3RIDGE CONDENSER BARGAINS.

-1 mfd. 0,1. ; 2 mfd., 1,4 ; 4 mfd., 2/8 ; 14 mfd.,
(0 ; : 2 : 1 : 1 : 1), 5/10: All Philips 730 v. test.

L.I1315131) CONDENSER BARGAINS.-
Dubilier and Edison Bell, Mica, .0000, 2, 3, 4. 5

; .001, 2. 3, 1, 5, 0, 7, 8, 9 mfd. 'Tubular mica
type, .0001, ,0003 mfd., all :3d. each ; 2 0 doz..

THE ' 11,31)10 GOLD -MINE' for qualily goods at
the lowest liquidation prices ever ! :Id. post free.

L.E.(. 1313sIsTANCE, BARGA INS.--Speeial 5 -watt
glass, 8.000 ohms (list 5114 1,'- ; 60 watt, 2 and 3

sect ion Potential Dividers (8,000, 12.000, 15.1810 ohms),
2,9 and 3 3 each ; H.M.F. 4 watt glass eased, 100,000
ohms, 47,1. ; Erie, 1 watt, all values to 60,000 ohms.,
47d. ; Ihibilier, I watt, 100,000 ohms, 3,1 ;

19. 1G, 20 and :12,000 ohms, 310.: Edison Bell
ca.0,t, 10 7,4,000 ohm,. 41,1 ; to 150,000 5d. ; to
3.-,14(.014 Slid.; I() 500,000, ; Spaghetti's, every
size I,, 100,000 ohm,. 3701, ; (01,1 Leaks, 7, to 3 nags.,

1. each.
'THE 11,31110 GOLD -MINE -17adio's greatest
I surplus list for :Id. that will save you pounds.

L.E .(. SUN I) RA' 13ARGAINS-liniversonse Super
I'iel. up (list 20 -), with vol. control, 126; Igo.

Electric Clocks (A.('. 100-240 v.), various colours
(list, :32/-) 1',0: Color° Universal A.C. Motors, with
Auto -Stop (list (2 0), :37. 6 ; The ' G. AI.' Mike. 3/11.

(Continued at top of next column)

LONDON EAST CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY
 (Dept. 31.103), 2:3, Bartholomew Close, London,

E.C.1 (telephone : NATional 7473). Goods over 10/ -
value, postage free. Under 5/- value-cash only. ,Over
5/- cash or C.O.D.
For Everything Surplus in Modern Radio

THE `GOLD -MINE STORES'

UTILITY SALES Co. PRINCIPAL BARGAINS
of the WEEK.

ANY Article supplied. ADVICE given FREE,
FULL LIST on request.

6iCCUMULATORS : Glass, dry charged, 20 Am-
peres 2 0, 45 Amp. 5 6.

CHOKES,
D.F.: Single 00. Bakelite binocular

1.'6.
CONDENSERS : Variable, solid dielectric with

knob, .0003 and .0005 IA " ORMOND "
.0003 normal vanes, list 4/-, real bargain 1/6.
" LOTUS " Dyblock with slow-motion disc drive,
lamp fitting Escutcheon, 9/6 list, ONLY 4/-. FIXED,
midget stamp : .0002, .0003, .0005, .001, .002, .01 4d.

DUBILIER " block 2 x 1, 1 x 2 Mfd. 1,000 Volts
test, 2/6. " WEGO " 6 Mfd. 500 Volts 3/-.

DARIO 4 Volt Valves : H.F., DET., L.F., R.C.
1/3.

EAGLE 4 VOLT POWER 1/6.

FUSE BULBS : .06 Amp, 2d.

IRON -CORE Screened dual Wave COIL, matched
for S.G. Circuits and :3 diagrams, PERFECT 2/6,

POTENTIAL DIVIDER: 10,000 Ohms, 12 Watts,
4 tappings 2/-.

TRANSFORMERS : L.P. : " DARIO " 1/6,
" SlCRA " 3,6, FAER1TONE 4/-.

' VOLTMETERS : Watch, 11.T. 120, L.T. 12 VOLTS,

VALVES : 2 VOLT " B.T.H." (Mazda) B21011,
NEW unbroken Seal, Snip 2/3.

',INS TRANSFO RAI 13 It : METRO - VICK
200'240, Secondaries 250-0-250 60 milliamps

4 Volts 5 Amps, 4 'Volts 2 Amps, list 37/6. Guaran-
teed. 10:-.

.ASH with order. CARRIAGE PAID. 24 hoursC service,
UTILITY SALES CO.,

27a, Sale Street, London, W,2.

DBURN RADIO offer special purchase of T.C.C.
Condensers-

T.C.C. --250v. working -0.01, 7d. ; 0.1, 70. ; 1 mfd.,
11d. ; 2 mfd., 1/2 ; 1 a 1.x 1 mfd., 7/6; 1 x 1 mfil.,

7,2 ; 4 x 4 mfd., 375v. working, 2/-; 0.01 a 0.07, 500v.
working, 1/- ; T.C.C. Electrolytics 50 mfd., 12v., 113
(dry) ; 4 mid, and 8 mfd., 3/0 (wet) ; Dubilier dry
electrolytics, 4 mfd. and 8 mfd., 500v., 3/6. All in metal
cases. Weg,o condensers, 750v. test, in bakelite 1 mfd.,
1/- : 2 mfd., 1/3 ; 4 'Mid., 2/3. Ready Radio and Lotus
Duffs., 0003, 00035, 00015, 1/, 0005 reaction, 1/-.

ESTINGHOUSE Rectifiers (new): H.T. 7, 8, 9,
W 9/- ; H.T. 10, 10/- ; L.T. 5, 10/6. 10hy. 100ma.

Chokes, 4/- each.
CLASS " B " Drivers and Chokes, 0/6 per pair, with

suitable valve (I3VA) and 7 -pin holder, 19/11;
Binocular Chokes, 113; H.I. Chokes, 1/-; Valve -
holders, 4/5 -pin chassis type, 1/6 half doz. ; 7 -pin, Gd..
Columbia L.F. Transformers, 3/1 ratio, 3/-. Tubular
Condensers 0.01, 0.1 and 0.05, Gd. Large Stock of
Erie and Dubilier Resistances.
SINCLAIR P.M. Speakers with universal transformer,

or Class B 7 in. Cone, 12 months guarantee,
10;6. Sinclair Matched pairs, one 9in. one Tin- P.AL's
or Energised, 35/- (earn 1/-).

NYTHING on D.P. above 40/-. Quotations for
Kits and Components by return. Trade En-

quiries invited.
W0134111N RADIO CO., 7, Woburn Buildings,

W.C.1. Euston 1571, (Near Kings N anEustonEus.
Stns. Back of St. Pancras Church.)

THE LONDON TRADERS' MART offer half
price clearance baligains in bankrupt and.surplus

radio. 73verything guaranteed new and latest types.
7 days' free trial against cash or C.O.D. (fees extra),
subject unsold ; cash orders first preference.
SPEAKERS.-Blue Spot : Six 20PAI, 14/- (list

£1.0.6); three 191'M, 28'- (list £2.19.6). Celestion:
Seven PPM Soundex. 12.0 (list £1.7.6) ; four PPM 19,
211- (last t2.7.6). 'Rola : Nine INPAI, 22/- (list £2.0.6.) ;
Ise 137101. 27/- (li-t £3).
gpicECCs.-Six Marconiphone No. 19, 14/- (list

'1.136), three Bailie 1934,.10/- (list £1.1.0);
three 11.31.H. Senior De Luxe, 18/- (list £1.17.6). All
with volume controls.
Ji OTOR UNITS --Seven Collar() No. 32, 35/- (list

£4) ; three B.T.H. Truespeed, 30/- ; nine Gar-
rard 202A, 2.211 (list 62,10.0). All universal A.C.,
complete with pick-up, volume control, etc.

ELIM IN ATORS.-Elteo : Four A.C.72, 18/6 ; three
A.C. 25, 36/- (list £2.17.6) ; four Pilot, A.31./120.25,

10 (list £1.17.6) ; seven Atlas CA25, 28/- (list
£2.70.6).

CL 358 B " UNITS.-Five Rotas, with speaker,
32,6 (list £3.11.0) ; nine Blue Spot, 20/ (list

£2.3.6) ; seven Pilot, 16/- (listS.1.17.6) valves included.
ALL post orders to City Office : 313, BANK CHAM-
BERS. DIGIT HOLBORN, W.C.1.

PEARL & PEARL
190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. All the following
bargains guaranteed new goods. Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid.

1IGEANIC
Short-wave MR Choke, 10-120 metres,

baseboard or panel mounting, 1/3 each.
TGRANIC Short-wave Inductance Coils, in sets of 4
1 coils, 2, 4, 6, and -9 turns each. List price 11/6,
our price 3/11 per set of 4.
TGRANIPAK Complete Tuning Unit, comprising (1)
1 completely screened coils with built-in wave -
change switch ; (2) Igranic 3 -gang condenser with cover;
(3) escutcheon and disc drive assembly with pilot
lamp attachment ; (4) maim switch ; (5) three 5 -pin
valve holders; (6) grid leak and condenser; (7) en-
graved terminal board; complete with circuit; actually
made for A.C. mains, butt can easily be adapted for
battery sets ; list price 57/6, our price 27/11 ; brand
new and wired ready for use.

T"" Lincoln Super " Permanent Magnet Moving -
Coil Loud Speaker, all purpose universal tapped

transformer for Q.P.P., Class B., pentode, power and
super -power output, will carry 3 watts undistorted
output ; list price 42/-, our price 19/6.

BLUE
Spot 31K Cabinet Speaker, with built in

volume and tone control ; price 16/11.
rIABINETS, Horizontal type, for set with speaker

combined. Solid polished walnut (made for
Philco), 22ins. wide, 107,ins. deep, llins. high, only
30 left. Price 6/11, cost £1 to make. This item carriage
forward.

F0111110 0.0005 screened 3 -gang condensers with
trimmers complete with dial and escutcheon.

List Price, 21/6. Our Price, 9/6.
LINCOLN STEWART 20 m/amp D.C. Eliminator.

3 output tappings. New, tested, and guaranteed,
13/11.

TRIOTRON 4 -pole Baameed Armature Units,
Type " B." Well -made, Sensitive. Beautiful

tone. List price, 22;0. Special Offer, 6/11.
SOEREIGN Centre Tapped Class B 'Transformers,V

three ratios, 1-1, 17,-1, 2-1 ; special price,
4/11 each,

SOA EREIGN Class B Output Chokes, tapped as
above transformers ; 4/11 each.

SQOVEIZEIW.s" Iron Cored Coils, with circuits, 2/11 ;
ditto, screened, 2/0.

SOVEREIGN Super ELF. Chokes, 1/9 ; ditto, bino-
cular type, 1/0.

-Ctang variable Condensers, 0.0005, surplus ITALY.
j With drum drive, beautifully made in one piece
to avoid backlash ; to clear, 7/0.

SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS
(Cash with order only). Igranic 400 ohms, baseboard
potentiometers, 00. ; Edison Bell pick-up arms, 1/6 ;
lots of 3 doz. assorted Dubilier fixed condensers, 1/0
each lot ; G.E.C. 1 mfd. condensers, 1/3 each ; Climax
binocular D.E. chokes, 1/11 each ; 81ektun screened
dual range coils, 2/11 each ; Sovereign lightning arres-
ters, 9d. ; Sovereign toggle switches, 0d. ; Ormond
0.0005 bakelite dielectric condensers, with mahoganite
fast and slow motion dial, 2/6 ; Sovereign spaghetti
resistances,Send

postcard for Bargain List " B."-All
various values, 2/11 for 6 assorted.

FR".Mail Orders Direct to PEARL & PEARL, 190,
Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. Callers only can also
obtain all above bargains from our London branches :
100-101, Houndsditch ; 11, Liverpool St. ; and from
Douglas Keith, Ltd., 40, King William St. ; 276
Pentonville Rd. ; 46, Barking Rd., Canning TOW!):
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SPECIFIED for the

"LEADER THREE"
The NEW WEARITE

UNIVERSAL
COIL

Tunes180-550&
850-1950 metres

S

RETAIL PRICE

5,-
The amazing tuning range-the way it covets the new
Wavelerigth arrangement and the wonderful degree of
selectivity made possible, are features which have prompted
the designer to select the new " Universal "coils.
Bear these points in mind-whatever the set you are con-
templating-remember the " Universal " is designed for
use for Aerial, H.F. and Band Passing. Send coupon for
circuits.

. . from the range of H.F. CHOKES

The H.F.P.A.
111111110

'IL 'anal ,141

The H.F.P.A. CHOKE.
(as illustrated).

Effective impedance 15-2,500 smetr
45 m.mfds.e -Self -capacity

Inductance 250,000 mh.
D.C. Resistance 300 ohms.

The H.F.P. CHOKE.
Similar in characteristics as
the H.F.P.A, but
without Pigtail 316Connection ..

WEA
Re%Toi;IPOWENTS

The H.F.P.J.

PRICE 2! -
Effective impedance

100-2,000 metres
Self -capacity

- 7 m.mfds.
Inductance

220,000 mh.
D.C. Resistance

770 ohms

COUPON
To MESSRS. WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, Tottenham, London. N.17.

Please send me copy of full size blue print and constructional
details showing how to build the WEARITE TEAMSTER. Also
your new, booklet GN.2, together with 'literature on "Class " B
Units, details of the NEW Universal Coils; and H.T. Power Packs,
with circuits.

NAME

ADDRESS

PRAC. 17/3/34

4734

The

50 TIMES CHEAPER THAN BATTERIES

E

Why tolerate the annoyance and expense of short-lived
dry batteries when an " ATLAS " Unit will instantly
convert your battery set to mains operation and cut
running costs to less than one shilling a year ? You can
fit an " ATLAS " Unit to your receiver to -day without
alteration to set or valves. Ask your dealer to demonstrate
and INSIST ON " ATLAS." No other Units have
won the Olympia Ballots for two years in succession.
Models for A.C. and D.C. Suitable for any set, even
" Q.P.P." or Class ", B," from 39/6 or to/- down. Models
for 25 cycle mains supplied at the same prices.

T IL
MAINS UNITS

S
H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr) Ltd., PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER.
LONDON: BUSH HOUSE, W.C.2.
GLASGOW: G.E.S. CO. LTD., 38, OSWALD STREET. EP24

Messrs. H. CLARKE & CO. (M/CR) LTD.,
. Atlas Works, Patricroft, Manchester.

Please send me FREE copy of Booklet 87, telling me how to run my
battery set from the mains with an " ATLAS" Unit.

Name

Address

61/24

ASK YOUR DEALER - HE KNOWS I
wuo AI 1./
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